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PREFACE
The purpose of this study is to help fill a rather
neglected area in the study of 'Machado de Assis and his
novels.

Specifically involved is Quincas Borba, a novel

that appeared between the highly praised and heavily ana
lyzed Memdrlas pcfetumas de Bras Cubas and Pom Casmurro,

It

is my thesis that Quincas Borba must be considered as impor
tant as its two companion novels in regard to the autobio
graphical impulse of the writer.
For approximately four years I have sought pertinent
material from every available source in an effort to find
the meaning of Quincas Borba and to locate its proper place
in the study of the life and works of Machado de Assis.

The

authorities I have cited include the writer's "detractors"
and his "defenders" as well as many who have been able to
study the author without engaging in any of the polemics en
gendered by Machado*s personal life.

This wide range of

critics has been found to be useful in that they provide an
ample base for discussion of the author and his works and
because there is a certain amount of objective criticism in
the comments of every critic that I have cited.
The lack of standardized spelling and accentuation
in the Portuguese language down through the years poses a
problem in the preparation of scholarly papers.
iv

I have met

this problem by quoting the critics as their comments appear
in the works cited and have made corrections only in cases
of obvious typographical errors.
I wish to express my appreciation to the many pro
fessors at the University of Arizona whose interest in my
work has made this dissertation possible.

Especially I want

to acknowledge the interest and efforts of Dr. Robert R.
Anderson, Dr. John Brooks, Dr. Timothy Brown (my disserta
tion director), Dr. Joe Malik, Dr. Charles Olstad, Dr.
Renato Rosaldo (my major advisor and Head of the Department
of Romance Languages), Dr. H. Reynolds Stone, and Dr.
Agapito Rey.
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ABSTRACT
The autobiographical impulse in the works of Machado
de Assis has been noted by critics to be very strong.
Mem&rlas p^stumas de Bras Cubas (1881) and Memorial de Aires

(1908) have been identified as reflecting two important
periods in Machado's life, his deepest pessimism and his
subsequent reconciliation with life.

Qulncas Borba (I89I)

also represents a vital period and is therefore indispens
able in the study of the writer's life and works.
Qulncas Borba is primarily confession, relating to
Machado's role in the social and political issues of his
times and to certain aspects of his personal and private
life.

The abolition of slavery in 1888 and the establish

ment of the Republic in 1889 apparently freed him from
tensions regarding these issues.

The death of his step

mother in 1891, before the publication of Quincas Borba,
affected him in another way, causing mixed feelings re
garding the rejection and concealment of his humble past.
The times were propitious for confession.
In Qulncas Borba there is evidence that Machado had
begun to recover from the depths of disillusionment that
marks Br£s Cubas.

There appears a more objective view of

humanity, and although the latter work is known for its
probings into the soul of man, Qulncas Borba is superior
vli

j
j
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due to its objectivity.

Both novels present the negative

side of the moral scale, but Quincas Borba balances the pic
ture of humanity with equal representation on the positive
side.
The tracing of certain recurring themes across all
of Machado's novels shows how Quincas Borba is identified as
the point at which Machado's view of humanity began to
change. Themes that touch the life of Rubiao and are
identifiable in the author's life, appear in Quincas Borba
as the significant exception to their usual treatment.

The

conclusion is that the author's attitude during the period
of the writing of the novel was distinctly different from
what it was at any time after his first novel.

The author

was speaking in a more honest way, rejecting the molds of
Lufs Garcia and Bras Cubas, and substituting Rubiao as the
vehicle for his expression.

Rubiao and Machado share many

points of similarity, certain aspects of the author's life
that have caused a continuing polemic among critics.
In Rubiao, Machado explained his own non-participa
tion In the great issues of his times, his own inferiority
complex, his own compromise with his principles, and his own
remorse and nostalgia as he recalled his youth.

The recurr

ing theme of the Negro reveals that for the author, slavery
was a dead issue. The political theme includes, for the
first time, both the corrupt politician and the dedicated
public servant, but the profession is viewed with the
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greatest disdain by the writer.

This is in direct contrast

with the theme of politics in Machado's first and last
novels.

Evidence of a more objective analysis of man is

found in the actions and reactions of the other characters
in Qulncas Borba as they are studied through the recurring
themes.
Machado's first novels reflect the tranquility of
the writer's life at the time, just as Br^s Cubas mirrors
his desolation when his epilepsy recurred around 1877.
Memorial de Aires Is an honest expression of his sentiments
as his life was drawing to a close. The importance of
Qulncas Borba is that it shows Machado as he was when the
great social and political issues were settled, and when the
last visible link with his humble past was destroyed.
novel could not have been written at any other time.

The

CHAPTER I
THE IMPORTANCE OF QUINCAS BORBA
Because most of the critical comment on the nine
novels of Machado de Assis concerns his fifth and seventh
works, Hemor3.as p6stumas de Br^s Cubas (1881) and Pom
Casmurro (1901), it might be assumed that the author
reached his peak during this twenty-year period.

Machado's

novels span the years 18?2 to 1908, and thus the two works
named above fall roughly in the middle of his novelistic
production.

In sharp contrast with the heavily studied

fifth and seventh novels of Machado is Qulncas Borba (I891),
a work that appeared as the sixth in the series.

This

latter work has been but slightly studied, either in com
parison with its two companion works or in its own right.
Such a situation might indicate that Quincas Borba does not
measure up to either Br£s Cubas or Pom Casmurro in quality,
interest, or importance.
It is my belief that Qulncas Borba is more than the
perhaps uninteresting story of the last years in the life
of Machado's most pathetic male character.

The novel con

tains the essentials of an authorial confession that is not
found in any of his other novels.

In addition, it is a

step away from the direction of Br£s Cubas. being, in
effect, a definite departure from the black pessimism,
1

cynicism, sarcasm, and fatalism that marked its immediate
predecessor.
This study will be principally an examination of
Quincas Borba for the purpose of isolating the ingredi
ents of the confession and the presentation of evidence
that the time spent in the writing of the novel was pro
pitious for such a confession.

In addition there will be

indications that the author's own view of life as reflected
in his works had changed.

The focus of attention will be

on Rubiao, whose personality largely parallels the life of
the author.

The elements that will be discussed are: 1)

the author's role in the political and social questions of
national importance; 2) evidence of increased reflection on
the author's own actions as he sought to escape the situa
tion into which he was born; and 3) his view of humanity
across the years starting with his first novel.

The results

will show that Quincas Borba is an important point of
orientation in assaying Machado's novels and seeking a
better understanding of the writer himself.
The autobiographical impulse pointed out by critics
in much of Machado's literature was apparently the prime
motivation in the writing of Quincas Borba.

The most

critical national issues of the first fifty years of
Machado's life were the campaigns to abolish slavery and to
establish a republican form of government.

Both were

accomplished during the writing of Quincas Borba and one

3
finds in the novel a significantly different treatment of
the recurring themes that relate to these issues.

Also,

only Quincas Borba, of all of Nachado's novels, contains
the most reasonable explanation of the author's failure
to take part in those great and controversial campaigns.
This will be established in the examination of Rubiao's
illness and his political and social activities.

On July

1, 1891, Machado*s stepmother, Maria Ines, died in a hum
ble house in a poor area of Rio de.Janeiro, and thus the
final link with the past that he had rejected was de
stroyed.

There is in Quincas Borba the strongest evidence

that Machado was assaulted by mixed feelings as he recall
ed the entire course of his life, the rejection and con
cealment of his past and the sources of his shame, such as
poverty and Negro blood.
Maria Ines

His attitude toward the aging

can be detected in Quincas Borba. That Machado

felt a certain amount of remorse concerning his abandonment
of Maria Ines many years previously is indicated by his
reactions at her death, which occurred shortly before the
novel was published.

The allusions to Maria Ines in the

novels previous to Quincas Borba, as stated by critics,
lack the element of remorse, and are characterized instead
by ingratitude.

No novel either before or after Quincas

Borba has such strong overtones of remorse, such an aware
ness of a lack of gratitude, and such nostalgic memories
of a humble past.

k

Quincas Eorba is the novel in which Machado des
cribes most clearly his own epilepsy, and it is Rubiao whom
he afflicts v;ith this disease.

The story also contains a

significantly different treatment of the themes of Infancy
and childhood, an indication of a distinct change of
attitude.

Critics are divided on the question as to hoi*

much influence, if any, Machado's personal situation had on
his writings.

This dispute continues despite the apparent

logic that a poor, epileptic, stammering mulatto, born in a
slave state fifty years before Emancipation would likely
reveal his feelings one way or another in his writings.

In

Machado's novels there is a great deal of himself reflected
in episodes or in the characters.

Just as Aires, (Memorial

de Aires, 1908), seems to be a fairly accurate partial
portrait of the author in the last year or two of his life,
Rubiao in Quincas Borba appears to be a more complete and
more truthful self-portrait; but it is the Machado of 1886
to 1891.

This era of the life of the author must be examin

ed and evaluated, for it is different in many ways from the
apparent tranquility of his life at the time of his first
novels, the negativism and bitterness of Bras Cubas, and
his reconciliation with life as seen in his last novel.
This study will be composed of two major parts.
First there will be an analysis of the principal male
character in Quincas Borba for the purpose of isolating the
elements of authorial confession.

In the following chapters

there will be an examination of several recurring themes
that appear in Qulncas Borba and affect Rubiao in one way
or the other.

The themes will be traced throughout the

other novels in which they appear.

In this way the role of

the other characters of Machado*s nine novels will be seen
in contrast to that of Rubiao.

In addition the high or low

point, or the significant exception to the treatment of the
theme, will be located and evaluated as to cause and/or
effect.

The results of this two-part examination will be

presented in support of my thesis that Quincas Borba is
primarily confession and that it could have been written
only around 1886 to 1891, a period of change in the author's
life.

CHAPTER II
THE ANALYSIS OF RUBlXO
An element in the novels of Machado that has at
tracted the attention of critics is "megalomania literaria."
It is essentially a background conferred upon.some char
acters in the story, a personal history that is the
opposite of the writer's own situation.

Involved are

wealth, white and illustrious ancestors, and a favored
position for the persons who are the focus of the author's
attention.

H. Pereira da Silva dedicates an entire book to

the exploration of Machado's "megalomania literstria,"
dwelling principally on Bras Cubas and Pom Casmurro and
citing the author's Negro blood and humble origin as the
motivation of this theme in his works.*

Clotilde Wilson

remarks on the same subject but includes Qulncas Borba,
saying that Machado*s preoccupation with insanity, partic
ularly in the form of magalomania, is well illustrated in
these three novels.2 Megalomania, however, takes a

strange path through the stories, being in the first and
1. H. Pereira da Silva, A megalomania llteraria de
Machado de Assls (Rio de Janeiro: Editora Aurora, 19^9).
2. Clotilde Wilson, trans, and notes, Philosopher
or Dog? (Qulncas Borba by Machado de Assls) (New York:
Noonday Press, 195^), P. ix.

third works primarily connected with the main male char
acter but in Qulncas Borba it is reflected in a secondary
character, Carlos Maria, and not in Rubiao,

Carlos Maria

has many admirable qualities: he rides well, dances ex
pertly, and attracts attention wherever he goes.

Poor

Rubiao, on the other hand, is bumbling and pitifully in
adequate in dealing with people, is not handsome, has no
illustrious ancestors, and attracts little attention from
the ladies and no true admiration from the men.

Carlos

Maria, and not Rubiao, fits the mold of Bras and Bentinho.
A question that should be answered is why is there
a change in the pattern of megalomania in these three
consecutive novels?

There are other differences to be

found, but the lack of harmony in the different appear
ances of megalomania would be enough to suggest the need
for an examination.

Much of the study of Bras Cubas and

Pom Casmurro Involves references to autobiographical
sources, and in order to find a suitable explanation of the
dissonance of Qulncas Borba it is necessary to go again to
the author himself.
Typical of the thinking of many critics is the
statement by Pereira da Silva that "o papel e o confessionario do escritor.

E neste confessionario Machado de
»
*3

Assls debruQOu, muitas vezes, a sua existencia interior."^
3.

Pereira da Silva, Meg. Lit., p. 13.

However, there are critics who severely limit the amount of
self-revelation, and there are others who deny its value in
the analysis of Machado*s works altogether.

The polemic

surrounding the autobiographical element is of such propor
tions that it is not uncommon to find in critical works a
comment that reflects the bitterness of the dispute.
Inasmuch as the aspect of self-revelation in Machado*s
writings will be shown to already have been firmly estab
lished, the question should be what are the limits of its
applicability? The critic cannot accept some points and
reject others if there exists a strong case for their
recognition.
Perhaps typical of the comments about Machado*s
sixth novel is the statement by Jose Bettencourt Machado
that "although the plot of Qulncas Borba cannot be con
sidered of real interest, some characters stand out impressively, amongst them the portrait of Sofia. . . Q u l n c a s
Borba is more than a gallery of types; it is the setting
for a self-portrait composed of two views of the author
super-imposed on each other.

One view is the author as he

was seen, and still is, by his detractors: a man who
4. Pereira da Silva, Meg. Lit., apparently senses
a storm and apologizes if he has offended the author's
memory, pp. 123-^.
5. Jose Bettencourt Machado, Machado of Brazil
(New York: Bramerlca, 1953), P. 177.

abstained from action during the great issues of his time,
a man who out of shame had rejected his own family and
blood. The other view is the author's conception of him
self where he admits the truth of many of the charges
against him but for the first and only time in his novels
he presents an answer to these charges.
extenuating circumstances.

His answer Is

His spokesman is Rubiao.

An

understanding of Qulncas Borba can be achieved by an
analysis of Rubiao as a partial self-portrait of the author,
and this can be done only be considering every possible
aspect of autobiographical inspiration.
There are many elements in Rubiao*s personality
that critics have found in Machado.

Those that will be

studied here are inferiority complex, deep-seated feelings
of insecurity, a temper that sometimes explodes, and a
nagging conscience.

Rubiao's general indifference to the

great national issues is very similar to that noted in
Machado, that is, slavery and political activity in general.
Rubiao shares his creator's epilepsy in addition to other
aspects which will be brought out in this study.

It may be

that Rubiao was constructed in such a way in order that the
author might make his own defense against his critics'
charges of cold Indifference to the ' eeds of his country
and his people.

Rubiao and Qulncas Borba are saturated

with memories of the author's past as the events of 1888-89
and 1891 seem to bring into focus briefly what his past
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has been and why.

The net result is that Quincas Borba is

quite different in significant ways from the other eight
novels of Machado, and it seems that the key to an under
standing of Quincas Borba is Rubiao.
The outline of the story is simple.

It concerns

the last few years in the life of Rubiao, who inherits a
fortune from an old friend who dies insane.

The will con

tains one irritating condition: Rubiao must accept and care
for his friend's mongrel dog.

The procedure to be followed

at the dog's death at some future date is specific: Rubiao
is to give the animal an extraordinary burial, with flowers,
and after a time he is to disinter the bones, and put them
in an urn in the most honored place in the house.

Rubiao

accepts these conditions and attempts to comply, but as his
own death occurs first he is unable to fulfill his obliga
tions completely.

In addition to losing his sanity, he

wastes his fortune and dies penniless back in the same city
where he had served the man whose fortune he had inherited.
One of the most provocative questions in regard to
the novel concerns the dog.

What was the author's reason

for including the animal in these last years of Rubiao's
life?

One critic attributes the presence of the animal to

Machado's "zoofilia."^ but this explanation is difficult to
6. M^rio Matos, Machado de Assis, o homem e a obra
(Sao Paulo: Companhia Editora Naoional, 1939)» PP. 229-230.

accept despite the fact that Machado did love animals.

The

total role of the dog must be considered in the determina
tion of its full impact on the novel, and its role stresses
personal loyalty most of all.

The dog and Quincas Borba

share a deep love for each other, and when Quincas dies,
the dog, also named Quincas, tries to transfer his love to
his new master.

But he will never have another happy day

in his life, for he will be mistreated almost daily until
his death in the rain-swept streets of Barbacena.
If Machado had wished to show his love for animals,
why did he not have the dog pass to Rubiao as a genuine
gift instead of as a condition in a will?

And why does the

entire inheritance depend on Rubiao's acceptance of this
condition?

As a result of the manner in which the dog is

acquired by Rubiao it becomes at once a legal and symbolic
condition to wealth.

The poor animal is never able to

afford Rubiao any real pleasure or comfort, but instead is
a reminder of the fraudulent circumstances surrounding the
acquisition of Quincas' estate.

The dog's presence In the

novel, therefore, is not simply a manifestation of love for
animals, regardless of Fernanda's sympathy for it late in
the story, but the very significant symbol of compromise.
Rublao's recurring dreams of financial independence are now
almost within his grasp and he will have to lie to Angelica
about the dog and conceal from everyone the fact that
Quincas died insane.

He accepts the condition in the will,
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makes his compromise, and becomes rich.

The price seems

to be a small one, both to Rubiao and to the reader, but
his acceptance of a condition will be a turning point in
Rubiao's life, a decision that later proves to have been
wrong.

What change has the dog wrought on Rubiao's life

as the novel begins?

Standing at the window of his new

home, Rubiao thinks about his change of luck.

"Cotejava

o passado com o presente. Que era, hd um ano? Professor,
Que 6 agora? Capitalista. , ,

So the little lie to

Angelica seems to have been justified and harmless.
The presence of the dog is responsible for the
revelation of many aspects of Rubiao's character.

The

element of conscience is brought out at times, for in
stance, when Rubiao realizes that his attempts to fulfill
his responsibility toward the dog have been marginal.
Once he remembers that he is supposed to go and attend to
the dog, a dally obligation. The dog greets him with jumps
of joy, and Rubiao delivers it a kick that causes the sur
prised animal to cry out in pain.
with

its tail between its legs.

It backs away, sad,
Then Rubiao snaps his

fingers, "e ei-lo que volta novamente com a mesma alegria"
(39-^0), This act of violence reveals a cruel streak that
7, Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis, Qulncas Borba,
prefaciado e revisto por H, Pereira da Silva (Rio de
Janeiro: Sociedade Editora e Grafica, Ltda,, 1962), p. 13.
Subsequent page references in the body of the text will
refer to this edition.
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will become a constant feature of Rubiao's personality.
Cruelty in Rubiao appears again the time that
Carlos Maria sees the dog for the first time.

Rubiao, tfho

feels inferior to Carlos Maria in spite of being infinitely
richer, kicks the dog savagely when it tries to lick Carlos
Maria's hand.

This is not the last time Rubiao will act

cruelly toward the dog, nor is he really striking at the
animal, but at his conscience and his own feelings of
Inferiority.

His conscience will continue to torment him,

for he will look at the dog many times and recall his own
fraud and profligacy.

Typical of the weight of his con

science is his reaction once when, as he looks at the dog,
he sees it raise its head and stare back at him.

"Rubiao

estremeceu; a suposicao de que naquele Quincas Borba podia
estar a alma do outro nunca se lhe varreu intelramente do
cerebro.

Desta vez chegou a ver-lhe um torn de censura nos

olhos; riu-se, era tolice; cachorro nao podia ser homem.
Insenslvelmente, pordm, abaixou a mao e COQOU as orelhas ao
animal, para capt^-lo"(100).

The thought that he might rid

himself of the animal in some way occurs to him, but he
wonders about the consequences.
other dog?

Would he have to get an

He does not entirely accept his lawyer's opinion

that this would not be necessary, but "la ficava a duvida,
o exemplo de longas demandas, a variedade das opinloes
jfjurfdicas sobre uma so materia, a a§ao de algum invejoso ou
inimigo e, o que resumia tudo, o terror de ficar sem

Ik

nada"(67).

This episode reveals four elements in Rubiao;

1) ingratitude, (wanting to get rid of the dog); 2) insecu
rity, (not believing that his attorney is entirely correct);
3) paranoia, (supposed enemies plotting to do him out of
his inheritance); and k) a guilt complex, for he realizes
that he has spent the entire evening without seeing the
dog: "Sou um ingrato!"(67).

Rubiao will never be free of these traits until he
finds sanctuary in insanity, and perhaps none of the four
elements would have developed so fully but for the dog.
The reader would not be able to become as intimately ac
quainted with Rubiao if the inheritance had not been con
nected with the dog in any way.

The point can be taken

even further back; some of these character traits probably
did not exist in strength in Rubiao until he inherited, and
others did not exist at all.

Therefore, if he had become

rich in a different way his personality would probably have
developed in a far different way.

For these reasons it

seems clear that the dog's role is not secondary in any way,
but is instead, one of the most important elements in the
novel.

Rubiao's illness grows rapidly after inheriting and

his insanity is hastened at least by the change in his
pattern of life, which in turn hinges on the dog.

If

Rubiao's destruction is preordained, it is the dog that will
be the catalyst.
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The analysis of Rubiao requires an examination of
his inferiority complex.

This complex is so closely re

lated to the deep-seated sense of insecurity that it is
difficult to isolate them one from the other, and they
appear with such regularity and with such force that it is
imperative that their importance be ascertained.

Rubiao

reveals a guilt complex when the will is being processed
because he is afraid that his concealment of Quincas'
insanity might cause him to lose the estate.

His fears are

groundless, however, and his economic well-being is secure.
Then his inferiority complex surfaces again when he finds
that he cannot resist the wishes of his new friend Palha.
At the latter's insistence Rubiao ends up with a Spanish
servant despite having protested that he was accustomed to
his Negroes from Minas.

The truth is that Rubiao never had

any Negro servants in Minas until he inherited those of
Quincas Eorba,

Even the Spaniard is able to intimidate

Rubiao, speaking Spanish whenever he pleases, despite
Rubiao's having said that he did not want any foreign lan
guages spoken in the house.

And the reason there are cer

tain artifacts of bronze in his new house is because Rubiao
cannot overcome Palha's wishes and furnish It with objects
made of the precious metal he himself prefers.

Rubiao is

not able to overcome his own feelings of inferiority, and
what appears to be an easy-going nature is in reality a
deep feeling of personal unworthiness.
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Before Rubiao ever becomes rich he reveals his
feelings of inferiority.

This complex is seen along with

his sense of insecvirity when Quincas leaves the dog with
him and goes to Rio on his final journey.

Quincas trusts

Rubiao with the animal as he would no other, but the role
as custodian of a dog is a vexing experience for Rubiao.
It disturbs him to think that people might find his role as
"watchman for a dog" an amusing*sight: "Com efeito,
parecia^lhe ridfculo; fugia aos olhos estranhos, olhava com
fastio para o animal, dava-se ao diabo, arrenegava da
vida"(24).

This unreasonable behavior reveals a great deal

about Rubiao, and another detail is added when he has masses
said for the non-Catholic Quincas Borba, inasmuch as his own
Catholicism is barely distinguishable.

This episode recalls

his previous manifestations of sensitivity to what people
might say or think.

That he should be found remiss, or

amusing, in anything, is unbearable.
Rubiao*s feelings of inferiority surface again when
he invites Carlos Maria and Freitas to dinner in his new
home.

He likes Freitas but he is avred by Carlos Maria.

Then, at dinner, his awe becomes intimidation, as he does
not dare laugh at Freitas' jokes because he has seen the
expression of disdain on the face of the haughty Carlos
Maria.

Carlos Maria is a figure who. will continue to bring

Rubiao*s feelings of unworthiness into view.
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Rubiao's discomfort in the presence of an ordinarycoachman should be recalled.

In conversing with the driv

er, Rubiao imagines that he may have said an offensive
word, but in spite of the fact that he cannot pinpoint any
questionable word or phrase, he is uneasy.

On another oc

casion he is at the Palhas» home, ostensibly to see Palha,
but really to spend some time with Sofia, The latter does
not invite Rubiao to await Palha1s return, so he leaves.
This jolt to his ego is followed by a larger one when he
hears Carlos Maria's, voice in the house. His rival is flat
tering Sofia, regarding her real beauty and her portrait.
Rubiao is easily influenced by flattery, either falsely or
genuinely intended, and he is just as sensitive to slights,
whether real or imagined.

In his social and personal rela

tions with people he is easily shaken, and in his financial
dealings he is easily fleeced.

There are many who have de

signs on his money and they are eminently successful.

He

is easy prey for any scheme, and it is due to his feelings
of inferiority and insecurity.
Another important part of Rubiao's make-up is his
paranoia, which appears when Quincas leaves for Rio.

The

illness of his friend is so serious that such a journey is
extremely dangerous, and when Rubiao realizes this, he be
gins to imagine that people might believe that he had en
couraged Quincas to make the journey in the hope that it
might hasten his death.

Paranoia has been identified above
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in the discussion of the will and the possible loss of the
dog later in the story.

But between these two appearances

of paranoia there is the clearest hint of approaching insan
ity in Rubiao,

On this occasion he has started down the

road to Angelica's house to recover the dog so that he can
claim the inheritance.

He begins to consider the possi

bility that the dog may have become lost, or stolen, or
that his enemies may have killed it.

Why would the likeli

hood of such actions by enemies occur to Rubiao, and what
kind of enemies would a poor schoolteacher have?

The

answer to this paranoia is in Rubiao*s epilepsy.
It is easy to overlook epilepsy in Qulncas Borba
because the name never appears and the symptoms are skill
fully concealed.

Because of the fact that the author

suffered the disease, epilepsy is another of the most
significant elements in the novel.

That the diagnosis of

epilepsy in Rubiao is correct can be established by turn
ing to competent medical sources after finding the symptoms
Machado wove into the story.
Rubiao suffers his first seizure that day he
rushes in frantic haste and fear to Angelica's house.

When

he considers all the possible ways the dog could be lost to
him, as noted above, he experiences an unusual reaction.
The terrible thoughts of perhaps losing the dog have an
extraordinary effect on him, says the narrator: "Passou-lhe
uma nuvem pelos olhos; depots comecou a ver mais claro"
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(emphasis mine).

Then he wonders if he would have to get

another dog if this one should be lost, but he decides such
would not be necessary: "Mas sao capazes de. fazer"chicanas
os meus inimigos. . ."

His forehead and hands begin to

perspire, and "outra nuvem pelos olhos"(emphasis mine).
Machado provides a witness to one of these two seizures.
Angelica is laughing as Rubiao approaches her house.
figura que o senhor vem fazendo, meu compadre?
.logando com os bracos?"(emphasis mine)(30).

"Que

Meio tonto,

Rubiao's

actions and his failure to respond to Angelica's question
are explained by the following authoritative description of
epilepsy.
fit isj a disorder of the nervous system character
ized by disturbances in the rhythm of electrical
discharges from the brain. It is typically associ
ated with sudden and recurring episodes of clouding
or loss of consciousness. . .Symptoms range from a
slight lapse of awareness to loss of consciousness
with severe convulsions; in one form there is a
clouding of consciousness accompanied by automatic g
behavior for which the individual is later amnesic.
Rubiao's epilepsy seems to be closest to the type known as
"psychomotor" where the patient appears to be conscious
but is suffering "a lapse or clouding of consciousness."

A

seizure may last only a few seconds or minutes, or in rare
cases an attack may last several days.

The patient may,

8, James C. Coleman, Abnormal Psychology and
Modern Life (Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 196*0,
P. W.
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during his attacks, continue to "perform either routine
9
tasks or some unusual or antisocial act,11 . This is a
precise description of Rubiao's seizures.

It is also of

special note that Machado has used the identical descrip
tion of Rubiao's lapse of consciousness that modern
medicine would later use, a "clouding" of conscioxisness.
After all, who would know the sensation better than an
epileptic?
Rubiao's next seizure occurs on the occasion of his
talk vfith the coachman mentioned above.

During the conver

sation Rubiao's mind wanders back to a hanging he had wit
nessed previously.

He had not wanted to watch but was

unable to avert his eyes.

The condemned Negro thrashed

about with his legs and then shrank.

The narrator tells

that the executioner skillfully and gracefully bestrode his
victim, the crowd murmured, and Rubiao "deu um grito, e viu
mais nada"(emphasis mine)(66).

With this the chapter ends

and the next one begins immediately with no break in the
scene or time.

The coachman continues to talk and is not

aware that his passenger, eyes half closed, has not been
listening.

There is the possibility that Rubiao has had

another seizure as he relived the one he suffered as he
watched the hanging.
9.

Coleman, p. 4-91.
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The "aura" of epileptic seizures is also present in
Qulncas Borba.

Rubiao experiences one of these warnings of

an approaching attack as he observes a harangue by Camacho.
The old politician is telling Rubiao to pretend that he is
a congressman addressing the chamber and the president.
Rubiao interrupts Camacho and straightens up: "teve uma
esp£cie de vertigem."

He has a chill and goes into a

hallucination, seeing himself before the chamber: "0 passo
era dificil"(137).

As this hallucination following the

aura of an attack occurs late in the novel, it is of greater
significance than would have been the case had it happened
earlier, a point that will be explained later.
It should be noted that illnesses are another re
curring theme in Machado's works, an aspect I have noted in
a previously published article,*®

In Qulncas Borba Rubiao's

own illness, diagnosed as epilepsy, there are all the
features required to identify the attacks.

The three, or

possibly four seizures suffered by Rubiao and the aura of
another attack have been discussed and medical descriptions
of the disease have been utilized to substantiate the
identification of epilepsy.

The question at this time con

cerns the causes of Rubiao*s seiz\ires,
10, Charles Param, "Machado de Assis and
Dostoyevsky," Hlspanla XLIX (March 1966), 81-7.
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It must be remembered, that previous to each of his
attacks Rubiao is emotionally wrought up, almost to his
breaking point, and ^the pressures on him are extraordinary
ones in that they affect him in a violent way.

Similar

reactions in like situations do not occur in the vast
majority of people.

That Is to say, Rubiao Is pre-disposed

to these particular stimuli.

Coleman comments on the

stimuli that can precipitate a seizure in pre-disposed
individuals, that is, about ten percent of the adult popu11

lation.

"Many varieties of sensory, intellectual and

emotional stimuli seem capable of provoking seizures in
pre-disposed individuals. . .in some others attacks may be
precipitated by particularly intellectual demands or by
12

emotional stress."

Previously in this study attention

has been called to such emotional stresses in Rubiao.

His

personal instabilities and paranoid symptoms are also
\

medically consistent with recent studies of epileptics,
13
Just as is his steadily worsening mental condition.
11.

Coleman, p. 493.

12.

Ibid.

13. Coleman, pp. 496-7* discusses the Himmler and
Raphael study(19^5). This study concerned 95 epileptic
students at an American university, in which 70 percent
were found to be capable of doing creditable college work.
The results of the follow-up study of 63 of them showed, on
the whole, excellent adjustments, for 5^ had made entirely
satisfactory personal adjustments. Three, however, had
chronic neurotic reactions, four had basic personality
instabilities, and two were deteriorated, one with paranoid
symptoms.
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A major point in Rubiao's public actions is revealed.
by mention of political and sociological issues.

An

apparent indifference to all these questions appears the
day Rubiao meets Palha and Sofia on the train as the new
capitalist moves to Botafogo.
Cristiano Palha maldisse o governo, que introduzira
na fala do trono urna palavra relativa a propriedade
servil; mas, com grande espanto seu, Rubiao nao
acudiu a indigna§ao. Era plan deste vender os
escravos que o testador lhe deixara, exceto um pajein;
se alguma coisa perdesse, o resto da heran§a cobriria
o desfalque. Demais, a fala do trono, que ele tambera
lera, mandava respeitar a propriedade atual. Que lhe
importavam escravos futuros se os nao compraria?(3*0
Other matters are discussed next: "Palha desconversou, e
passou a polftica, as camaras, a guerra do Paraguai, tudo
assuntos gerais, ao que Rubiao atendia, mais ou menos"(3*0.
Rubiao's interest is centered on Sofia and not on national
or local problems of any sort.

His interest does turn to

politics later, however, when Camacho promises him that for
his financial support he might expect a political career.
But there is the question of how much Interest he really
has, because two thoughts run through his head simultane
ously : "aqui 6 que se deve esmagar a cabega da cobra"—
"Sofia <f companhelra para estas vlagens"(86).

The first of

these statements is Camacho's; the second is Rubiao's.
Once when Rubiao returns from having observed a
session of the legislature he appears to have a genuine
interest in politics.

He recalls with great excitement

what he had witnessed: "Tremia ainda ao contar as suas
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impressoes, descrevia a camara, tribunas, galerias chelas
que nao cabia um alfinete, o dlscurso de Jose Bonifacio,
a mo§ao, a vota§ao"(83).

It is not what is discussed here

that excites Rubiao, however, but the spectacle.

Later his

interest in world, national, or local affairs is shown
again to be practically non-existent xrtien he Is faced with
some idle time.

He wanders about, "la as sessoes do jtiri,

a camara dos deputados, a passagem dos batalhoes, dava
grandes passeios, fazia vlsitas desnecessarias, a noite, ou
la aos teatros, sem prazer"(11*0.

Politics in any form is

unable to interest Rubiao, and humanitarian causes such as
the issue of slavery fail to move him to action.

It is

significant that in the case of his own inherited slaves,
he sells them rather than free them.
There is much similarity between the major points
in Rubiao*s personality and actions and those of Machado.
It is speculation to say how much self-revelation there is
in Machado's works, but Peregrino Junior believes that it
is important to delve deeply into the author's life and
thoughts in evaluating his writings.

The more one studies

both aspects, life and writings, the more one comes to the
conclusion that what seems to be simulation is sincerity:
ik
"emergia do subconsciente do escriptor.
14. Peregrino Junior, Doenca e constltulcao de
Machado de Assls (Rio de Janeiro: Llvrarla Jose Olympio
Editora, 1938), p. 22.
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There are probably few critics who will assert that
Machado*s race and the poverty into which he was born and
reared did not cause some adverse reaction In the writer.
Shame at his Negro blood and his humble origin have been
noted many times as the factors that created an obsession
to escape both conditions.

Matos probably says it as well

as anyone when he states that Machado wanted to rise above
his humble background and through his own worthiness con
quer the shameful past, and that this was "o rxtmo constante
de toda a sua atividade.
seriam as letras."*-'

Nao perdia tempo.

0 caminho

Raimundo Magalhaes Junior, one of the

writer's staunchest admirers, states it a little differ
ently, adding the element of color.

Machado was a man "de

cor, de origem humilde, em esfor§o constante para se elevar
16
cada vez mais, tanto social como lntelectualmente."
Magalhaes Junior notes that a "deformed image" of Machado
has been created by critics, because of personal dislilce,
or a lack of their own ideas that causes them to repeat
what others have said, or because they have not studied the
author with care.*'' The principal elements of this image
15.

Matos, p. ^8.

16. Raimundo Magalhaes Junior, Machado de Assls
desconhecldo (Sao Paulo: Editora Civilizagao Brasileira
S/A, 1957), P. 123.
17.

Magalhaes Junior, Machado desconhecldo, p. ^3.
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are those that have been pointed out here in Rubiao and
their presence in the author can also be established
adequately.

The shadow of Maria Ines must be an important

part in the analysis of Quincas Borba.
Just as there was a point at which Rubiao*s life
was changed, there is a point at which Machado's life took
a different direction.

It has been identified in the case

of Rubiao as the acceptance of the condition in the will.
Critics have found the turning point in the author's life
to be his decision to rise above his personal Situation.
To be more specific, it was when he decided that his case
required the acceptance of a condition: to conceal and re
ject his background in its entirety.

This of course in

volved Maria Ines, regardless of whatever debts of gratitude
the author owed her, or her economic situation.

The fact

that Machado never saw Maria Ines again until her death,
although each continued to live in the same city, indicates
the thoroughness of the execution of his plan.

Why she

should be sacrificed along with the rest of Machado's back
ground was because, in Leo Barrow's words, she had "one or
two shortcomings: she was a mulatta and of very humble
18
origin."
Barrow, like certain other critics, believes
that Machado felt impelled to sever his relations with Maria
18. Leo L. Barrow, "Ingratitude in the Works of
Machado de Assls," Hlspania, LXIX (May, 1966), pp. 211-217.
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Ines permanently if he vras to achieve the goals he sought.
But the relationship was never broken completely, for his
stepmother's shadow vras to fall across much of his fiction.
Several authorities have detected traces of Maria
Ines in Machado*s writings.

Barrow finds her influence in

A mao e a luva, where the author's sense of ingratitude is
20
expressed.
Afranio Coutinho's long study points out her
presence in Helena (187^)» A mao e a luva, and Iai£ Garcia
(1878),^* and Pereira da Silva in his study of Machado's
"megalomania liter&ria," previously cited, finds Maria Ines
to be a factor in Br^s Cubas and Pom Casmurro.

However, in

Qulncas Borba her influence is vastly different from what is
found elsewhere.

The presence of remorse and the force of

this element make Qulncas Borba the most unusual manifesta
tion of the influence of Maria Ines.
Ltfcia Mlguel-Pereira's belief that Machado regretted
his harsh treatment of his stepmother is not shared by Matos.
22
It is a hypothesis, states the latter.

To accept Matos*

19. Among the critics who share this view are
Afranio Coutinho, Luiz Viana Filho, Pereira da Silva, and
Lucia Miguel-Pereira.
20.

Barrow, p. 212.

21. Afranio Coutinho, A fllosofla de Machado de
Assls e outros ensalos (Rio de Janeiro: Llvraria Sao Jose,
19597.~P. 57.
22.

Matos, pp. 18-19.

opinion, however, would be to confirm a part of that
"deformed image" that Magalhaes Jilnior seeks to destroy.
Pereira da Silva ventures into dangerous waters when he
discusses remorse in Machado, going much further than most
critics would dare go, when he says that the writer may
have felt relief when Maria Ines died.
his past was thus destroyed.

The last link with

But, adds Pereira da Silva,

there must have been times when Machado's conscience tor
tured him as he sat in his comfortable home, enjoying the
23
good things of life that Maria Ines never had.
Remorse mixed with nostalgia seems to be a better
expression of the author's feelings about his former life
and what he had done,

Luiz Viana Filho tells of the

occasion of the razing of Machado's boyhood home.

The

author, hearing of the project, returned to the site and
ii24
took away a stone .as a "recorda§ao do ber§o humilde.
Rubiao experiences a similar emotion that day he wanders
over into Saiide where he sees the squalor and poverty of
the people.

Eut behind those walls is happiness, Rubiao

knows; "E tudo isso lhe dava uma sensagao de nostalgia. . .
Nostalgia do farrapo, da vida escassa, acalcanhada e sem
vexame.

Mas durou pouco; o feiticeiro que andava nele
23.

Pereira da Silva, Meg. Lit.t pp. 26-27.

24. Luiz Viana Filho, A vida de Machado de Assls
(Sao Paulo: Livraria Martins Editora, 1964), p. l53.
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transformou tudo.

Era tao bom nao ser pobre!"(122).

The

backgrounds of Rubiao and Machado are very similar; in each
case poverty precedes high social standing and economic ,
independence, and in each case a compromise figures heavily.
It is significant that in both men there are moments in
which a certain amount of remorse, or regret, creeps into
their thinking.
Machado's reputed rejection of his Negro blood may
be mirrored in a passage in Qulncas Borba.

After Rubiao

inherits his fortune he changes his grooming habits consid
erably, and the element of moustache and beard are heavily
emphasized.

Early in the story he rubs his hands over his

smoothly-shaven face, "barbeado todos os dias, coisa que
nao fazia dantes, por economia e desnecessidade.
simples professor!

Um

Usava sui§as, (mais tarde deixou

crescer a barba toda),—tao maclas que dava gosto passar os
dedos por elas. . ."(15).

The beard represents a change in

status: he was poor and now is he rich; he is sane and he
later will become insane, as is seen when he has the beard
trimmed to resemble Louis Napoleon.

Matos, speaking of

Machado's "coquetice intelectual," mentions the writer's
moustache, which is also a symbol of change.

"Essa

coquetice via-se por outro lado na intengao de encobrir ou
disfargar com os fios do bigode os labios grossos de mulato.
Procurava corapor fisionomia a seu gosto, como sempre se
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observou."2^

The interpretation that best fits the section

referring to Rubiao's change in beard style is that what
was a symbol in the author's mind is reflected as a symbol
in the mind of the fictional Rubiao,
Coutinho, in his essay "Ascensao e ressentimento do
mestigo," discusses the possible reactions of the mulatto
who resents his blood, which he considers a stigma.

In the

majority of cases the mulatto's reaction is characterized
by a "disfarce dos antepassados responsaveis,"

This may be

done by disdaining, forgetting, or denying them, or by
erasing those responsible ancestors from memory.

It

would appear that Machado developed a strange "love-hate"
complex regarding the mulatta Maria Ines that comes into
sight for the first time in Quincas Borba.

An identical

complex has been identified by Helen Caldwell in Pom
Casmurro, in her interpretation of Bentlnho's feelings
27
about his mother as revealed by one of his dreams, 1 So
the belief that Machado may have revealed mixed feelings
about Maria Ines becomes more acceptable.
Any discussion of the effect of Machado's Negro
blood on his personal behavior seems to lead naturally to
25,

Matos, p, 80,

26,

Coutinho, A filosofla de Machado, p, 49,

27, Helen Caldwell, The Brazilian Othello of
Machado de Assis (Berkeley and Loi Angeles: University of
California Press, i960), pp. 92-102,
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another concerning his inferiority complex.

This occurs

when Coutihho remarks on the variety of measures a mulatto
may take in order to emerge "da obscuridade a que os obriga
a cor."

One of these measures is to assume an obsequious

nature:
Andam como a pedir licen<ja, sem acotovelar os
outros, ao contrario dos arestosos e agressivos.
Sao os tfmidos, as vezes no fundo grandes orgulhosos e atrevidos, como foi o caso de Machado de
Assis, os que nao querem provocar anlmosidade e
reasoes, os mansos e macios, cuja unica preocupa§ao
parece ser o agradar para serem bem aceitos.28
Bettencourt Machado sees Machado1s inferiority complex,
which he calls an "unagressive manner," as the result of
these forces; his humble origin, his epilepsy, and the
happiness he had found with Carolina.

Machado was "unagres

sive" to the point of becoming tiresome and ridiculous.
For example, he would stand outside his superior's door at
the Ministry of Agriculture and scrape his feet on the
29
floor in order to announce his desire to enter. 7 Machado's
timidity is seen in "Teoria do medalhao," skillfully blend
ed with an obvious exaggeration that is nothing but a
denunciation of the mestizo's feeling that he must walk on"
"p£s de la."

It has been shown in this study that Rubiao

walks much of the time as if on egg-shells.
28.

Coutinho, A fllosofla de Machado de Assis,

29.

Bettencourt Machado, p. 89.

P. 51.

Epilepsy is another element that must be examined
in Machado*s behavior.

The disease must be regarded as

being another reason for an extremely unassuming nature in
the writer.

What must have caused the Writer to shrink

from involvement in any type of polemical affair was the
factor of humiliation caused by a seizure in public.
Matos discusses the horror with which Machado viewed and
suffered this ancient disease, and notes the author's
preference to avoid even the mention of the word in his
writings.

^
~

Onde quer que se encontrasse, af tambem estaria a
ameaga invisfvel e onipresente. A prova 6 que, a
excegao de Mario de Alencar, e assim mesmo no
riltimo tempo, a ninguem falava da enfermidade. Em
sua obra, se desenhou, com a mao da experiencia,
todos os seus sindromos, inquietagoes e ruina,
nunca a pena lhe deu o nome, nunca o escritor a
quiz lembrar por imagem ou comparagao. Uma so vez
lhe escapou algum termo, que a fazia lembrar. Foi
na primeira edigao do Braz Cubas, em que, ao
descrever a impulsividade de certa personagem,
classificou-a de epileptica. Pois na edigao
posterior, riscou o adjetivo, substituindo-o por
outro. Este pormenor descobre bem o panico
contfnuo que o acompanhava.30

Matos notes that Machado would not react when he felt mis
treated personally, because on some occasions he had suf31
fered epileptic seizures upon being emotionally upset.
Now Rubiao's reluctance to engage in controversial matters
and his general failure to make a positive response to
30.

Matos, p. 63.

31.

Ibid., p. 81.

personal affronts are more understandable.

Ciro Vielra da

Cunha discusses Machado's illness at considerable lengths,
remarking on the aura of epileptic seizures in the case of
Machado.

Rubiao's dizziness when he is told by Camacho to

pretend he is now a deputy is recalled; this aura is what
Vieira da Cunha says alerted Machado to the approaching
32
convulsions.
At this point the examination of the similarities
between author and character must be expanded to account
for what may seem to be the contradiction to much of what
has been said regarding epilepsy and inferiority complex.
It has been noted that Rubiao has an inferiority complex,
and is "unagressive," as the author has been labeled.

It

has also been pointed out that Rubiao displays a cruel
streak toward the dog, but he also has outbursts of temper
and displays a surprising hostility in regard to people.
The latter occurs when he wants to seize a suspected gobetween by the throat and choke the truth out of her regard
ing the trysts on Harmonia street.

It happens again when

he becomes hostile with Palha regarding a withdrawal of
funds the former wants.

The third time it appears is when

Rubiao becomes so loud in a jealous attack on Sofia that
she fears for her safety and also that Rubiao will be •
32. Ciro Vieira da Cunha, "A correspondencia de
Machado de Assis", Machado de Assls (estudos e ensalos)
(Rio de Janeiro: F. Briguiet e Cia., Editores, 19W),
P. 195.
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overheard.

The question is how does the diagnosis of

epilepsy in Rubiao stand as true in view of this cruelty in
Rubiao, if epilepsy is a contributing factor to the author's
inferiority complex, or "unagressiveness?"

The finding of

the author's illness in Rubiao is not affected in any way
because the author himself had outbursts of temper.

The

hostility in the author, called "impulsividade" by Peregrino
Junior, is consistent with his image as a man of strong
feelings of inferiority because of his epilepsy and not in
spite of it.

Peregrino Junior refers to a study by Mme.

Minkowska in which "descargas explosivas" are normal be
havior in some types of epilepsy where the patient goes
from one extreme (timidity) to the other (explosions of
temper). ^

Machado's behavior was consistent with this

variation from reticence to belligerence.

While Rubiao's

cruelty and explosions of temper may be attributed to the
novelistic purpose of showing the weight of his conscience
and his inferiority complex, the extreme of his jealousy,
and the progress of his mental deterioration, it still can
be attributed to a transferral of the author's character to
that of his puppet.
Machado's reputed indifference to the great issues
of his time should be reviewed in order to see another
33. Peregrino Junior, Doenpa e constituicao de
Machado, pp. ^0-^1.

feature in his self-portrait in Quincas Borba. Acknowledge
ment has been made here that at times Rubiao seems to take
an interest in the national parties, but it must be recall
ed that his interest is slight and of short duration.

Such

a situation can be found in Machado*s life, according to
Matos, who states that Machado in his youth had been
politically motivated, but he began to lose contact with
his liberal acquaintances and became a disinterested and
impartial spectator who had a role of little or no Impor
tance.-^

Magalhaes Junior's study attempts to negate this

assertion and prove that the author's position was the
opposite.

The critic singles out several events which he

believes proves that Machado was vitally interested in all
national affairs and was active in them.

Magalhaes Junior

offers the "Christie affair" as an example of the author's
participation in important issues, citing the poem "0 hino
dos voluntarios" as his contribution.

Two things, however,

dull the luster of the patriotic interpretation of Machado *s
effort: there was already a wave of nationalism sweeping
the nation, and the poem was published anonymously.
Machado1s wish to remain anonymous was unsuccessful,
Magalhaes Junior notes, for two newspapers revealed the
poet's identity.
3^.
35.
pp. 28-29.

A similar desire for anonymity should

Matos, p. Ul.
Magalhaes Junior, Machado desconhecido,
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be recalled in Rubiao.

After saving Deolindo from possible

injury or death tinder the horses* hooves, Rubiao wants no
publicity, and when he is questioned by Camacho about the
incident, he puts an end to the interrogation.

Later he

finds that Camacho has published an account of the event.
His initial anger turns to pleasure, however, when he
reconsiders.

Both the "Christie affair" and the "Deolindo

affair" were in reality matters of little importance;

the

truly great issues of Machado's life were slavery and the
form of government.

Critics have said that his actions in

both questions left a lot to be desired.
Frequently quoted is the question Ega de Queiroz
asked when he learned that the campaign to establish the
Repiblic had been won:

"I wonder what does Machado de

Assis think of all this?"
question:

E3rico Verfssimo answers the

"But Machado de Assis did not think at all.

He

took no part in the republican campaign, as he had taken.no
part in the battle for abolition.

He was a pure man of

letters who did not care about politics or social prob
lems."^

Pereira da Silva says that Machado kept himself

"distante dessa agitagao incessante e progressiva que, em
tempo algum, conseguiu diminuir os males sociais.
36. £!rico Verfssimo, Brazilian Literature, an
Outline (New York: Macmillan Co., 19^5), p. 72.
37.

Pereira da Silva, Meg. Lit.t p. 34.
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In his work in the Ministry of Agriculture Machado
was in an excellent position from which to observe first
hand the evils of slavery.

His department handled, among

its other business, affairs and disputes that arose out of
the practice of slavery in Brazil.

Magalhaes Junior

attempts to prove that the writer was in sympathy with the
slaves.but he demolishes his defense by the statement that
"0 cargo, no Ministerio da Agricultura, impedira-o de ir
para a agita§ao dos comfcios."-^

Matos attributes the lack

of action to a different reason, saying that it was not
Machado1s nature to become engulfed in partisan skirmishes,
or in tempestuous propaganda, or in fiery polemics in favor
of Abolition or the Republic.^
There are critics vriio see Machado not only sympa
thetic to the plight of the slaves but an ardent foe of
slavery.

Bettencourt Machado calls the writer a "silent

abolitionist" who analyzed the question, dissected it, and
40
brought out its horrors in his literary work.
Bettencourt
Machado refers to the beating of the slave by Prudencio in
Bras Cubas as proof of Machado*s abolitionist beliefs, but
the episode would have been more forceful if Bras had told
38.

Magalhaes Junior, Machado desconhecido. p, 146.

39.

Matos, p. 44.

40. Bettencourt Machado, pp. 158-64, discusses
Machado1s position briefly.
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Prudencio to free his slave instead of advising him to" for
give the poor man*s careless ways.

Bettencourt Machado

cites "Pai contra mae" as further evidence of Machado*s
concern with the problem,

but the fact that this story was

published after Abolition makes it inacceptable for any
such interpretation, as the issue was already dead.

The

use by Bettencourt Machado of an event in the life of
George Washington Carver to help him establish a point in
his defense of Machado de Assis makes the following questiai
a reasonable one with which to challenge the label of
"silent abolitionist:" how long would the American Negro
have had to wait for the granting of his constitutional
rights (and his very freedom in the first place) if he had
been forced to await the results of "silent civil-rights
workers?"

In his novels Machado sounds no trumpets for

either Abolition or the Republic, Just as Rubiao remains
silent.
When Machado*s public actions regarding each of the
great issues of his time are summed up it must appear that
he was indeed a non-participant.

None of his private

correspondence or private letters can be considered unless
they are reflected in his public utterances or in his
writings.

How did Machado acquire that "monstrous aspect"

referred to by Magalhaes Junior?

The most plausible ansvrer

seems to bs this statement by Matos:
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Tem parecido estranho tal compostura de Machado de
Assis, destoante por completo de feltio daquelas
epocas em que vlveu. E* a excegao irritante,
tanto mais irritante, quando os homens de letras
de sua gera§ao, na quasi totalidade, tomaram
parte, alguns com veemencia, outros com serenidade, mas todos com mais ou menos eficlencia, nas
lutas que deram nova feigao social ou polftica a
na§ao.#l
The over-all effect of his novels is to deny
Machado the mantle of social or political reformer, as will
be demonstrated in the succeeding chapters of this study.
The object in this first chapter has been to examine the
great number of similarities between Machado and Rubiao and
to find the reason for the autobiographical origin of the
latter.

This has been done in relation to such things as

illness, inferiority complex, conscience, humble circum
stances followed by better times economically, political
and social absenteeism, and avoidance of controversy.

Some

of these elements are so intimately interwoven with others
that it is impossible to separate them and still achieve a
comprehensible study without quoting the same episode many
times.

There are other characters in Machado*s novels who

have one or more of these same aspects of character or
behave in the same way, but over-all, Rubiao is the one who
most resembles the author.

There is in Qulncas Borba the

clearest reflection of the writer's illness, the most
complete revelation of a character with epilepsy.
4l.

Matos, p. kZ.

There
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are many other political and social absenteeists in the
novels of Machado, people who avoid controversy of all
kinds, but Rubiao is the only one who is all this and
epileptic too.. Rubiao, then, is the significant excep
tion to the male character in Machado*s novels.

The ad

ditional traits of the author found in Rubiao add force to
the belief that Machado portrayed himself in Qulncas Borba
to an extent not identifiable elsewhere.
It is significant that some of the similarities
between Machado and Rubiao are those that figure in the
critics1 bitterest disputes.

That Machado could have been,

adversely affected by some of the conditions of his life is
not unreasonable;

to show that he reflected these condi

tions in his novels is incontestable.

Whether he always

resorted consciously to autobiographical sources for his
material is debatable, but the presence of many episodes of
autobiographical orogin in his novels establishes the truth
that the author was his own best source.

With the Machado

of the last twenty years of the century in mind, much of
Rubiao and other aspects of Quincas Borba take on added
significance.
The combination of many of Machado's traits in
Rubiao seems especially noteworthy, but the most important
ones, an aversion to controversy, political and social in
action, and a troubled conscience are of the greatest sig
nificance due to the events of 1888, 1889» and I891»and'the
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date of publication of the novel in its final form.

The

time element may help explain the strange history of the
writing of Quincas Borba.
The work began to appear in serial form in 1886 in
"EstaQao," a publication published fortnightly from 1881 to
1893.

But it did not appear in final form and in its

entirety until 1891, because, according to Ltfcia MiguelPereira,
ou falta de inspira§ao, ou falta de tempo,
interrompeu-o diversas vezes. 0 livro saiu-lhe
afinal, mastlgado e repisado, em fins de 1891,
cinco anos ap6s ter sido iniciado, e depois de
conclui-lo, antes de o entregar ao Gamier, que
o editou—fez-lhe ainda algumas altera$6es.42
It is possible that during the five years spent in the writ
ing of Quincas Borba Machado was most conscious of his role
in those two most important questions in Brazilian history.
Charges of non-participation against him had been a part of
his adult life until then, and he could not have known that
such accusations would continue to be issued throughout the
remainder of his life and afterwards.

He must have realized

that the death of Maria Ines, which would occur during the
final stages of the writing of Quincas Borba, would be the
destruction of the final link with his past.

Pereira da

Silva believes that psychologically Machado could never
42. Lucia Miguel-Pereira, Machado de Assls
(estudos crfticos e blograficos) (Rio de Janeiro: Companhia
Editora Nacional, 1939)» 2a edicno, p. 229.

42
•'cease being the stepson of Maria Ines. "0 academico que
nele existia cedo venceu o moleque magro e gago que subia
todos os dias, a tardinha, o morro do Livramento,

Mas nao

conseguiu veneer o sentimento de inferioridade que a sim
ples lembranga da madrasra lhe causava. 'Era minha mae!•
,
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Quanto amargor havia nestas palavras, so Deus sabe."
Viana Pilho says that the writer may have preferred to for
get Maria Ines and. his past, but that forgetting was im
possible. "Esconde-lo era facil; impossfvel, porem,
»
44
olvida-lo."
Thus it is possible that Machado's thoughts
were also on those personal aspects of his past, his for
mer life in Livramento.
The accomplishment of Abolition and the Republic
had freed Machado from whatever pressures he may have felt
regarding these issues, and the death of Maria Ines com
pleted his emancipation in a more personal way.

How this

new situation may have affected him can be found in Quincas
Borba, in the elements that pertain to those three ques
tions.

Machado, just as he does in the case of Capitu's

alleged adultery, creates a fictional situation where the
interpretation may be the "reader's choice" referred to by
4*)
Barrow, v The reader may take the story of Rubiao as pure
43.

Pereira da Silva, Meg. Lit., pp. 25-6.

44.

Viana Pilho, p. 145.

45.

Barrow, p. 211.
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fiction, or he may decide that the author has presented
through Rubiao his answer to his critics' charges of cold
indifference to national problems and to his own family.
Perhaps the writer is examining his ovm conscience, now
that it is too late to change his course of action.
This interpretation would mean that the author
admits voluntarily rejecting and concealing his past, and
that he also admits remorse and nostalgia at times as he
remembers all the aspects of his childhood and youth. Maria
Ines was sacrificed along with the remainder of his past.
She was a responsibility that he had felt he could not
afford, so she was cast aside, Just as was Quincas' dog
before the will was read, when Rubiao felt that he had
fulfilled his obligation to his old friend.

It can be

taken another way: her abandonment was part of the price
Machado felt he had to pay in order to achieve what he
wanted in life.

Rubiao knew he would have to accept a

condition, make a compromise with his conscience, lie a
little, and suffer some discomforts if he was to escape his
particular situation.

So he lied to Angelica and accepted

the responsibility he had rejected the instant he learned of
Quincas1 death.

It has been said previously that the dog's

role is that of representing compromise, the price that
Rubiao pays for a change in his fortunes, but the animal's
function is to bring out in Rubiao many important features
of his personality, one of the most significant of which is

V*

conscience.

The many allusions to Maria Ines in Machado's

other novels suggest that the author was not able to forget
what he had done, the price he had paid and the compromise
with his conscience.

In the case of Rubiao the condition

was explicit; in Machado*s case it was not, but remorse was
the effect in both cases, as Quincas Borba shows and as the
critics who have studied the author maintain.
In Rubiao*s illness Machado answers his critics on
the question of his alleged non-participation in the ques
tions facing his nation. He was a non-participant, but he
claims extenuating circumstances.

Like Rubiao, who suffered

epileptic seizures when unduly agitated, Machado is known
to have experienced attacks when extremely upset, so he
recreates these seizures in a fictional character in
emotional settings.

The author's own abiding fear, and real

danger, of suffering attacks in public is reflected in
Rubiao, who refuses to become embroiled in controversial
questions.

The few times that he does, he has seizures.

The elements of the confession in Quincas Borba are
in the remorse and nostalgia experienced by Rubiao as he
considers his past actions, and in the seizures he suffers
when under the type of stimuli referred to by Coleman, So,
he could not have been an ardent supporter of any contro
versial cause. The dates of the historic events and the
more personal event mentioned above make Quincas Borba the
proper and logical moment for such a confession, if for no
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other reason than the writer's own peace of mind.

Other

signs that these were critical years in the author's life
will be discussed in the succeeding chapters of this study.
The belief that Machado reflected his ovm state of
mind in his works is expressed by many critics, whose
studies will be utilized later here.

The opinion held by

some authorities is that the writer's life and works fall
into three periods, starting with his first novel and going
up to Br£s Cubas, which represents a second period.
Memorial de Aires represents the last period.

However, my

opinion is that the final period had a distinct beginning,
and that point was Qulncas Borba,

Much of what precipitated

the change from Br^s Cubas to Memorial de Aires are the
events of those years from 1886 to 1891.

Tranquility marks

the first period, great pessimism the second, and a recon
ciliation with life coupled with great personal sorrow the
last period, but it is in the novel of 1891 where the
beginning of the recovery from pessimism can be found.
In the chapters following this one several of the
elements that touch Rubiao's life will be examined in all
the novels in which they appear.

The work will be done in

chronological order and each character who is concerned
with the particular element will be outlined.

This will be

done in order to observe patterns and ascertain the impor
tance of high and low points and significant variations in
the novelistic purpose of such variations.

An analysis
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of each element's application to Quincas Borba will be made
so that the methods of treatment may be compared.

The

results of such an examination of recurring themes should
indicate that Quincas Borba, as it was published in 1891»
could not have been written at any other time.

The

psychological moment for confession arrived only once, but
the atmosphere it helped create remained.

CHAPTER III
INSANITY
Insanity in Machado's novels is an element of the
second phase of his writings only, appearing first in Bras
Cubas in a relatively light application, then in Qulncas
Borba as a major element, and making its last appearance in
Esau e Jac6 in a very subtle way.

Hallucinations are an

important part in the. development and diagnosis of insanity
in only two characters in these three novels, so a distinc
tion must be made between the hallucinations of the mentally
ill person and the fantasies of other characters in the
stories.

Inasmuch as hallucinations, fantasies, and dreams

are recurring themes of significance, the latter two
elements will be studied in the following chapter here
where their own patterns will be outlined and their novelistic purposes ascertained.
Romualdo, Quincas Borba, and Rubiao are the only
characters who can be called true madmen and their activi
ties span two novels and ten years of the author's life.
After Rubiao the hard-core madman disappears, but there is
one other character who will approximate either Quincas or
Rubiao in respect to insanity.

Flora, (Esau e Jac6), is

reminiscent of Rubiao in two additional ways, epilepsy and
lndecisiveness.

It is her untimely death that prevents her
hi

from Joining one of Machado's most select types—the insane.
The appearance of the first authentic madman in
Br&s Cubas is important in several ways, but perhaps most
noteworthy is that it is evidence that the author has begun
to probe more deeply into the human mind for his material.
The break from the romantic phase of his works becomes
complete when insanity joins the writer's repertoire of
recurring themes.

The appearance of insanity of Br£s Cubas

also indicates that mental illness is becoming a subject of
great interest to Machado and in his novels it will form a
definite pattern, Just as do many other recurring themes in
his works.

Insanity, like other significant recurring

themes, will reach a high point in Qulncas Borba, and its
decline to a minor factor will come fifteen years later
with Flora.
Romualdo, (Br£s Cubas), is a preview of what is to
come later in the novel although he is not given much atten
tion by Bras as he recalls the "king of the Tartars."

The

humorous description of Romualdo*s behavior, however, de
notes a certain amount of fear in Br^s, much like whistling
in the cemetery after dark.

The uneasiness that Br^s

attempts to hide behind his humorous recollection of
Romualdo will become obvious fear when he comes face to
face with insanity in Quincas Borba, a man he knows well.
The same feeling of fear will be.observed in Rubiao as the
narrator tells how the poor schoolteacher reacts to the
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realization that Quincas is insane.

Bubiao manages to

erase the fear and uneasiness from his mind by another
realization: he has been named sole beneficiary of Quincas*
vast estate.

In Esaia e Jac<5 there is neither fear, uneasi

ness, nor humor in relation to Flora's insanity, but rather
a studied attempt to ignore the fact that the author has
planted "um graozinho de sandice" in the mind of still an
other character.

None of the other people in the novel,

not even the narrator, will see either insanity or epilepsy
in Flora.

Her hallucinations will be so called by the

narrator, however, but the characters in the novel will
regard them as daydreaming.
The way in which the characterization and role of
Quincas Borba develops in Bras Cubas indicates the possi
bility that both Romualdo and Quincas were intended at first
to be very minor characters, but that the author became more
interested in Quincas late in the novel.

Quincas is brought

back into Br^s's life, is made wealthy through inheritance,
has his sanity taken away, and is permitted to die. Ten
years later the author resuscitates Quincas and puts him
through another series of episodes, but from a different
vantage point regarding the reader, secures another friend
for him, takes away his sanity again, and kills him a
second time.

But in spite of all this attention to Quincas

Borba, it is Rubiao who must be considered the exceptional
male character, because of, among other things, the manner
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in which the insanity of both Quincas and Rubiao is reveal
ed to the reader.
Quincas* insanity is never shown to the reader in
the same way as Rubiao's case.

The latter is shown in all

stages of his illness, whereas in Quincas Borba insanity
occurs quite unexpectedly and rapidly.

In order to form a

complete picture of Quincas and his insanity it is necessary
to read both Br£s Cubas and Quincas Borba.

That Quincas'

insanity begins and ends in both novels is important,
stylistically, for the case serves as a connecting unit be
tween the stories.

In the former novel he is simply an old

friend of Br£s, he inherits a fortune after a late entry
into the story, develops a philosophy, and precedes his
friend Bras in death.

In Quincas Borba he appears at the

beginning of the story, an eccentric millionaire who has
developed a philosophy, but is not yet completely insane.
He loses his mind very quickly and dies in far-off Rio.
The continuity of the story of Quincas Borba, the person,
is a point of consideration for the author as he makes those
first feeble efforts toward writing Quincas Borba, the
novel, around 1886.

In the book that bears his name Quincas

must be identifiable as the same character who appeared and
died in Br^s Cubas, and the identification must stand on
the reader's ability to fit the pieces together and accept
him as such without reservations.
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The problem for the reader is that he is at t\fo
different vantage points as he observes Quincas in the two
novels.

In Bras Cubas the reader is already well acquainted

with Br£s when Quincas enters to play his role, and in
Quincas Borba the reader already knows both Br^s and Quincas
while he is being introduced to Rubiao.

The difference is

that the reader does not get a continuing narration of
Quincas' adventures and his illness; in Quincas Borba the
details absent in Br^s Cubas are brought out, and the
elements of the philosophy, Quincas' inheritance, his ill
ness, the letters he sent, and his death must be synchronized
in the two novels.

The sudden mental deterioration of

Quincas Borba, told in each story, is in vivid contrast to
the almost clinical study of the progress of insanity in
Rubiao.

So, what is a link between the two novels becomes

one of the most important elements in the second of the
series, and is reflected in the principal male character
and not in a secondary or tertiary one.
In order to see how insanity serves as the con
nection between the novels, Quincas' activities in both
stories must be outlined and the pieces missing in each
story placed in the corresponding blanks in the other.
This is best done by turning first to Br^s Cubas.
The first indication that Quincas is acting in a
strange manner comes when Brds receives a letter from him
while the former is away in Minas.

The package also
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contains a watch which is to replace the one that Quincas
stole from Bras earlier.

Bras is puzzled by the letter.

"Volteia carta, reli-a com pausa, com atengao. A restituigao do relogio exclufa toda ideias de burla; a lucidez, a
serenidade, a convic§ao,—um pouco jactanciosa, e certo,—
pareciam excluir a suspeita de insensatez.The possibil
ity does not occur to Bras until the incident of the doctor
whom Quincas sends to examine Bras surreptitiously.

The

alienist tells Bras the purpose of his visit, that he,
Bras, is well, but that Quincas might be a bit insane. The
situation gives Bras the opportunity to display the cruel
side of his nature again;

in revenge against Quincas for

the latter's having suspected him of being insane, Bras
tells him alll that has happened, and that he, C.uincas,
is suffering from a touch of madness instead.

Bras recalls

that Quincas' reaction was sudden and positive: "lembra-me
que ele estremeceu e ficou muito palido"(Bras Cubas, 21*0.
Bras, who was terrified when the alienist came to see him,
sees that Quincas is terrified when the tables are turned.
The next time Bras sees Quincas he will know that the
alienist's diagnosis was correct, but Bras Cubas will not
observe the growth of that little trace of madness that
1. Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis, Memorlas
postumas de Bras Cubas, prefaciado e revisto por H.
Pereira da Silva (Rio de Janeiro: Sociedade Editora e
Grafica Ltda., 1962), pp. 15^-155. Page references in
the body of the text refer to this edition.
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the alienist thought he found, because Quincas goes back
to Minas and the illness develops there.

When Quincas re

turns from Minas, Bras realizes that he is demented; he is
"quase no mesmo estado em que eu o vira. no Passeio Publi
co.

A diferenga e que o olhar era outro.

(Bras Cubas, 216).

Vinha demente"

Bras, for one of the few times in his

life, shows genuine compassion for a fellow man;

"Quincas

Borba nao so estava louco, mas sabia que estava louco, e
esse resto de consciencia, como uma frouxa lamparina no
meio das trevas, complicava muito o horror da situagao.
Sabia-o, e nao se irritava contra o mal"(Bras Cubas, 217),
Quincas dies soon afterward, hopelessly insane.
The author intrudes in the third person narration
of Quincas Borba as often as he pleases and informs the
reader of certain things necessary to know.

The reader is

told, then, that the Quincas Borba of this new work is
"aquele mesmo naufrago da existencia, que ali aparece,
mendigo, herdeiro inopinado, e inventor de uma filosofia"
that appeared in the previous novel (Quincas Borba, 15).
It is important that the narrator does not stress either
the philosophy or the wealth of Quincas Borba as the con
nection between the two novels.

Instead, he pinpoints

insanity: "Saberia Rubiao que o nosso Quincas Borba trazia
aquele graozinho de sandice, que um medico supos acharlhe? Seguramente nao; tinha-o por homem esqulslto"(Quincas
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Borba, 15).

The stage is set now for the matching of infor

mation -in Guineas Borba with facts already discovered in
Br£s Cubas.

The letter Br£s Cubas received from Quincas

while the latter was in Minas preceded Quincas' insanity*
After Quincas' return to Rio, Br^s realized that he was ill,
but it is only after Quincas went again to Minas and spent
about a year before his second return to Bio did Br^s see
that he was completely insane.

Bubiao receives a dis

turbing letter from Quincas," written from Rio, and it
reveals that his friend is insane.

He reads the letter

twice: "Nao havla dilvida; estava doido, Pobre Quincas
Borba!

Assim, as esquitices, a frequente alteragao de

humor, os impetos sem motivo, as ternuras sem propor§ao,
nao eram mais que premoncios da rufna total do c^rebro"
(Quincas Borba, 25).

This letter was written, then, while

Quincas was in Bio and under Br^ts's observation.

To take

the matter from another angle, Bras did not know that
Quincas was Insane until he returned from Minas the second
and final time, and he was able to distinguish the differ
ence in Quincas' behavior easily because he had not seen him
as the illness progressed,

Bubiao, on the other hand, was

with Quincas in Minas on a day-to-day basis and could not
read the indications of insanity as the illness progressed
due to this close association with him.

The tight relation

ship between these two novels is a contrast to the connec
tion between EsaiS e Jaco and Memorial de Aires, where the
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problem of presenting Aires two times appears.

Where the

transition is flawless in the presentation of Quincas Borba
in two stories, there are defects in the two appearances of
Aires.

The possible reasons for these defects will be dis

cussed in a later chapter.
The development of insanity in Bubiao and Quincas.
Borba is an important aspect of the two novels.

In the

case of Quincas, his illness is told briefly in the last
few pages of one novel and in the first few pages of the
other.

Rubiao, on the other hand, is followed, observed,

and revealed in only one story and through several years.
The first indication that Bubiao is ill might be interpreted
as the paranoia he exhibits as he rushes to Angelica's
house to retrieve the dog, but I have attributed this
directly to another illness, epilepsy.

Probably the first

clear sign that he is losing his mind is the first occasion
on which he hears a human voice, but there is only the dog
in the room with him.

Major Siqueira has suggested that

what Rubiao*s life lacks is a wife, and he says, "Case-se,
e diga que eu o engano"(Quincas Borba, 112).

The major

leaves and Rubiao hears a voice: "E por que nao?

perguntou

uma voz depois que o maior salu"(Quincas Borba, 113).
Bubiao looks around in terror, but sees only the dog. The
episode is expanded with Rubiao lapsing into thoughts about
marriage, something to put an end to the "paixao que o la
comendo aos poucos, sem esperangas nem consolag&o.

Demais,
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era a porta de um mist£rio.
(guineas Borba, 113).

Casar, slm; casar logo e bem"

At this point he finds that he is at

the outer gate, and he returns to the house, "sem consciencia de nada"(guineas Borba, 113).

He looks about for the

major and remembers that his visitor has already left.
This forgetfullness will be recalled when similar behavior
is found in Flora,
Rubiao's increasing lack of interest in life about
him is indicated by his aimless wandering after the Incident
involving the subject of marriage.

He finds consolation in

reading the novels of Dumas pere and Feuillet, and the
reason is clear: they deal with royalty, slashing swords,
and lovely damsels.

He regularly goes into fantasy, or

they could be called hallucinations due to the depth of the
illusions and his illness,

"Quase sempre acabava com o

livro cafdo e os olhos no ar, pensando,

Talvez algum velho

marques defunto lhe repetisse anedotas de outras eras"
(guineas Borba, 11*0.
It is at this time that Rubiao's decline becomes
more accentuated.

His thoughts about marriage now become

connected with royalty, and he thinks what a fine wedding he
will have.

The presence 6f all the titled ladies and

gentlemen, all the luxurious settings, and the presence of
the papal envoy crowd his mind.

The narrator says that

these dreams "iam e vinham"(Quincas Borba, 116).

He memo

rizes the names of many titled people and begins to
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practice his signature: "Marques de Barbacena"(Quincas
Borba, 116).
From time to time Rubiao seems to know that some
thing is happening to him.

The best example of this occurs

when, one evening, he is about to entertain his daily quota
of parasites for lunch.

"Achou-os na sala de visitas, con-

versando, a espera; ergueram-se todos, foram apertar-lhe a
mao, alvorogcadamente.

Rubiao teve aqui um impulso inex-

plicavel,—dar-lhes a mao a beijar.

Reteve-se a tempo,

espantado de si proprio'-'(Quincas Borba, 127). As his ill
ness progresses Rubiao becomes less conscious of his condi
tion, but his actions are now noticed by people, such as
Sofia, who recalls that recently he said a strange thing
to her: "A senhora e

a rainha de todas. . . espere que

ainda a farei Imperatriz"(Quincas Borba, 175). Rubiao's
reception of the barber who has come to trim his beard in
the style of Louis Napoleon shows the intensity that his
insanity has reached.

The barber is greeted by a growl

from the dog and by silence by Rubiao, who is lying on a
couch, "ermo do espfrito, que rompera o teto e se perdera
no ar.

A quantas l£guas iria? Nem condor nem £guia o pode-

ria dizer.

Em marcha para a lua."

What insanity is to

Rubiao is told by the continuation of the passage above.
"Nenhum reves, nenhum malogro, nemhuma pobrezavida pl£cida, cosida de gozo, com rendas de superfluo.

Em
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marcha para a luat"(Qulncas Borba, 193).

In insanity Rubiao

will find the peace and contentment that has always eluded
him.
Insanity has been shown to be the element that
connects Br£s Cubas and Qulncas Borba.

One of the functions

of insanity in Rubiao is to reveal the various reactions of
people as they view a man who has lost his sanity.

Cruelty

and mockery are the effects that Rubiao*s condition pro
duces in his servant.

Raimundo spies on his master during

his hallucinations and then goes out and tells others what
he has seen and heard.

He is asked, "Como vai o gira?" and

he replies that Rubiao is all right, then relates the
latest scene he has witnessed.
Hoje convidou o cachorro para cantar; o cachorro
ladrou muito, e ele gostou que se pelou, mas assim
um gosto de figurao. file, quando estd de pancada,
parece que 4 como quem governa o mundo. Ainda
ontem, almogando, disse para mim: "Marques Raimundo
. . .quero que tu. .
e embrulhou o resto, que
nao entendi nada. No fim deu-me dez tostoes.
(Qulncas Borba, 23*0
Deolindo, another person who has benefited from Rubiao1s
unselfish nature, triggers a series of different reactions
when he Joins the children who are taunting Rubiao.

The

boy's own behavior is perhaps excusable, but his father can
not be pardoned for his failure to help Rubiao.

The reason

he gives is that he was afraid the children would hoot at
him also, so he does nothing.

Deolindo's mother's reaction

is perhaps the strongest, and from the point of view of
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autobiographical origin the most significant.
bed very late and. her thoughts torment her.

She goes to

"Metera-se-lhe

em cabe$a que, anos depois, o filho endoidecia, era
castigado pela mesma tro§a, e que ela cuspia para o c£u,
indignada, blasfemando"(Qulncas Borba, 2^2),
Still another reaction is recorded regarding this
same day.

As Rubiao walks on down the street people lean

out of their windows, or stop on the street, to stare at
him: "muitas suspendiam por instantes os seus pensamentos
tristes ou enfastiados, as preocupa§oes do dia, os t<Sdios,
os ressentimentos, este uma dfvida, outro uma doenga,
deprezos de amor, vilanias de amigo."

Their every unhappi-

ness is forgotten until Rubiao passes, then reality takes
hold of them again.

The narrator stresses compassion when

he describes how more than one of the people watching pitied
the "pobre diabo," comparing their own fortunes with his
and thanking Heaven for their own lot.

"Preferiam o seu

casebre real ao alegar fantasmagorico"(Quincas Borba, 2^3).
Camachofs attitude toward Rubiao has changed since
the lush days during which he regaled Rubiao with talk of
political rewards,

Nov; he has become incommunicative, not

even deigning to talk about politics.

When Rubiao comes to

see him Camacho is extremely rude, and Rubiao, in his
innocence, wonders if he has offended the old politician*
The reason for his almost frantic efforts to spend as much
time with acquaintances as possible is that he knows the
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seriousness of his condition.

"Era como a ascensao

dolorosa que urn homem fizesse do abismo, trepando pelas
paredes, arrancando a pele, deixando as unhas, para chegar
acima, para nao tombar outra vez e perder-se"(Quincas
Borbat 23^).

If the reader previously felt a certain amount

of scorn for Rubiao, the feeling should now be in the
process of reversal,

Camacho's treatment of Rubiao*. now

that he has no more use for him,. is a significant contrast
to the manner in which Fernanda concerns herself with him.
Camacho is probably one of the most ungrateful and un
scrupulous characters in all of Machado's novels, and
Fernanda is one of Machado's most extraordinary women.
These evaluations are based principally on their relation
ships with Rubiao.
Fernanda has begun to show concern for Rubiao longbefore the incident of the mocking children.
Palha and Sofia, "Por que nao o tratam?
cure"(Quincas Eorba, 207).

She asks

pode ser que se

Rubiao's visits to Fernanda's

house are for the purpose of seeking consolation and
sympathy, and Fernanda's great heart goes out to him.

She

reminds the Palhasthat they have known Rubiao much longer
than she and asks why they do not do something for him.
The Palhas, however, find that Rubiao no longer fits into
their lives in any way, and they attempt to find a way to
avoid the question completely. Fernanda has one weapon that
overcomes Sofia's reluctance to burden herself with Rubiao,

6l
"A compaixao de D. Fernanda tinha-a impressionado muito:
achou-lhe uw que distinto e nobre, e advertiu que se a
outra, sem rela§oes estreitas nem antigas com Rubiao,
assim se mostrava interessada, era de bom-tom nao ser menos
generosa"(Qulncas Borba, 215). Fernanda's goodness is
revealed again when Doctor Falcao suggests that Rubiao and
Sofia have been having an affair.

"Nao podia crer que

Sofia houvesse amado aquele homem, nao por ele, mas por ela,
tao correta e pura.

Era lmpossfvel"(Qulncas Borba, 218),

Fernanda's nature does not permit her to think ill of Sofia,
nor of Rubiao, nor of anyone else.
Fernanda's compassion is not limited to Rubiao.
When she realizes the condition of his .dog she takes the
animal under her personal protection, orders that it be
cleaned and given the best of care and then returned to
Rubiao. The description of the scene where Fernanda pets
the dog probably has no equal in the other novels of Machadq,
Quando D. Fernanda cessou de acarici^-lo, e
levantou o corpo, £le ficou a olhar para ela,
e ela para ele, tao fixos e tao profundos, que
pareciam penetrar no fntimo um do outro. A
simpatia universal, que era a alma desta senhora,
esquecia toda a consideragao humana diante daquela
mis^ria obscura e prosaica, e estendia ao animal
uma parte de si mesma, que o envolvia, que o
fascinava, que o atava aos p£s dela. (Qulncas
Borba, 246)
In two detailed scenes, involving RubiSo and the dog,
Fernanda's character has been shown more clearly than could
be done in all her previous activities.

Rubiao's insanity
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also brings oixt more of the true character of Te6filo, whom
Fernanda cannot interest in Rubiao's welfare.

"Te<5filo nao

tinha o menor interesse no achado nem na cura de Rubiao;
mais quis servir a mulher, cuja bondade conhecia, e,
porventura, gostava de cartear-se com os homens da alta
admlnistrapao"(Qulncas Borba, 2^9).
When Rubiao goes back to Barbacena there are the
townspeople who observe him out of morbid curiosity, but it
is Angelica whose attitude stands out.

Seeing him wander

ing about in the streets, she takes him into her home, and
despite her friends*

pleas that she have him put away, she

calls a doctor for him.
The revelation of people's character is perhaps the
most important function of insanity in Quincas Borba.

This

contrasts with its functions in Br£s Cubas, where it serves
as an element of transition between the two novels, in
addition to reflecting fear and sympathy on the part of
- Bras Cuba?.

These aspects, however, a»e treated very

lightly in regard to Bras.

Another character who shares

with Rubiao several characteristics and is also dealt with
sympathetically is Flora, but insanity in Esati e Jaco is
only a minor part of the story.

In this respect the novel

occupies the same low spot on the pattern as does Bras
Cubas.
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Mario Matos has said that in Machado's works
2
insanity "nao atingiu as mulheres, senao os homens," so
it seems that Flora's case does not resemble insanity as
it is found in Bras Cubas and Qulncas Eorba.

It would be

difficult to believe that Flora's inability to decide
which twin she prefers would drive her to her strange
death, just as it would be difficult to accept her hallu
cinations as merely the fantasies of a love-smitten girl.
Flora's case seems to be the midpoint between the fleet
ing glimpse of Quincas' insanity and the detailed review
of the progress of Rubiao's mental deterioration. Her men
tal illness is shown through her hallucinations.
The first mention of Flora indicates that she will
be different from the usual Machadian female.

That is,

she is not distinguished by any pecularities.

"Ate aqui

hada ha que extraordinariamente distinga esta moga das
outras, suas contemporaneas, desde que a modestia vai com
a gra§a, e em certa idade e tao natural o desvaneio como

3

a travessura.At about fifteen years of age, Flora began
to change:
79).

"dava-lhe para se meter consigo"(Esau e Jaco,

Counselor Aires* comment on this new behavior is
2.

Matos, p. 255.

3. Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis, Esau e Jaco,
organizagao, introdugao, revisao de texto e notas de
Massaud Noises, 2a edigao (Sao Paulo: Editora Cultrix,
1962), p. 79. Page references in the body of the text
refer to this edition.
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an enigmatic statement to Flora's mother that the girl
"viria a ser uma lnexpllc^vel"(Esail e JacSt 79).

Dona

Claudia aslcs for an explanation of the statement, but Aires,
true to his nature, skirts the issue.

Flora, very quickly

then, assumes the quality of a mysterious person, and there
must be some reason, some function, for her strange aspect.
One reason for suspecting that Flora deserves
special attention from the reader is the feeling that the
narrator is compelled to discuss her strange behavior,
adding his own comments, and spreading her story across a
considerable part of the book.

The narrator remarks at the

beginning of chapter LXXIX that he has spoken previously of
Flora's "alucinagoes" and that they were in reality
extraordin^rlas"(Esarl e Jac<5« 171).

Her most persistent

hallucination involves the merging of the twins, or their
voices, into one person or voice.

In one of these episodes

the narrator says that Flora thinks she hears the twins
speak, and "as duas vozes confundiam-se de tao iguais que
eram, e acabaram sendo uma s<5.

Afinal, a imaginagao fez

dos dous mo§os uma pessoa &ilca"(Esau e Jaco, 171).

The

narrator continues to intrude as he states that he does not
believe this to be a very common phenomenon and doubtless
there will be some readers who will not believe him at all.
He insists, however, that what he is revealing about Flora

"4 verdade purfsslma"(Esau e Jaco, 171). The narrator
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immediately tells of more of Flora's hallucinations,
Ora, 6 de saber que, durante a comisao do pai,
Flora ouviu mais de uma vez as duas vozes que se
fundiam na mesma voz e mesma criatura. E agora,
na casa de Botafogo, repetia-se o fenomeno. Quando
ouvia os dous, sem os ver, a imagina§ao acabava a
fusao de ouvido pela da vista, e vim so homem lhe
dizia palavras extraordinarias. (Esati e Jaco,
171-2)
The reader is told that Flora has sudden "visoes" many
times while playing the piano, during conversations, or
while walking.

Again the narrator directs the reader's

attention to Flora's hallucinations and says that she found
"o fendmeno" delightful.

That is, he continues, at first

she did not think much about it, but then she began to feel
"uma especie de susto ou vertigem," but that she became
accustomed to it and even became able to evoke the spells
at will in order to amuse herself.

Finally she no longer

had to evoke them because "a alternagao fazia-se de si
mesma." The hallucinations.occur at times after she has
gone to sleep, and the result is a dream in which she walks
with either of the twins, she cannot decide which one it .
is, and they gaze at the stars and the mountains.

At times

she awakens during the dreams but the visions refuse to
dissipate, "e diante dela uma so figura esbelta, com a
mesma voz namorada, o mesmo gesto siSplice."

One night she

is about to place her arms around the shoulders of this
figure and suddenly "o unico mo§o se desdobrou nas duas
pessoas semelhantes"(Esati e Jac<5, l?l-3).
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The best indication of Flora's mental unbalance is
told in great detail.

Flora is thinking about Paulo and

his special qualities and she recalls their entire conver
sation, "com as entonagoes diversas, o v£rio assunto, e as
interrupgSes frequentes, ora dos outros, ora dela mesma."
She breaks off this solitary dialogue to think about the
twin that did not come that morning, and now the dialogue
becomes a monologue, then silence.

As she meditates on her

two suitors in a Dalian dream she shuts her eyes and sees
Paulo kneeling before her, "risonho e ext^tico,"

She leans

toward him and finds that she has penetrated his soul with
her eyes, and another Dalian sequence follows.

The remain

der of this hallucination is as weird as anything to be
found in Bras's delirium, Sofia*s nightmare, Rubiao's dream
of the beating of Sofia and Maria Benedita, or Iaia Garcia's
nightmare involving the strange woman and the abyss.

Flora

withdraws her eyes and Paulo is still there, kneeling at her
feet, but near the door in the semi-darkness stands Pedro.
The latter approaches Paulo, takes his hand and kneels also,
and then Paulo disappears through the other door.

Flora's

eyes now penetrate the soul of Pedro, and as she examines
him, Paulo re-enters the room, kneels beside Pedro, and
both men take her hand.

She places her hands on their heads

and they begin to speak in a garbled flow of exclamations,
exhortations, and entreaties, and she cannot decide with
whom she should speak more favorably.

The lamp grows dim,
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the figures merge into one and vanish.

The lamp fades out

completely: "Toda a fantasmagoria se desfizera."
goes to sleep and dreams.

Now she

"Sonhou com o canto dos galos,

uma carro§a, um lago, uma cena de viagem do mar, um discurso
e um artigo"(Esau e Jac<St 176-9). If there is any doubt as
to Flora's mental unbalance it should be completely dis
pelled by this last experience.

The characters in the

story, however, x?ill not diagnose mental illness at any
time.
The symptoms that concern Flora's parents and Aires
very soon after the series of hallucinations outlined above
are her "vertigens e esquecimentos" which Aires chooses to
regard as serious.

Her "dor de cabega" is regarded by

Aires as a "molestia de moga bonita," and he does not show
undue concern when Flora says at this time that she expects
to die soon.

Her ionger voyage will be "para o outro mundo"

and she will buy her ticket "no dia do embarque"(Esau e
Jac<5. 201). Her death occurs shortly afterward.
does she die?

Of what

Massaud Moists says that she dies "adoles-

cente e de repente, tragada de uma doenga da alma, muito
semelhante a Helena, que tamb£m morre de amor impossfvel.
There is a great deal of difference between the loves of
Helena and Flora, however, and neither can be said to have
4.

Moists, nota preliminar, Esau e Jaco, p. 11.
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suffered because of an Impossible love affair.

Helena is

the typical female in the romantic tradition, and Flora is
a misfit. The former is sane, the latter becomes insane,
Helena's love affair with Est^cio is not an impossible
situation because he learns thatthey are not related by
blood.

Flora's love affair, if it is impossible, never de°

velops because she cannot decide which twin she prefers.
Perhaps her indecisiveness is due to mental illness.

On

her deathbed she is able to reject completely the fact that
there are two suitors.
commotion in the hall is

When told by Natividade that the
11 os

meus filhos que queriam entrar

ambos," Flora asks, "Ambos quais?"(Esaol e Jac<St 215). Her
problem is solved, then, by insanity and death, shown in
delirium perhaps, but consistent with her many hallucina
tions.

The death of Flora is more reminiscent of Rubiao's

death than that of Helena.

Both Flora and Rubiao die during

a hallucination, both are insane, and both find in death a
solution to their problem.
thetically told.

Their death scenes are sympa

Rubiao puts on an imaginary crown and

says, "Guardem a minha coroa.

Ao vencedor. . ."(guineas

Borba, 253). He does not put on an old hat, nor a wash
basin, nor any visible symbol of a crown.

"Nao senhor, ele

pegou em nada, levantou nada e cingiu nada. , ."(guineas
Borba, 253). At his death he becomes an emperor. Flora's
death scene, which has been called by Alfredo Pujol another
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"lindfssimo capitulo,"^ coincides with the solution to her
own problem.

It should be recalled that during Flora's

many hallucinations the twins become one person;

Rubiao

also experiences this type of vision during one of his
hallucinations.

He sees a woman whom he believes is the

Empress, but he is not sure.

"Eugenia ou Sofia?

Ambas em

uma s6 criatura,--ou antes a segunda com o nome da primeira"(Quincas Borba, 2*1-0).

Flora seems to be the female

counterpart to Rubiao rather than being part of the closing
of a cycle started in Ressurreipao, as Moises suggests.^
Further indications of this close relationship can be found
in epilepsy and indecisiveness, and inasmuch as both . .
elements, in the cases of Rubiao and Flora, may be connect
ed with insanity, they should be discussed to some extent
at this point.
The suspicion of epilepsy in Flora is based on her
reactions during several episodes and her mental deteriora
tion.

Her case is not radically different from that of

Rubiao.

The first hint that something may be wrong with

Flora besides the withdrawn nature noted by Aires earlier
comes when Flora learns that she and her family may have to
move to another city and thus she will be separated from
5. Alfredo Pujol, Machado de Assls (Rio de . .
Janeiro: Livraria Jos£ Olympio, 2a ed., 193M> P. 257.
6.

Moists, nota preliminar, Esau e Jaco, p. 11..
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the twins.

She reacts visibly but D. Claudia does not

notice at first. "D. Claudia nao Ihe viu a palidez, nem
sentiu as maos frias. ,
almost falls.

Flora attempts to sit down and

Her mother asks what is wrong, and Flora

answers, "Nada, mamae, nao 6 nada."

She is helped to a

chair and then she says it was a "tonteria" and that she
has recovered(Esau e Jaco, 128-9).

On another occasion

Paulo is at dinner with Flora's family and he notices that
D. Claudia appears disturbed and uneasy.

Flora's strange

behavior is significant; "passava do prazer ao tedio, e
Paulo nao entendia essa alternagao de sentimentos."

He

questions Flora, and instead of giving any kind of explana
tion, "Flora passou uma vez a mao pelos olhos e ficou
alguns instantes sem os descobrir."
and again the answer, "Nada."

He asks what is wrong,

He insists that something is

bothering her even after she says that it is nothing(Esau
e Jac6, 132-3).

It is related several chapters later that

Flora has impressed her mother considerably with her
strange behavior, that is, she was suffering from dizziness
and forgetfulness(Esau e Jaco, 201), the complaints referred
to earlier when Aires learns that she expects to die soon.
Her decline is rapid after this and her death occurs within
a short time.

Lindolfo Gomes notes that there are many

words that do not appear in Machado's works, among them
"epileptico," except for a slip in the first edition of
Br^s Cubas, later changed to another word.

Gomes says that
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the author gave epilepsy some exotic names, substituting
some complaint

"menos aterradora," such as "o meu joelho

doente" in Memorial de Aires.^

In Esau e JaccS it seems

that the name chosen to represent epilepsy might be
"molestia," or "uma tonteria."

It is significant that

Flora, lilce Rubiao, is under stress when she experiences
the spells recalled above.

Also like Rubiao, she undergoes

a distinct mental deterioration until she dies, although
she never reaches the depth of unbalance seen in Rubiao.
Because many critics have stated that Flora's
difficulty is that she cannot decide which twin she prefers,
and because it has been established here that she is very
much like Rubiao in the elements of insanity and epilepsy,
it becomes necessary to comment on her indecisiveness.
Rubiao also lacks the ability to make rapid decisions, and
so his vacillating nature should be discussed briefly.
One example of indecisiveness in Rubiao involves
his struggle with his conscience regarding Quincas' letters.
Should he give the letter to the doctor or not?

Re decides

not to, but much later the pangs of conscience he begins to
suffer make him regret his decision: he has cheated medical
science out of a valuable document, a letter from a madman.
On another occasion he hesitates about sending a reply to
7. Lindolfo Gomes, "Vocabulario de Machado de
Assis," Machado de Assis (estudos e ensalos)(Rio de Janeiro:
F. Brlguiet e Cia., Edltores, 19^0)c pp. 129-30.

Sofia's letter.

First he says there will be no reply, then

he decides to answer, and finally decides not to.

Another

example of his lack of the ability to decide involves
whether he should go and visit Sofia.

Not being able to

decide, he leaves it up to chance; if the first carriage to
appear on his street is coming from the right direction he
will go, and if it comes from the other direction he will
not.

The first comes from the wrong direction, so he pre

tends that the case has not been settled due to the inferior
caste of the vehicle, and he leaves the choice up to chance
again.

On still another occasion he alternates between

blaming himself or Sofia for the situation in the garden at
the outset of his campaign to win her.
Lack of the ability to make decisions has not been
widely noted in Rubiao.

On the other hand, it is the out

standing characteristic critics have identified in Flora.
Alfredo Pujol comments that the chapter "A grande noite"
is an incomparable page in Esau e Jaco.

In this section

Machado describes "a indecisao, o embara§o, a duvida, o
delicioso e longo scismar de Flora, com o seu cora§ao
O
oscillando entre Pedro e Paulo."
Indecision is evident in
this scene, but there is indecision because she is suffering
from a hallucination, and not what Pujol calls a "perturbado
8.

Pujol, p. 255.

.
sonho de amor."^

-
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Pereira da Silva states that the novel

reflects the indecision of the author in two ways; both
opposing political views are presented regarding .the fall
of the Monarchy by use of the twins as a vehicle to prevent
the author's having to commit himself as to his ovm belief.
In addition, his general lack of decisiveness is reflected
in Flora.

The critic continues that indecision character

izes the spirit of Machado, the spirit "que em nada afirma
10
sem, logo a seguir, meter a dtfvida de permeio."
It would
have been painful to Machado to make a decision, Pereira da
Silva goes on, and Flora's complex character makes her into
a symbol: "poe a descoberto uma constante do espfrito
titubeante de seu criador."

The novel could well be

entitled Indecisao.^1
Augusto Meyer., agreeing that Flora is the embodi
ment of Machado's thought, says that neither she nor her
creator "nao podia, nao devia escolher.

Escolher seria

para ele diminuir-se, mutilar-se—e nao terfamos a amargura
perigrosa dos seus livros, em que a propria claridade 4
12
sombra inquieta."
9.

Pujol, P. 257.

10. Pereira da Silva, Sobre os Romances de Machado
de Assis (ensaio crftico) (Rio de Janeiro: Sociedade
Editora e Grafica Ltda., no date) p. 9^.
11.

Pereira da Silva, Romances de Machado, p. 100,

12. Augusto Meyer, Machado de Assis (Rio de Janeiro:
Edi^ao da Organiza§ao Simoes, 2a ed., 195277 P. ^2.
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To further link Rubiao and. Flora with the elements
of autobiographical origin there is the comment by Eloy
Pontes regarding Esau e Jac<5 as a book of confessions, in
which Aires reflects Machado's ideas and Flora represents
his temperament.

"Elle realizava sempre esse trabalho de

auto-analyse, estigma dos timidos."

Flora also has a

unique quality that sets her apart from the other women in
Machado's novels, and in this she is reminiscent of another
extraordinary woman, D. Fernanda.

Alcides Maya remarked

that Flora, along with Fernanda, is perhaps "o tfnico
remfgio de sonho puro de amor sobre a desolada realidade,
l4
crespa de espinhos, desta vasta obra, na.parte em prosa."
Fernanda is in a class of her own, exclusively, until
Memorial de Aires, but that Flora should so impress Maya
with thoughts of Fernanda is significant.

It means that

both these female characters, plus Rubiao, were constructed
with great and loving care and were not permitted to be the
author's usual types.

Flora, since she comes fifteen years

after Fernanda and Rubiao, is another step in the gradual
change from the deep negativism of Bras Cubas.

Flora's

epilepsy and insanity are dealt with in a highly disguised
13. Eloy Pontes, A vlda contradictoria de Machado
de Assls (Rio de Janeiro:"~Livraria Jose Olympio Editora,
19395TP. 271.
14. Alcides Maya, Machado de Assls, algumas notas
sobre o "humour" (Rio de Janeiro: Livraria Editora
"Jacintho Silva", 1912), p. 98.
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manner, but her similarity to Rubiao is undeniable.

That

the author had begun to soften his position as seen in Bras
Cubas can be observed in Qulncas Borba, where Agrippino
Grieco notes that Machado "humanizou-se neste livro que
come§a falando da loucura sarcasticamente e acaba falando
piedosamente dela,"^^
How does one explain the inclusion of insanity in
Rubiao and Flora?

In Quincas Borba it appears that insanity

was an element that occurred to the author after he had
begun to develop him, but in Rubiao it is clear that
insanity was pre-meditated, well developed, and with an
obvious novelistic function of being the logical end for an
ill-fated man.

Insanity in Rubiao also has other possible

purposes, such as representing the possible consequences of
participating in a life for which the character was not
suited.

This can be applied to an epileptic, who by nature

prefers the quiet life because of serious threats to his
mental health if he aggravates his condition.

It may be

that in every case of insanity in Machado*s works there is
a reflection of his own obsession with the illness.
Clotilde Wilson doubts that Machado feared that he himself;
might become insane and that this fascination with the
subject of insanity is the reason for the abundance of the
15. Agrippino Grieco, Machado de Assis (Rio de
Janeiro: Conqulsta, 2a ed., I960"), p. 81.
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16
element in his works.

Wilson directs her attention to

Bras Cubas and Quincas Borba, the latter being considered
as the sequel to Bras Cubas.

Armando Correia Pacheco also

connects the two novels through the element of insanity,
saying that Quincas Borba, "em certo sentido, continua o
primeiro livro—t£m a loucura humana por leitmotiv. , .
It must be born in mind, however, that the cases of Quincas
and Rubiao are vastly different, with Quincas appearing to
be the same person in two novels published ten years apart,
and disappearing in Quincas Borba long before Rubiao loses
his own sanity.

It seems, then, that the preoccupation

with insanity is most pronounced in the novel of 1891, and
specifically in the case of Rubiao.
Mattoso Camara JiSnior suggests that poor Rubiao
inherited all his troubles, which would mean that had it
not been for the madman Quincas, his fortune, and his dog,
there would have been no novel.

To this critic it is a

simple story, with Machado telling in his own words, "o
triste caso da heranga de Quincas Borba, ou antes, das
herangas, pois o enfermeiro Rubiao parece ter herdado do
lunatico amlgo, depois da fortuna e do cachorro homonimo
Quincas Borba, o desequilfbrio mental que o leva a loucura
16. Clotilde Wilson, "Machado de Assis, Encomiast
of Lunacy," Hlspanla, XXXII (May, 19^9)» 198.
17. Machado de Assis Romancista, Selegao, prefacio
e notas de Armando Correia Pacheco, (Washington: Uniao
Pan-Americana, 195*0» P. 12.
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plena e a morte."

1O

Matos attributes Rubiao's insanity to

his passion for Sofia, a passion that grows "ate acabar na
loucura.11

Jose Barretto Filho agrees with the thesis of

unrequited love as the cause of Rubiao's insanity, but he
goes further by adding the element of wealth.

"Rubiao

enloquece, por fim, depois de dilapidar a fortuna e de
20
resistir ao seu amor impossfvel."
Perhaps Brito Broca
is clos.er to the reason for Rubiao's insanity than the
critics quoted above.
E no momento em que Rubiao, ludibriado pelo Camacho, ve escapar-lhe o diploma de deputado com que
sonhava e a mulher por quem se apaixonara, come§a
a de'svairir, como a refugiar-se na loucura desses
dolorosos fracassos. A loucura—ja o disse Jung—
pode ser um meio de defesa contra uma realidade
excessivamente atroz.21
The complex nature of Rubiao's case leads critics to attri
bute his insanity to a variety of reasons, but, as has been
quoted from Qulncas Borba earlier in the chapter, insanity
is for Rubiao an escape from reality, a place of security,
and the realization of his dreams of grandeur.

Even in his

hallucinations nobility is the dominant theme, such as his
18. J. Mattoso Camara Junior, Ensalos Machadianos,
lfngua e estilo (Rio de Janeiro: Livraria Academica, 19&2),
P. 76.
19.

Matos, p. 197.

20. Jose Barretto Filho, Introdugao a Machado de
Assis (Rio de Janeiro: Livraria Agir Ed. 1'9^7T» P. l5^T.
21. Brito Broca, Machado de Assis e a Polftica e
outros estudos (Rio de Janeiro: Organiza§ao Simoes, Ed.,
1957), P. 31.
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practicing of the writing of "Marques de Barbacena", called
an exercise in megalomania by Pereira da Silva,22 There is
megalomania here, but it is not in the tradition of the
element exhibited in Br£s Cubas and Bentinho; it is another
sign of the deterioration of his mental processes.
In the case of Flora, however, the critics have
noted her strange behavior as more normal than not, and not
at all indicative of insanity.

Matos mentions Bentinho's

daydream about asking and receiving the emperor's inter
cession on his behalf regarding the seminary.

Matos

discusses Esati e Jac<5.
Uma nota geral do^livro, que destoa dos anteriormente
escritos, 4 a ausencia de loucura nos personagens.
Isso ja se observa tambem em Pom Casmurro em que
Bentinho, entretanto, sofre uma especie de alucinagao
visual, quando, dentro do onibus, supoe que o
imperador entra em sua casa, para interceder a seu
favor, junto a mae dele, D. Gl<5ria.23
Bentlnho's experience is a daydream and not a hallucination
and is not nearly as fantastic as the hallucinations of
Flora that have been accepted as daydreams,. Nor is it as
fantastic as those hallucinations of Rubiao's, where there
is no question as to the subject's mental illness.
Why would Machado become obsessed with the subject
of insanity, and why does insanity appear in his novels in
1881?

The reason is perhaps in his epilepsy.

Viana Filho,

22.

Pereira da Silva, Romances de Machado, p. 72.

23.

Matos, pp. 25^-5.
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speaking of Machado's life around 1877» mentions that
epilepsy struck the author and that the result was a change
ok

in his outlook on life and his literature.

Coutinho

places the date of the "reacordar do estado latente" of
Machado's epilepsy several years earlier in the same decade,
This critic believes that "o reaparecimento da doenga
terrivel deve ter sido de uma enorrne influencia deprimente
A
25
*
sobre Machado." J Bras Cubas was the first novel written
in its entirety after the reappearance of the disease and it
is by far his bitterest work.

It is also the novel in

which by direct reference his illness is identified by name.
Further, it is the first novel in which Insanity appears.
It is reasonable to believe that Machado's alleged obsession
with insanity was a direct consequence to his feelings and
fears regarding his disease,

Augusto Meyer maintains,

nevertheless, that the author's epilepsy cannot explain
either the author or his literary characteristics, or his
attitude toward literature, but he admits that "vim Machado
~

26

normal nao seria, quern sabe, Machado de Assis,

It is

significant that the characters most discussed come during
Machado's second phase.

They are generally "mentais,

meditativos, lunaticos. Homens de ideia fixa," as Matos
24.

Viana Filho, pp. 109-110.

25.

Afranio Coutinho, A filosofla de Machado, p. 37.

26. Augusto Meyer, Machado de Assis. 1935-1958 (Rio
de Janeiro: Livraria Sao Jos<£, 1958), pp. 88-89.
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says, and he specifically mentions Bras, Quincas and
Rubiao.^

In this study epilepsy has been identified in two

of Machado*s characters, and insanity in four, Two of the
four insane are epileptics.

One of these two is presented

in a detailed account of his insanity and his role has pro
duced a variety of interpretations.

The other of the two,

Flora, is distinguished by the critics* attention to her
indecisiveness, and her mental instability and symptoms of
epilepsy are ignored.

So it is in Quincas Borba where the

pattern in the application of insanity, and of epilepsy,
reaches its high point.

If Machado was obsessed with the

subject of insanity, and if he was in fear that he might
someday lose his own sanity, such a period seems to have
been most intense during the writing of Quincas Borba.

He

was well able to disguise any such feelings in Pom Casmurro»
but in Esau e Jac<S there is a return to about the same
intensity observed in Bras Cubas.
In addition to the freedom brought to Machado by
Abolition, the establishment of the Republic, and the death
of Karia Ines, there was an opposite force to consider as
pressure on him: the recurrence of his epilepsy.

Just as

there can be found evidence of the effect on him brought by
the events of 1888 and 1891, there is evidence that his
illness caused him great concern, as has been abundantly
27.

Matos, p. 198.

documented.

All of this evidence can be pointed out in

Quincas Borba to a degree not matched in any other of his
novels.

In Quincas Borba Machado gives the most valid

reason for not participating in the issues of slavery or
the form of government.

He also expresses nostalgia and

remorse in connection with the rejection and concealment of
his background.

And now, in regard to the element of

insanity he is able to observe and report objectively the
reactions of people who come into contact with a man who is
ill.

It cannot be proved that because Rubiao loses his

sanity the author had a great fear of mental illness, but
the manner in which he used the element in. the novel indi
cates a genuine interest in how other people regard unfortu
nate people, in this case a madman.

That Machado included

the widest range of reactions, from scorn to genuine com
passion, gives weight to the belief that he had begun to
ffiew all humanity in a more objective way.

CHAPTER IV
DREAMS AND FANTASY
The presence of many dreams, fantasies, and halluci
nations in Qulncas Borba makes it necessary to examine the
same elements in the other eight novels.

Of importance to

this study are not only the numbers of such elements but
also what they reveal about the characters in the stories
and other novelistic functions of the phenomena.

Due to the

fact that the subconscious is in control during fantasy and
dreams, an examination of dreams and fantasties should help
determine the extent of the probing of the human mind as
Machado passes through thirty-four years of writing novels.
Just.as insanity reaches its highest point in Qulncas Borba,
dreams and fantasies are given free rein and reach their
apogee in the same work.

This chapter will be directed

toward answering several questions.

How does the use of

dreams and fantasies appear in each of the novels?

Why is

there the greatest concentration of these elements in
Qulncas Borba?

How and why are their function and intensity

so different from what is generally found in the other eight
novels?
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Since Machado's first four novels are in what has
been called his "romantic phase,a great number of dreams
and fantasies might be presupposed.

The "second phase,"

beginning with Bras Cubas in the opinion of most critics,
deals more with the psychological aspects of man and again
it might be expected that the author would rely on dreams
and fantasies to help in the delineation of the characters.
However, in the tracing of these recurring elements through
out all nine novels it will be discovered that any supposi
tions such as these would be ill-founded.

There is a

pattern that begins to form modestly in Ressurrelcao (1872)
and remains fairly constant through

A mao e a luva (187*0

and Helena (1786). The pattern begins to ascend in Iaia
Garcia (1878), increases in Br^s Cubas (1881), and reaches
floodtide proportions in Qulncas Borba (1891), nineteen
years after its inauspicious beginnings.

A decline in the

pattern is obvious in Pom Casmurro (1901) and Esau e Jaco
(190^).

Then, in Memorial de Aires (1908), seventeen years

after its crest, it returns to its original modest position.
The study of the elements of dreams and fantasies will be
done in the order in which the novels were written so that
the pattern may be observed as it forms, and in order to
effect a break-down into types of dreams, nightmares,
fantasies, and some that are difficult to identify with
1. The difficulty in classifying Machado's works
will be discussed in a later chapter.
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certainty since they contain aspects of two of these
classifications.
Machado's first four novels have no dreams, no
nightmares, and only one fantasy each. Felix (RessurreiQao)
and Estevao (A mao e a luva) are similar types in that each
is weak, each is unsuccessful in his particular love af
fair, and each fails to find happiness.
are also similar.

Their fantasies

Felix, after getting rid of one lady

friend, finds that he has fallen for another.

His mind is

on the lovely widow Lfvia as he rides along, and he begins
to daydream.

"Neste ponto, parece que alguma ideia

vaga e

remota lhe surgiu no espfrlto e o levou a uma longa excur*
2
sao no campo da memoria."

He returns to reality and the

widow recaptures his thoughts.

He remembers all that hap

pened there in Catumbi, "as palavras trocadas, os olhares
ternos, a confissao mutua;

evocou a imagem da mo-a e viu-a

junto dele, pendente de seus labios, palpitantes de sentimentos e ternura"(RessurreiQao, 74). With this daydream of
Felix, the pattern begins and it will continue unchanged
through the next two novels.
2. Joaquim Maria Machado de-Assis,: RessurreiQao,
A mao e a luva, organizagao, introdugao, revisao de texto
e notas de Massaud Moises, 4a ed. (Sao Paulo: Editora
Cultrix, 1965), pp. 73-7^. Future page references to these
novels in the body of the text will refer to this edition.

Estevao is in a more serious position than was
F^lix, because of the fact that Guiomar has given him no
encouragement, and. because he lacks the financial standing
with which to pursue his suit.

He does have a friend, how

ever, to whom he can unburden his soul.

After telling Lufs

Alves that he is hopelessly in love with Guiomar, his mind
begins to wander, evoking old memories, calling before the
eyes of his imagination the gentle figure of Guiomar.

He

feels the command of her beautiful eyes and hears her sweet
voice.

His mind not only evokes images, but creates them,

and he imagines the happiness he could give her if he could
win her heart.

He sees her at his feet, he puts his arms

around her waist, and kisses her hair.

"Ko meio dessas

visoes foi acorda-lo Lufs Alves"(Mao e luva, 27*0.

The

fantasy never becomes reality, because Lufs Alves, his
friend, marries Guiomar.
There is a change in the pattern of the elements of
dreams and fantasies in the next novel, but it is in the
cause of the fantasy and not in the number.

The only fanta-

sy in Helena involves self-love, a trait of character that
will develop to a considerable depth in the succeeding
novels and reach its maximum intensity in Carlos Maria
(guineas Borba).

In the initial appearance of self-love in

fantasy Eugenia daydreams about her forthcoming wedding to
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Estacio.

Her father is speaking to her about her future

role as a wife, but she is not listening.
0 pensamento estava em Andarai; ela -via ja na
imaginagao a cerimonia do consorcio, as carruagens, o apuro do noivo, a sua propria graga, a
coroa de flores de laranjeira, que a havia de
adornar; enfim talhava ja o vestido branco e pregava as rendas de Malines com que havia de levar
os olhos a ambas as metades do genero humano.3
She is awakened from that "sonho" by her father, and with
this fantasy, the straight line described in the tracing
of the phenomena across three novels will begin to ascend.
There will be other causes of daydreaming, and the first
nightmare will appear in Iaia Garcia.
Moises notes that some changes in Machado's work
are apparent in Iaia Garcia. The novel is a work of tran
sition between the two phases of Machado's writings, in
the opinion of Moises.

One of the changes is the manner

in which the characters are revealed to the reader.

There

is a depth not found in the previous three works, and it
is achieved in part by a different type of probing into
the the soul of the characters.

Machado's first complete

ly irresponsible male puppets appears in Iaia Garcia, and
he shows his true nature in many ways, one of the most
3. Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis, Helena, Iaia
Garcia, organiza<jao, introducao, revisao de texto e notas
de Massaud Moises, 4a edigao (Sao Paulo: Editora Cultrix,
1964), p. 85. Page references to these two novels in the
body of the text will refer to this edition.
4.
175-6.

Moises, nota preliminar, Iaia Garcia, pp.
'
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important being through his fantasies.

Proc<5pio Dias does

not experience the same type of daydreaming as do F^lix,
Estevao, and Eugenia, although the latter is a step nearer
to Dias.

Having made a fortune through the profits of the

war with Paraguay, Procopio Dias uses his acquaintanceship
with Jorge to come into the family circle.

There he sees

Iaia Garcia and he begins to daydream about her.

In his

fantasies is the first eroticism in Machado's novels.
"Proc6pio Dias deixou-se ir ao sabor da paixao, que era
viva e sincera, uma conspira§ao surda e misteriosa de todas
as for§as sensuais."

He remembers how Iaia's "figura terna

e virginal" had appeared to him one day and he compares her
mentally with all the other women he has known.

She is

most desirable in spite of her "mediocridade do nascimento,"
and it is precisely this humble origin that makes her
desirable,

"Possuf-la era faaer-lhe um favor."

dreaming creates an obsession in him,

His day

"Uma vez brotada a

id£ia, crescou e tomou-lhe o cerebro todo,

Iai^ era entao

a figura presente a seus olhos, ora divina e casta, ora
ardente e liibrica,--liSbrica porque ele em sua imaginagao
conspurcava-a, antes mesmo de a possulr"(Ial£ Garcia, 266-71
To accompany the first erotic fantasy in Machado's
novels is the first nightmare, which also occurs in Iaia
Garcia.

Faced with the problem of having her own stepmother

as a rival for Jorge, laid dreams that as she walks along
the edge of a chasm a strange woman grabs her and carries
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her into the air.

"P^lida, com o olhar desvairado, a boca

ironica, essa mulher sorria, de vim sorrlso triunfante e
man; murmurava algumas frases truncadas que ela nao
entendia."

laid cries out, "Dize-me que nao amas e eu te

amarei como te amava!"

The woman shakes her head in a

tragic gesture and places her lips on those of Iaia and
"soprou ali um beijo convulso e frio como a morte."

Iaia

feels herself falling into the abyss and she awakens to
find her stepmother there at her bedside(lata Garcia, 283).
This nightmare is very similar to one experienced by Sofia
later in Quincas Borba in several ways.

Iaia's nightmare

is brought on by conflicting feelings of loyalty and love
for her stepmother and her fear that Estela is a rival,
while Sofia will have bad dreams because of mixed feelings
or revulsion for her husband, love for Carlos Maria, and
guilty feelings about her flirtations.

Between the night

mares of Iai£ and Sofia is one of lesser detail and cause.
It occurs in Eras Cubas where dreams, fantasy, and delirium,
plus the hallucinations of the madman Eomualdo, mark a
sudden upswing in the appearance of such elements in
Machado's novels,
Virgflia, (Bras Cubas), has several bad dreams, but
Bras relates only one of them in his memoires.

This is the

nightmare in which Virgflia dreams that her husband has
learned that she and Bras are having an affair.

She tells

Br£s that she is afraid Lobo will kill them both.

Br£s*s
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delirium cannot be called anything but delirium.

It is not

a hallucination because he is not mentally ill, and it is
not a nightmare because he is ill and feverish.

Its

function is to give the author an opportunity to express his
own deep pessimism about the fate of the human race. In
his delirium he goes back to the beginning of time and
watches the centuries come in brash and cocky, and go out
tired, defeated, and disillusioned. There is no hope or
happiness for mankind.
The first hallucination of Machado's novels appears
in Bras Cabas.

Bras sees Marcela after several years and

is horrified to find her ugly, with her face marked by
smallpox.

When Bras leaves Marcela and goes to Virgflia he

sees that the fresh beautiful face of Virgflia has suddenly
become eaten by smallpox.

Br^s relates that he believes

that he showed revulsion at the sight. The hallucination
ends abruptly and Virgflia is once more her usual beautiful
self,

Br£s explains the episode by relating it to a law of

physics, but it seems to be nearer the truth that he is
wondering subconsciously if the affair with Virgflia will
turn out as did the one with Marcela, with the soul of both
women equally scarred by his contact with them.

It is

significant that even though Virgflia soon afterward marries
Lobo Neves, Bras re-establishes his relationship with her
and their affair continues, so he is able to conquer his
conscience with no difficulty.
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The erotic fantasies of Proc^pio Dias have a succes
sor in the daydreams of Bras Cubas.

Bras worries that his

illicit love affair with Virgflia may be ending, and after
wandering about the streets aimlessly, he goes home with
the thought that Virgflia may be tiring of him.

"E esta

\

id£ia fez-me sucessivamente desesperado e frio, disposto a
esquece-la e a mat^-la."

Then his imagination conquers

reality and'he sees her, leaning back in her chair, "com os
seus magnfficos bragos nus,—os bra§os que eram meus, s<5
meus. .

He admires her eyes, her dress, her neck, her

smooth hair, her jewels.

In his imagination he begins to

undress her, "por de lados as j<5ias, a despentea-la com as
minhas maos sofregas e lascivas, e torn^-la,—nao sei se
mais bela, se mais natural,—a torna-la minha, somente
minha, unicamente minha"(Bras Cubas, 120).
Br^s's next flight into fantasy is caused by the
great joy he feels when he learns that Virgflia is pregnant.
Thinking that the child is his, he is immensely pleased,
"Um filho!

Un ser tirado do meu ser!

preocupagao exclusiva daquele tempo."
how he and his son talk together.

Esta era a minha
He begins to Imagine

His daydreams are re

peated many times as he considers the future, his son's
education and career, and he watches the boy go from the
cradle to the university to the congress and back to the
cradle again and emerge again as a full-grown man(Bras
Cubast 153).

Bras's series of fantasies and Virgflia's
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nightmare are but a light application of the themes in com
parison with Qulncas Borba.
Machado's sixth novel claims another distinction in
addition to being the most heavily saturated by dreams and
fantasies; the female characters assume supremacy, not only
in their portrayals but also in the number of memorable
females.

It is important to note, then, the female char

acters in relation to the elements of dreams and fantasies,
because in the previous five novels it has been primarily
the male character whose character is revealed by use of
these phenomena.

Through Bras Cubas there have been two

nightmares and only one fantasy by one of the three female
characters, but in Qulncas Borba alone there are three
women who experience numerous fantasites and dreams.

In

the first five novels there are four men who experience
fantasies, but in Qulncas Borba the average is upset when
fantasy occurs in two male characters.

The dreams and fan

tasies of the characters in Qulncas Borba are triggered by
a wider range of stimuli than in any single previous novel;
they are a gathering of the stimuli of all five previous
novels, however.
Rather than deal with each character separately,
the episodes in which dreams or fantasy occur will be dis
cussed in the order in which they appear in the novel.

This

is because, in some cases, their interpretation depends on
the point in the story.

In some other cases there are
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fantasies in two people at the same time, referring to the
same situation.
D. Tonica's fantasy is the first in Qulnoas Borba.
It is caused by her jealousy as she remembers how Sofia,
who had been a friend, became a rival for the attention of
Rubiao and took him out into the garden.

As Tonica goes

home that night her anger and jealousy increase until, in
her imagination, she denounces Sofia to her husband and
watches Palha punish her for her unfaithfulness.
lasts about twenty minutes.

Her rage

The narrator remarks that

"enquanto uma chora, outra rl; & a lei do mundo, meu rico
senhor; & a perfeigao universal"(guineas Borba, 6l).
Rubiao is also thinking about Sofia as he goes home that
same night.

Remembering his close contact with Sofia, his

imagination soars and he sees Sofia everywhere.

"C£ em

balxo, as ruas desertas parecem-lhe povoadas, o silenclo 6
um tumulto, e de todas as janelas debrugam-se vultos de
mulher, caras bonitas e grossas sobrancelhas, todas Sofias
e uma Sofia ilnlca"(Qulncas Borba, 62).

This example of a

single event causing fantasies in two different people
simultaneously will occur once more.

Between the two

episodes, however, is a solitary fantasy regarding nostalgia
for home.

It occurs when Maria Benedita, living with the

Palhas in the city, longs for her home in the country.
spite of the entertainment available to her she becomes
lonely for home and her recurring fantasy is described.

In
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"Entao batia as asas para a varanda da velha casa, onde
bebia caf£, ao p£ da mae; pensava na escravaria, nos m<5veis
antigos, nas bonltas chinelas que lhe mandara o padrinho. . ."

She is able to dismiss the city from her mind:

"A roga vinha ter com ela, as vezes, em sonho ou simples
devaneio"(Quincas Borba. 98).
A party attended by the Palhas, Rubiao, Carlos
Maria, and others triggers fantasies in both Sofia and
Carlos Maria.

Their flirtations are on Sofia's mind as she

awakens the next morning.

She contemplates the sea and the

waves that splash on the beach.

"A imaginosa dama pergun-

tava a si mesma se aquilo era a valsa das £guas, e
deixava-se ir por essa torrente abaixo, sem velas nem remos.
Deu consigo olhando para a rua, ao p£ do mar, como
procurando os sinais do homem que ali estivera. . ."(Quincas
Borba, 106), Her "fantasy is accompanied by another being
experienced at the same moment by Carlos Maria, who is also
awakening.

He begins by thinking about Sofia, and he notes

her defects.

He compares her with other women he has known,

and in his imagination all those ladies appear and form a
circle around his bed. They weave garlands for him and he
receives them "como vim deus antigo devia receber, quieto no
marmore, as lindas devotas e suas ofrendas."

He distin

guishes the voices of several at a time, and the last one he
recognizes is the one he heard most recently in reality,
Sofia.

Her luster dimmed by the other ladies, Carlos Maria

9^
arises in annoyance, his fantasy completed(Quincas Borba,
107-109).

Carlos Maria is one of Machado's best-portrayed

men, the self-loving, arrogant, and really useless member
of the upper class.

His true self is revealed by his

actions more than by what is said by the narrator, but it
is in his fantasies that he is most clearly seen.
Some of Rubiao's fantasies seem to be a mixture of
normal daydreaming and hallucination brought on by his
growing insanity.

In some of these cases megalomania is

the outstanding aspect- of the phenomena.

One example of

this type occurs when Siqueira tells Rubiao to get married
and see if his life is not made happier.

This sequence is

discussed in the chapter on insanity as a hallucination,
for it ends as such, but it begins as a normal fantasy.

He

does not have a bride yet, but "antes de cuidar da noiva,
cuidou do casamento"(Quincas Borba, 114). The fantasy
follows, and royalty, nobility, and beautiful ladies arrive
at his luxurious palace for the wedding.

The fantasies

built on this picture recur, and they become more and more
distinguished by megalomania.
Rubiao does, however, experience one more normal
fantasy.

The occasion is his suspicions that the couple

meeting secretly on Harmonla Street are Sofia and Carlos
Maria.

He tells himself that there is no proof of Sofia's

part in such trysts, but his suspicious nature wins him
over.

He imagines a series of actions in which he finds the
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suspected house, he knocks, enters, seizes the poor seam
stress, (the go-between), by the throat and chokes the
truth out of her.

She confesses through fear for her life

and lets him see the woman who came in.

It is not Sofia.

"Quando Rubiao voltou a si, sentiu-se vexado"(guineas Borba,
126).
Sofia is tormented by a fantasy when she begins to
think that rumors linking her to Carlos Maria might be cir
culating.

She begins to think about Carlos Maria, whom she

both loves and hates.

"A imagem de Carlos Maria veio

postar-se ante ela, com os seus olhos grandes de espectro
querido e aborrecido.11

She tries unsuccessfully to drive

the specter away, but it follows her from side to side "sem
perder o torn esbelto e musculo, nem o ar de riso sublime"
(guineas Borba, 142).

At times the image, bows and utters

the same words that Carlos Maria uttered in real life that
night at the ball.

Returning to reality, Sofia smashes a

vase in anger at herself, because she believes it was her
own fault that she lost him.
Rubiao1s last dream occurs shortly after the fantasy
described above.

In the dream he sees Palha beating Sofia

and Maria Benedita with a whip.

He heroically saves the
«**»

women's lives, orders Palha hanged, and rides away with
Sofia.

Rubiao has become the Emperor Luis Napoleon and

Sofia is the Empress Eugenia.

This dream is tinged with
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insanity, as is obvious by Rubiao's change in identity
during the conclusion of the dream.
Carlos Maria engages in fantasy again on the day of
his wedding.

He imagines that all of Nature is rejoicing

with him and admiring him.

People who lived long ago in an

old house come back from the world of the dead to compliment
and congratulate him.

He imagines the future and how happy

he will make an obedient and adoring Maria Benedita.

"Ja a

antevia ajoelhada, com os bragos postos nos seus joelhos, a
cabe$a nas maos e os olhos nele, gratos, devotos, amorosos,
toda implorativa, toda nada"(Quincas Borba, 17*0.

At

exactly the same moment, Maria Bendita is experiencing a
fantasy also. The narrator says that Carlos Maria's figure
appears before the eyes of Maria Benedita1s imagination.
"Maria Benedita, posta a janela, fitando as ondas que se
quebravam ao longe e na praia, vla-se a si mesma, ajoelhada
aos p&s do marido, quleta, contrita, como a mesa da comunhao
para receber a h<5stia da felicldade.

E dizia consigo: 'Oh!

como ele me fara feliz!1"(Quincas Borba, 174).

These fan

tasies by Carlos Maria and Maria Benedita are invaluable
aids in determining the quality of their character, for they
tend to confirm the picture that has probably begun to form
in the reader's mind.
Rubiao has long since lapsed into intermittent hal
lucinating and occasional normal daydreaming that are tinged
with traces of hallucinations.

One of the mixtures of
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fantasy and hallucination occurs oil the ship during the
farewell celebration for the newly wedded Carlos Maria and
Maria Benedita.

RubiSo is unable to adjust to all the new

sights aboard ship.

"Rubiao renovou os sonhos do mundo

antigo, criou urna Atlantida, sem nada saber da tradi§ao."
He has no knowledge of geography so he creates a confused
idea of the other countries of the world "e a imagina§ao
rodeava-os de urn nimbo misterioso."

The fantasy turns into

a hallucination, it seems, for the narrator remarks that
Rubiao has become a dreamer.

"Como nao lhe custava viajar

assim, navegou de cor algum tempo, naquele vapor alto e
comprido, sem enjoo, sem vagas, sem ventos, sem nuvens"
(guineas Borba, 176).
Sofia's character continues to be revealed to the
reader by means of her fantasies.

As Rubiao's daydreams

become more fantastic, Sofia's become more erotic.
invites her to go for a ride with him.

Rubiao

She wants to go,

although she says she does not, and her thoughts take wing.
In her imagination she and Rubiao ride to the top of a
mountain, and there, she imagines, Rubiao sings her praises.
The fantasy is so real that she even feel& Rubiao's kiss on
her neck.

While Sofia is savoring this illicit companion

ship, Rubiao, sitting near her, is engaged in another
fantasy. There is nothing in the garden, but Rubiao sees
"uma festa imperial, e esqueceu a sala, a mulher, e a si,"
To contrast Sofia's erotic feelings about Rubiao in her
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fantasy is her remark when he leaves: "Que hoinera aborrecldo!"(Quincas Borba, I89). There follows another long
fantasy by Sofia in which she has a conversation with the
flowers in the garden.
When she learns that Maria Benedita will soon have
a baby, Sofia is tormented again by her imagination.
tries to forget Carlos Maria but cannot.

She

What follows is

fantasy and not meditation, for everywhere she turns Carlos
Maria's hated figure is there, laughing at her, staring at
her, whispering into her ear "as mesmas palavras do vadio
egofsta e enfatuado, que a convidou um dia a valsa do
adulterio e a deixou sozinha no meio do salao"(Quincas
Borba. 210).

Not long after this fantasy Sofia experiences

the nightmare in which she and Carlos Maria are assaulted
by a band of men,

Carlos Maria is killed and the leader of

the bandits leaps into the carriage and kisses Sofia. The
kiss is wet with blood, and Sofia screams and awakens.
This nightmare completes the portrayal of Sofia,

Nothing

else is needed to confirm her place as one of Machado's most
memorable women.

When she awakens she is afraid she may

have been talking in her sleep and that Palha may have heard
enough to know what the dream concerned.

She lies with cool

efficiency, deceives Palha by saying that it was he who was
being killed, and this gives Palha great pleasure.

In this

nightmare Sofia is affected by her guilt feelings, but in
her explanation to Palha she reveals a devastating aplomb.
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The mass of fantasies, dreams, and hallucinations
ends with Sofia's nightmare recalled above.

The pattern

will take a sharp turn downward in Pom Casmurro, with reduc
tions in both the number and types of episodes and also
less stimuli for the triggering of the phenomena.

Bento

daydreams considerably, but none of his fantasies is as
weird as those of Bras Cubas and Rubiao.

One of his day

dreams almost reaches the same pitch of violence as does
Rubiao*s fantasy concerning the Harmonia street love trysts.
Bento*s erotic fantasies, however, cannot compare with those
of Proc<5pio Dias or Bras Cubas.

In one fantasy Bento talks

with Nature, as do Carlos Maria and Sofia.

Bento does not

become lost in fantasy when he learns that he is to become
a father, as does Bras Cubas, but lets his imagination roam
after the birth of the baby.

The only different kind of

daydream engaged in by Bento is when he imagines he has be
come a priest and Capitu has come to confess.
Bento's first fantasy involves Nature, when he talks
with the old tree about his uneasiness regarding his future,
whether it will be the seminary or Capitu.

He recalls how

he and Capitu used to discuss their dreams. He would tell
her what he had dreamed, and then she would tell of an ex
traordinary dream of hers in which she and Bento would go to
the top of Corcovado and communicate with the angels.
of these dreams is detailed in the story, however.

None
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His second fantasy occurs as he thinks about how
to escape the seminary.

In fantasy he seeks the Emperor's

aid, and the latter goes to Bento*s home and speaks with
D. Gloria.

At this point Bento comments on daydreams. "0s

sonhos de acordado sao como os outros sonhos, tecera-se
pelo desenho das nossas inclina§oes e das nossas recordaQoes."-' There follows immediately an example of Bento's
explanation of fantasy.

At the funeral of the mother of a

young girl, Eento finds that his thoughts are turning to
ward Capitu and his own mother.

He feels like weeping, and

goes into a corridor, but Capitu's image follows him, and
his mood changes.

A few seconds before, his face was so

marked by sorrow that he heard someone say sharply, "Nao
chore assim!"

Now his expression is so changed by Capi

tu's effect on his thoughts that he breaks into smiles,
and Jose Dias scolds him: "Nao ria assim!"(Dom Casmurro,

60).
Bento remarks once more on his imagination, saying
that it has been the companion of his existence, "viva,
rapida, inquieta, alguma vez tfrnida e amiga de empacar,
as mais delas capaz de engolir campanhas e campanhas,
correndo.11 He relates briefly how in fantasy he once told
5. Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis, Pom Casmurro,
prefaciado e revisto por H. Pereira da Silva' (Rio de
Janeiro: Sociedade Editora e Grafica Ltda., 1962), p. 58..
Page references in the body of the text refer to this
edition.
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his mother about his being in love in the hope that she
would realize that he did not feel the call to the priest
hood(Dom Casmurro, 79).

Again there are few details fur

nished.
Bento*s erotic fantasies, on the other hand, are
highly detailed.

These fantasies are in reality one very

long episode stretching from the moment he sees the lady
fall in the streets.

So impressed is he with the sight of

her garters and hosiery that for the first hour in the .
seminary he is assaulted in his fantasies by multitudes of
ladies falling down, raining legs and arms over him.

Some

are fair, some slender, others are heavy, but all are "ageis
como o d'labo"(Dom Casmurro. 106).

He remarks that he is

visited by these "vlsoes feminis" for several more days.
At times they appear without his summoning them, and other
times he calls for them.
Jealousy inspires another series of fantasies.
Bento is tormented by Jos£ Dias* remark that Capitu is
probably being well entertained by the young men of the
neighborhood while her sweetheart is away at the seminary.
In his imagination Bento rushes to Capitu's house and de
mands the truth.

He says these fantasies were a jumble of

confused motion that blinded and deafened him.

He is per

secuted by the fantasies as well as by dreams.

One dream

ends in a particularly unsatisfactory way, so he goes back
to sleep in an attempt to resume it.

In one daydream he is
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a priest, and Capitu comes to confess, but he, "frio e
sereno, nao teria mais que desprezo, muito desprezo;
voltava-lhe as costas.

Chamava-lhe perversa.

Puas vezes

dei por mim mordendo os dentes, como se a tivesse entre
eles"(Pom Casmurro^ 131).
Bento's fantasies regarding his son occur when he
goes with Escobar to the beach.

His friend does his calcu

lations and Bento daydreams about his infant son.

"Eu via

o meu filho medico, advogado, negociante, meti-o em varias
universidades e bancos, e at£ aceitei a hip<5tese de ser
poeta.

A possibilidade de polftico foi consultada, e cri

que me safsse brador, e grande brador"(Pom Casmurro. 1?6).
One other dream by Bento deserves mention.

In this

dream he dreams that one of the "peraltas" of the neighbor
hood is conversing with Capitu.
the youth flees.

Bento runs toward them and

Bento approaches Capitu and sees her

father at her feet, wiping his eyes and looking at a lottery
ticket.

The youth who had run away comes back with the list

of winning numbers, but Capitu*s father does not win.
Capitu, however, is bestowing all sorts of prizes on Bento
with her eyes.

This is the dream that Bento attempts to

resume, inasmuch as he awakens before it ends satisfacto- .
rily.
After Pom Casmurro the use of dreams and fantasy
declines again, being limited in Esau e Jac<S to a few
lightly mentioned fantasies by the young twins as they think
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about their future, two daydreams by N<5brega, one by
Batista, and some passages in which Natlvidade and Santos
daydream together.

The latter episodes are not; genuine

fantasies since they are woven consciously by two people
talking together.

Flora's hallucinations have been dis

cussed in the chapter on insanity.
In the twins' fantasies, engaged in simultaneously
but untold to each other, their futures are imagined, and
each is an Important figure in the government.

"Tais eram

as grandes plnceladas da imaglna^ao dos dous.

As estrelas

receblam no ceu todos os pensamentos dos rapazes, a lua
sequia quieta e a vaga da praia estirava-se com a pregui§a
do costume"(Esail e Jac6, 88).
Batista's fantasy is more in the tradition of the
previous novels, recalling Rubiao especially.

Batista,

eager to regain his lost political position and the favor of
the government, hears the people in fantasy as they shout
"Salve, Batista, ex-presidente da provfncla!"—"Salve,
Batista, proximo presidente de provfncla!"—"Salve, Batista,
tu seras mlnistro um dial"(Esaia e Jac<5, 112). Like Rubiao's
dreams of glory, Batista's daydreams come to naught.
The two fantasies of N<5brega are reminiscent of the
daydreams of several other men, such as E^tevao (A mao e a
luva), Proc<5pio Dias (Ial^i Garcia)« and Carlos Maria
(Qulncas Borba).

N<5brega is so certain that Flora will

accept his proposal of marriage that he daydreams about the

10*+
future.

N<5brega "tinha

um programa do nolvado.

Imagi-

nava a mo§a, os olhos tfmidos, a boca cerrada, o veu que
lhe oobriria a linda carinha, a delicadeza dele, as palavras
que lhe diria entrando em oasa"(Esail e Jac6, 210).

At

Flora's death N<5brega daydreams again, this time about what
a wonderful funeral Flora would have had if she had married
him.

"Desenhava na imagina§ao o carro, o mais rico de

todos, os cavalos, e suas plumas negras, o calxao, uma
infinidade de cousas que, a for§a de compor, cuidava feitas.
Depois o tumulo; marmore, letras de ouro. . ."(Esa\l e Jac<$,
217).

With Ndbrega's daydreams the pattern that began to

fall again after Qulncas Borba comes to its final point of
decline.

Memorial de Aires has only one dream and one

fantasy, both by Aires.

This compares with the presence of

one fantasy and no dreams in Machado's first novel.
Aires daydreams about the young widow Fidelia one
time.

She enters his room to consult him about whether she

should remarry, and the conversation between them might
suggest that Aires, in reality, is seriously considering
becoming her suitor.

In his dream he and Fidelia admit that

they are both thinking such an arrangement would be desir
able.

The dream continues with Aires in a role perhaps in

consistent with his advanced age.

He holds her, "e enfiamos

os olhos um no outro, os meus a tal ponto que lhe rasgaram
a testa, a nuca, o dorso do canapd, a parede e foram pousar
no rosto do meu criado, lanica pessoa existente no quarto,
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onde eu estava na cama."

He understands that it was a

dream "e achei-lhe graga."^
Aires has a dream that is inspired by a group of
happy children that he has seen earlier.

The dream occurs

during; his customary nap before lunch.
Dormi pouco, uns vinte minutos, apenas o bastante
para sonhar que todas as crian§as deste mundo, com
carga ou sem ela, faziam um grande cfrculo em volta de mim, e dangavam uma danga tao alegre que
quase estourei de riso. Todas falavam "deste 111050
que ria tanto.(Memorial de Airest 95)
The trajectory that began with Felix* fantasy thirty six
years earlier is approximately at the same low point with
the two dreams of Aires.
The effect of dreams and fantasies in the works is
primarily on the delineation of the characters.

Bento says

that dreams reflect our desires, but in doing so, they re
veal bur very souls'.

The characters of Machado*s first

phase are not as vividly portrayed as are those of the
second period, and one reason is that the descriptions of
man in the first four novels are not accompanied by those
exposures of the soul that mark the second phase.

There

are people, however, who appear in the first phase, and
because of a dream or fantasy, resemble one of the
6. Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis, Memorial de
Aires, organizacao, introdugao, revisao de texto e notas
de Massaud Moises (Sao Paulo: Editora Cultrlx, 1961), p.
57. Future page references in the body of the text twill
refer to this edition.
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fully-developed, people of the psychological works.

F<Slix,

(Ressurrelpao), is similar in several ways to Carlos Maria,
(guineas Borba), and one of their points in common is their
ego. Their fantasies in which Nature seems to be admiring
them and congratulating them on their good fortune are the
evidence that confirms their similarity in regard to selflove.

Procdpio Dias, {laid Garcia)« is very much like Bras

Cubas in many ways.

The erotic daydreams of this pair mark

them as literary brothers.

Bras, however, is much better

developed in the story of his life, and again, it is in part
because his fantasies have added color to his portrayal by
showing his jealousy and his paternal instincts, in ad
dition to his erotic thoughts,
Iai£ Garcia and Bento are recalled because of a
dream each experiences.

Iain's nightmare, the result of her

conflicting feelings about her stepmother, is remembered
when Bento dreams about the lottery ticket.

Helen Caldwell

notes in Bento*s dream a divided wish: "he wanted to remain
true to his mother and the Church, and to love and marry
Capitu,"'' His conflict is further deepened by a "love-hate"
O
complex regarding his mother, says Caldwell.
This complex
is possibly another of the autobiographical slips of the
pen of Machado, as I noted in chapter one that there seems
7.

Caldwell, Brazilian Othello, p. 102.

8.

Ibid., pp. 92-93.

10?
to have been a similar complex in the author regarding
Maria Ines.

It is not strange that such a complex would

surface in a dream, as it does in the dreams of Iaia and
Bento.
There are other characters whose portrayal is aided
a great deal by a fantasy being told to the reader.

One

such person is Estevao, (A mao e a luva), a weak-willed man
who is successful in his courtship of Guiomar when he
engages in fantasy, but in real life he steps aside and
lets his best friend win her.

Eugenia, (Helena)« reveals

her own self-love when she daydreams about her wedding.
The fantasy confirms the reader's suspicions that Eugenia
has been pampered too much by her father.
The characters of the second phase have been
studied more by the critics.

Sofia has been noted by

Bettencourt Machado previously as an admirable portrait,
and Agrippino Grieco remarks that she is better portrayed
than

Palha.^

The latter appears quite often in the story,

but it is Sofia whom the reader knows well.

This again is

due to her many fantasies and her nightmare.

It should be

recalled that when Sofia confessed to Palha that Rubiao had
made advances to her in the garden Palha was more concerned
with losing the friendship of a wealthy man.

Oct^vio

Mangabeira states that with such a husband, "nao e muito de
9.

Grieco, p. 76.
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estranhar que encontremos, mais tarde, Sofia, tipo tambem
de beleza, em namoro com Carlos Maria."1®

Her continuing

flirations with Rubiao and Carlos Maria are marked byfantasies, both erotic and Jealous, and her nightmare at
the end of the novel indicate a certain amount of eroticism
and guilt feelings combined in one episode,

Matos believes

that Sofia is the feminime figure "delineada com mais
cuidado analftico" in Quincas Borba.

It is doubtful that

the reader would be able to know her as well if her dreams
and fantasies had been deleted.
Virgflia, on the other hand, must remain somewhat
obscured from full view.

She is shown to have been a woman

who, as Matos says, did not permit herself to be devoured
by her passion. "Raciona, calcula, mede as consequencias
1?
de seus atos."
The fact that Virgflia is never to be well
known to the reader remains. Her one dream does not indi
cate as much guilt feelings as fear of being discovered by
her husband.

This one dream, however, gives the figure of

Virgflia a further touch of depth.
With the exception of one dream, every instance of
fantasy or dream has the effect of adding depth to the

10. 0ct£vio Mangabeira, Machado de Assls (Rio de
Janeiro: Sao Paulo, Bahiaj Editora Civilizagao Brasileira
S/A, 195*0, P. 33.
11.

Matos, p. 206.

12.

Ibid., p. 1?0.
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characters.

The exception is Aires' dream about Fidelia;

it does not fit the character of Aires in any way that he
should dream of the widow's coming to his room and sub
mitting to his attentions, just as it is not his character
to behave as he did in the dream.

Octavio Brandao, in

discussing briefly the novels of Machado's second phase,
consigns the whole lot to the flames, and his recurring
adjective regarding the characters is "incolores."13 Grieco criticizes the characters in Qulncas Borba for not
developing in "um perfeito nexo de logico."

They change

"apressados, faltando por vezes as transigoes um sutil
A
Jogo
de cambiantes." 14 Bettencourt Machado's observation
that the novel has many memorable portraits has been noted
earlier, and regarding those people who experience dreams,
fantasies, and hallucinations, there is certainly a not
able and gradual change in their personalities. Their
dreams and fantasies are excellent points of confirmation
of these changes.
Matos says that Qulncas Borba is the novel that
most clearly defines and describes the characters, who are
notably different from each other.

"Tem-se a impressao de

que as figuras foram observadas do mundo real.

Uma, pelo

13. Octavio Brandao, 0 nllllsta Machado de Assls
(Rio de Janeiro: OrganizaQao Simoes Editora, 19577»
pp. 42-66.
14.

Grieco, p. 75.
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menos, sabemos que o foi.

Ef Dona Fernanda.

It has

been pointed out previously that six of the characters in
the novel have dreams, or engage in fantasy, or both.

It

has also been said that these phenomena give added depth to
the characters, even though some of the people are wellportrayed without having engaged in either dreaming or
fantasies.

The fact that so many different characters in

Qulncas Borba experience these elements is explained by the
narrative form.

Br^s Cubas and Pom Casmurro are written in

the first person, and therefore the reader can only learn
what the narrator, as a character in the story, can tell
him.

The narrator, then, as a participant in the story,

would know only what he was told by the other actors. It is
1 fi
in this aspect of "point of view"
that Qulncas Borba
achieves a different effect in the revelation of character.
Afranio Cdutinho, commenting on the point of view,
notes that Machado utilized the technique of "I as protago
nist" in Br£s Cubas and Pom Casmurro. while in Memorial de
Aires he employed the variation of "I as witness."

In the

first person two works named "os fatos relatados sao
limitados ao que o narrador-personagem viu, ouviu, sentiu,
pensou, vlveu."
15.

In Memorial de Aires the narrator is a

Matos, p. 210.

16. "Point of view" as it applies to this study is
from Norman Friedman^ "Point of view in fiction: The
development of a critical concept," Approaches to the Novel
(San Francisco: Chandler Publishing Co., I96I), pp. 113-1^2.

Ill

witness and thus is still not omniscient "porque esta so em
relativo isolamento, com a visao limitada aos acontecimentos
que presencia: a sua figura nao e do participante da a§ao,
& a do um observador proximo, mas em poslgao de relativa
independencia."

This latter situation, states Coutinho,

permits the author to achieve greater depth of psychological
analysis and the story gains plausibility and emotional
intensity.

In Quincas Borba, a third person narration,

Machado is "um narrador onisciente" who knows the char
acters' thoughts and feelings, and through his authorial
intrusions he makes it clear that the responsibility for
the story is his own."^

When one reads Bras Cubaa and Pom

Casmurro it becomes obvious that Machado was faithful to
his obligations to his protagonist-narrators, as neither
Bras nor Bento dispense any information not available
through legitimate channels to a character independent of
the author,

Quincas Borba, on the other hand, offers the

reader unlimited access to the most secret places in the
minds of all the characters, thus a double view of each
character is the result; what the characters think of each
other, and what each one really is.

The revelation of each

person's dreams and fantasies Is therefore made possible,
whereas in the first person narration it can be done only
17. Afranio Coutinho, Machado de Assls na
llteratura braslieira (Rio de Janeiro: Livraria Sao Jose,
I960), pp. Sl-2.
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if each person gives the narrator such information.

There

is still the possibility that the protagonist-narrator, or
the witness-narrator, will distort what he has been told in
order to improve his own position, such as possible in Bras
Cubas and Pom Casmurro.

Both Bras and Bento find some de

fect In almost everyone they discuss with the reader as if
they were attempting to Justify their own actions.

Keith

Ellis comments on this natural lack of trust in the first
1 ft

person narration

and the inverse application may be made

in regard to Quincas Borba.

Since it is the author who re

veals the thoughts and feelings of his "characters the
reader may be assured that he is being told the truth.

The

dreams and fantasies in Quincas Borba therefore are legiti
mate points in the evaluation of each character and in
addition provide the means by which the author can create
with greater depth the kind of personality he wishes.

If

the author has a message to convey he has the perfect
vehicle in his characters in a third person narration, and
there is the suggestion of a message in the changed view of
humanity in Quincas Borba.

Augusto Meyer comments that

with Br^s Cubas the writer had expressed virtually his en
tire message and that in subsequent novels he merely
reworked the same situations.

"Desenvolve depois quase as

mesmas situa§oes, abre os mesmos parenteses para uma prosa
18. Keith Ellis, "Technique and ambiguity in Pom
Casmurro," Hlspanla, XLV (September 1S>6Z), ^3&.
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particular com o leitor, ciscando pretextos que nao tinham
cabimento nas Mem<5rias p<5stumas.

^ The message is con

veyed through only one character in Bras Cubas and it is
unrelieved melancholy.

In Quincas Eorba there is still

melancholy, but it is not unrelieved, for as Katos says, in
the story of Rubiao humanity, with the exception of Rubiao,
Fernanda, and the dog
20
resseira."

da casta egoista, fria e inte-

Through the monologues, dreams, and fantasies,

the dark side of humanity is seen much more clearly by the
reader, and a sharp contrast is provided by the revelation
of Rubiao's good points and the appearance of D. Fernando
as the antithesis of Sofia and Virgflla.

It does not seem

that this could have been achieved as well, with such
honesty on the part of the author, in a first person narra
tion.

1
Insanity could not be as highly developed In Bras

Cubas due to point of view, but it was almost clinically
presented in Quincas Borba for the same reason of point of
view.

The same can be said about the elements of dreams

and fantasies in both novels.

In addition, it could have

been his preoccupation with insanity that led Machado to
further employment of dreams and fantasy.

Pontes remarks

that "0 exame de loucura, seus extranhos mecanlsmos e
19.

Meyer, Machado de Assls, 1935-1958, p. 23.

20. . Matos, p. 230.
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effeitos, conduz o romancista a curiosidade em torno dos
sonhos, pesadelos, e delfrios e suas analogias com a sandice."21

The effective use of these phenomena is essen

tial to a complete analysis of man as Machado undertook to
do starting with Bras Cubas. His goal was a probing of the
most recondite parts of the soul of his fellow man.

Graga

Aranha states that he fragments the universe, "decompoe-no
e o analisa especialmente nos seus mais terrfveis segredos,
que sao os da alma humana."

22

It appears that his best

analysis is in Quincas Borba because he was able to expose
his characters by whatever means he chose.

Their dreams

and fantasies add the final touch to their portrayals.
Furthermore, Machado indicates by the inclusion of his
first compassionate female character, Fernanda, that he is
more inclined to be objective in his analysis than in the
previous novel.
of Pom Casmurro,

Fernanda will be followed by Dona Gloria
Natividade of Esau e Jacd, and finally

by Dona Carmo of Memorial de Aires, as additional evidence
that Machado was recovering from the assault of pessimism
that distinguishes Bras Cubas.
21.

Pontes, p. 295.

22. Graga Aranha, comentarios e notas, Correspon
dence entre Machado de Assis e Joaquim Nabuco, (Obras .
Completas, IV (Rio de Janeiro: F. Briguiet e Companhia,
19^2), p.

CHAPTER V
CHILDREN
Children, like dreams and fantasy, appear in all of
Machado's novels. Their role is small in numbers but their
importance is unquestionable.

The presence of children in

these novels provides another invaluable aid in the analysis
of the characters in addition to reflecting the author's
own thoughts as the critics have determined them to be.

In

Quincas Eorba the presence of children causes a different
reaction in Rublao than in any other character of Machado's
novels.

Children also have a more complex role in Quincas

Borba than any of the other stories of either phase of
Machado's writings.
There is a healthy acceptance of children in
Ressurreloao that will appear again in Memorial de Aires,
this completing a cycle.

The function of children is

different in each case in a significant way, as will be
observed when Aires is discussed later in this chapter,
F^lix, (RessurrelQao)t experiences an unusual reaction when
he sees the small son of Lfvia for the first time.
child's appearance is told in a notable way.

The

"Instantes

depois apareceu no terra§o um menimo de cinco anos, crian§a
gentll e esperta, rosada e gorda, como os anjos e os
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cupidos que a arte nos representa em seus paine?is"
(Ressurreigao, 71).

Felix and the boy are introduced to

each other, but little Lufs says nothing for a few seconds.
Then he turns to his mother and asks, "Quern £ este mo§o?"
The scene of the mother and her son together affects Felix
visibly.

"F^lix parecera completamente estranho a tudo que

o rodeava.

Nao ouvia as repreensoes da moga, nem a

tagarelice da crian§a; ouvia-se a si mesmo.

Contemplava

aquele quadro com deleitosa inveja, e sentia pungir-lhe um
remorso"(Ressurreicao, ?2).

The reason for this effect is

clear; F^lix is thirty six years of age, "idade em que
muitos ja sao pais de famflia, e alguns homens de Estado"
(Ressurreigao, 3*0.

This arousing of paternal instincts in

one of the characters occurs several times in the other
novels.
The brief appearance of children in A mao e a luva
has a different function.

Giiiomar, herself a small girl,

sees a group of children, well-dressed and jeweled, pass
near her humble home and she becomes suddenly withdrawn and
melancholy.

The sight of these children, daughters of

wealthy people, has awakened in Guiomar the desire to
escape her own humble situation.

The desire becomes an

obsession, and she later finds herself in the position to
achieve her dreams.

This she does by marrying, of her

three suitors, the one whose ambition for prestige and
wealth matches her own.
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A child plays a small role later in Estevao's life.
The latter, contemplating suicide because of his futile
suit for Guiomar's hand, sees a funeral procession coming
down the street.

The procession is a sad one but it seems

even more so because of the indifference seen on the faces
of those who are piously accompanying the body.

As Estevao

returns home a child playing in the street, "em camlsa, com
os p£s na agua barrenta da sarjeta, fe-lo parar alguns
instantes, invejoso daquela boa fortuna da infancia, que ri
com os pes no charco"(Mao e luva, 2^2).

There is, with

this second child, a contradictory note recorded to the
disgust Guiomar felt at her own poverty.

Both feelings,

however, could be the author's own feelings, since a curious
fact about children is that they do not know they are poor
until they are told.

The full implications of poverty can

not be made clear to a creature whose needs are satisfied
by parental love, whatever food he is given, and the narrow
world of toys, however primitive, and fantasy.

In addition

to the possibility of personal thoughts regarding his own
childhood there is the likelihood that the placing of a
funeral procession just a few lines.away from a happy child
playing in a mudhole is fear of death, or regret at the
inevitable passing of time.

Notable in Estevao here is

that the child does not awaken in him any thoughts of
fatherhood as happens in the case of F^lix and Lufs.
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Children, other than the childhood recollections
about Helena, do not appear in Machado's third novel.

The

scenes of Helena's childhood are weak and devoid of realism.
Her reactions when told by the elder Vale that her "papai
est£ no ceu"(Helena, 152) is a burst of tears, but when
Vale asks her if she would like for him to substitute for
her father she responds with a happy kiss.

There is, how

ever, one passage that merits attention due to its unique
function.

Salvador tells of the elopement with his sweet

heart, their subsequent poverty, and the birth of Helena in
these humble circumstances.

"Essa menina nasceu em um dos

momentos mais tristes da ininha vida.

Os primeiros caldos

da mae foram obtidos por favor favor de uma mulher da
zinhanga.

vi-

Mas nasceu em boa hora, e foi um la§o mais que

nos prendeu um ao outro.

A presenga de um ente novo, sun-

gue do meu sangue, fez-me redobrar de energia"(Helena, 1^7).
When Salvador returns home at night after a fruitless day
in search of means to satisfy their barest needs, his .dark
thoughts are swept away by looking at his infant daughter
in her cradle. This episode is the only example in Machado's novels of the belief that children both bind a mar
riage together and furnish spiritual strength.
A brief appearance of the infant son of Eulalia and
comments about Iaia Garcia*s childhood are the extent of
the element of children in Machado's fourth novel.

Iaia is

pictured as having had a happy childhood, being served
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almost religiously by the faithful slave, Raimundo.

Little

details are given of this period of her life and so the
function of the few references to her childhood apparently
is background material.

This episode of Eulalia, her infant

son, and Jorge, is a gradation of the more complex roles of
children in the previous works.

Jorge, who whould have

married Eulalia if his mother had had her way, sees his old
sweetheart after several years.
apparently for a year.

She has been married

"Eulalia nao ficara solteira;

estava na lua de mel, uma lua de mel que durava mais do um
ano."

Much of her happiness, however, is feigned.

"A

diferen§a 4 que Eulalia, que era feliz, exagerava a
felicidade para melhor mostra-la a Jorge e convence-lo de
que antes ganara do que perdera com a recusa dele."
deception is successful.
is clumsy.

Her

Jorge tries to hold the baby but

Eulalia takes the infant from his arms and

kisses it many times, talks to it, makes it laugh, "tudo
com uma gra§a e poesia, que Jorge estava longe de lhe supor
cinco anos antes, file contemplava essa jovem mae, elegante
e natural, e sentia-se tornado de inveja e cobiga.

*A

felicidade 6 isto mesmo,' pensou ele"(Iala Garcia, 237-8).
This scene combines the sincere love of the mother for her
child with two other elements: the awakening of a paternal
instinct in Jorge and the woman's successful deception of
the man who had rejected her as a wife.
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The role of children becomes increasingly complex
in Br£s Cubas.

Br^s tells with evident relish what a devil

he was as a boy and in addition he is affected in a variety
of ways by the children who come into his life.

Br^s's

reactions to children range from hatred to affection to
reflection to Joy to thankfulness that he never had any
children of his own.

The function of the children of Br^s

Cubas is principally to aid in filling out the portrait of
the male protagonist.

At the same time details in the

personality of such people as Marcela, Lobo Neves, and
Virgflia are provided.
Br^s admits that as a child he was spoiled by his
father.

He tormented the slaves, teased the guests, listen

ed with delight to the obscene stories of his picaresque
uncle JoSo, ignored the good advice of his uncle the canon,
and thus prepared himself for the useless life he was to
lead.

Bras credits his parents with his bad moral edu

cation.

"Da colaboragao dessas duas criaturas nasceu a

minha educa§ao, que, se tlnha alguma coisa boa, era no geral
viciosa, imcompleta, e, em partes, negatlva"(Br^s Cubas. 4l).
As Brds tells his story he will reveal a variety of
reactions in his contacts with children.

One of the most

puzzling episodes is the one in which he sees Marcela again
years after their affair.
repulsive to Br£s.

She has had smallpox, which is

Then a little, girl comes into the shop

where Marcela works, and the mutual affection he observes
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disturbs him.

The little girl is not revolted by physical

ugliness; her contact with Marcela is motivated by the
purest love, unlike the feelings Bras and Marcela had for
each other previously.

From this episode Bras goes to meet

Virgflia where he has the hallucination in which he thinks
Virgflia also has smallpox scars.
made a gesture of revulsion.

He says he believes he

The interpretation of this

episode is logically that Bras sees the soiling effect of
his relationship with people; he cannot enjoy the type of
relationship he observed between Marcela and the little
girl.
The small son of Virgflia and Lobo Neves brings out
in Bras an unexpected expression of hatred.

Once, when

Lobo enters the room where Bras and Virgflia have been con
versing, Bras sees his rival pick up the boy and play with
him: "tomou-o nos bra§os, levantou-o ao ar, beijou-o muitas
vezes..

Eu, que tinha <5dio ao menino, afastei-me do ambos"

(Bras Cubas, 119).

Bras hates the boy for only one reason:

he is the son of Lobo Neves,

Bras is deceitful, however,

and he is able to hide his hatred for Lobo while wishing
lightning would strike him.
Brds later comes into contact with his little
niece.

He smothers her in a deluge of hugs and kisses,

while she struggles to free herself.

Bras has just been

remembering his own infancy, "fresca, travessa e loura"(Br^s
Cubas, 140), and the appearance of Sara coincides with the
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mental picture he has of himself and his sister in their
childhood.
The paternal instinct is awakened in Bras when he
learns that Virgflia is pregnant.
his and he is overcome with joy.
do meu ser!"

He believes the child is
"Um filho! Um ser tirado

He can think of nothing else.

"Meu filho! _

. . . Sentia-me homem"(Bras Cubas, 153). The strangest
aspect of this belief of Bras is that he does not consider
the possibility that the unborn child's father might be
Lobo Nves, Virgflia's husband, and not himself.

Another

facet of Bras's personality is revealed when he doubts that
Virgflia is pregnant;

the whole affair might be a trap.

"Nao era absurda esta hipotese; a minha doce Virgflia
mentia as vezes com tanta grapa!"(Bras Cubas t 157). Her
miscarriage vindicates her, however, and Bras shares his
sorrow with Lobo Neves:
antanho?"

"Onde estao elas as flores de

The embryo had slipped away, "naquele ponto em

que se nao distingue Laplace de uma tartaruga."(Bras Cubas,
158).
Bras continues to daydream about someday becoming a
father.

He does not feel himself incapable of "um amor

casto, severo e puro," so perhaps it is not too late for
marriage.

His imagination wanders: "vi-me logo casado, ao

pe de tuna mulher adoravel, diante de um baby que dormia no
regacjp da ama, . ."(Bras Cubas, 1?0).
and Bras dies childless.

But it is too late,

His last remark is often quoted
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as indicative of his, and the author's, dark vievr of life:
"Nao tive filhos, nao transmiti a nenhuma criatura o legado
da nossa mis£rla"(Bras Cubas, 218).
The most obvious feature of the element of children
in Qulncas Borba is that there is a scarcity of such scenes
as are found in Br^s Cubas.

Rubiao knows no small children.

His contacts with children are fleeting glimpses of forms
that appear in the darkening days of his life.

The encount

er with Deolindo the day that Rubiao saved him from injury
or death appears at first to have little importance.

But

its novelistic function is complex, as is pointed out in my
article previously mentioned.

Deolindo does not come into

Rubiao's life and then vanish forever, as has been pointed
out in the chapters on insanity and dreams and fantasy.
The boy's role figures in the unification of two periods of
Rubiao*s life, in revealing ingratitude, in reflecting con
cern about what people might say, and in evoking fear of
insanity in a character, all of which are familiar themes
in Machado's novels.
The next appearance of children after Deolindo's
brush with death occurs near Saude, when Rubiao observes a
group of children playing on the beach.

A three-year-old

boy, seeing that he is being watched by Rubiao, launches
himself into all sorts of capers.

Rubiao stands several

minutes watching the children and the man whom they are
burying in the sand.

Rubiao suddenly becomes confused:

12^
"via tudo confusamente.

Foi ainda a p£ durante largo

tempo," and he then wanders away and finds himself in
Saude, where the nostalgia for his old life asserts itself.
The sight of the children playing at the beach does not
awaken in him any desire to have children of his own, nor
does it affect him in the way the scene of Marcela and the
little girl impresses Bras Cubas.

The principal function

of this rather long scene is to initiate a train of thought
that will continue until the next scene unfolds, also in
volving a small child.

The first clear thought in Rubiao's

already clouding mind is that fleeting desire to be poor
again, a longing for the simple life he once knew. At the
edge of Saude he sees a young woman leading a small child
by the hand.

The idea of marriage occurs again to.Rubiao:

"A visao da famflia apoderou-se dele outra vez.—'Case-se
e diga que eu o engano!'"

He watches the woman and child

walk away, but he does not think of children of his own nor
of young motherhood.

Instead there is a rapidly developing

hallucination involving Sofia.

When he recovers from the

hallucination he thinks again about the "moga da Saude,
modos tao bonitos, criancinha pela mao. . ."(Qulncas Borba,
122).

Never will Rubiao engage in fantasies, nor express

desires, concerning children of his own. The nearest he
comes to this is the one mention of the "visao da famflia"
quoted above.
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As a contrast to the indifference of Rubiao toward
children there is the negative reaction of Carlos Maria.
Whereas several other characters in the novels express joy
at the prospect of becoming a father, Carlos Maria is
sickened by the sight of pregnancy.

He has hidden ideas,

personal and singular, in the opinion of the narrator.
Achava impudica a natureza era fazer da gesta§ao
humana urn fenomeno publico, franco as vistas,
crescente ate ao aleijao, sugestivo ate ao
desrespeito. Daf vinha o desejo da solidao, do
misterio e da ausencia. Viveria de boa mente
os llltimos tempos no interior de uma casa unica,
posto no alto de tun morro, vedada ao mundo, donde
a mulher baixasse um dia com o filho nos bra§os e
a divindade nos olhos. (Quincas Borba, 221)
Carlos Maria's revulsion at pregnancy will be recalled in
another character later.

His attitude, notes the narrator,

is the opposite of that of Maria Benedita, however, and he
never broaches to her the subject of hiding her condition
from the public gaze.

The birth of the baby brings hatred

from Sofia and even greater love from D, Fernanda, and
with this the role of children in Quincas Borba is ended.
Pom Casmurro is a story of adolescence and therfore there is little to compare with the previous novels in
regard to infancy and childhood.

The early years of Bento

and Capitu are mentioned briefly by the protagonist, relat
ing mainly to their relationship, "tudo travessuras de
criangas," before Capitu went away to schoo.
occupies a greater part of the story.

Ezequiel

One of the most

significant aspects of his role is the change in Bento*s
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attitude toward him, a gradtial change that begins with the
thought that the boy resembles Escobar.

Bento passes from

love to hatred for the boy in just a few years, and it is
this hatred, nurtured by Bento*s suspicions concerning
Capitu's faithfulness, that ruins the lives of all three of
them.
Another important aspect of the role of Ezequiel is
the atmosphere surrounding him as a small child.

Previous

to Quincas Borba there is a lack of realism in the portrayal
of small children.

With the exception of the little boy

playing in the mud in

A mao e a luva the infants and small

children are not life-sized characters.

Then, in Quincas

Borba, with the introduction of Deolindo, children begin to
appear more natural.

Especially clear are the scenes where

the children are playing on the beach near Saude and the
episode in which the young woman is leading a recalcitrant
small boy down the street.

The mob of children who taunt

Rubiao as he wanders insane down the street is a vivid
scene of the natural cruelty of children and it is repeated
in Pom Casmurro when Ezequiel is fascinated by the futile
struggle of the mouse with the cat.

While Bras Cubas*

childhood is an excellent picture of the childhood of a
spoiled boy, Deolindo and Ezequiel are a superior presenta
tion due to a more detailed account of just a few incidents,
Ezequiel, then, is a continuation of the trend toward a more
natural picture of the small child begun in Quincas Borba.
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The boy's desire to watch the cat with its terrified victim
clamped between its teeth is an authentic manifestation of
children's curiosity just as is his imitation of the adults
he knows.

The total effect of the appearance of Ezequiel

as a small child indicates a conscious effort on the
author's part to render a faithful portrayal of a preadolescent child.
Along with this new presentation of children there
is a better look at the adolescent.

The pictures of

Guiomar, Helena, Iaia Garcia, and the lame Eugenia in Bras
Cubas lack depth.

The puppy-love of Bento and Capitu, the

surprise of the first kiss, the astonishment of the second,
Capitu*s suspicions and curiosity, not to mention an
infallible intuition, are a great improvement over the
characterization of earlier adolescents in Machado's novels.
Esad e Jac6 represents a decline in the role of
children.

The twins' infancy is hurriedly presented "so

para nao enfadar a leitora curiosa de ver os meus meninos
homens e acabados"(Esau e Jaco, 55).

In one page their

infancy is recalled; the next page of the novel finds.them
seven years of age and their outstanding characteristic is
an abiding hostility toward each other.

This hatred for

each other, and it is hatred, is never satisfactorily
explained to the reader*
when they are very young.

The twins never are friends, even
Their bad relationship continues

throughout the story, with a short truce being called after
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the death of Natividade, and their mutual animosity re
appears in its original force as the novel ends.

The

notable aspect of the element of children in Esau e Jaco
is the author's apparent unwillingness to continue their
very realistic portrayals of the two previous works.
Either he had intended to avoid children in this story or
he had lost interest in them as a novelistic instrument.
Santos does not engage in such fantasies as previous char
acters who are expecting the birth of a child, and
Natividade's first impression when she learns that she is
pregnant, is hostility toward the embryo.

She will grow

ugly, misshapen, and will miss the parties and the theater
she loves so much.

As soon as Natividade accepts the fact

of her pregnancy she and Santos daydream together about
the future of their child, (they do not know of course that
there will be twins), but their daydreaming is not fantasy
in the real sense because they are bound to earth and
reality by each other's presence.

The author's studied

avoidance of such children as he has previously drawn will
undergo another change in his last novel.
While Esau e Jac6 represents the lowest point in
the novelistic functions of children, and the author's dis
interest in them in general, Memorial de Aires is the first
clear expression of regret at being childless.

Aires notes

in his diary that Aguiar and D. Carmo "chegaram a velhice
sem filhos.

E' so isto, nada mais que isto.

Viveram at£
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hoje sem bulha nem matinada"(Memorial, 36).

Aires says

early in his diary that he himself has never felt that the
absence of children was cause for sorrow as he knows it to
be in the case of the Aguiars,

"Diferenga de vocagoes; o

casal Aguiar morre por filhos, eti nunca pensei neles, nem
lhes sinto a falta apesar de s6,

Alguns ha que os quiseram,

que os tiveram e nao souberam guarda-los"(Memorial, ^1).
This entry is dated February the sixth, yet on the ninth of
September of the same year Aires notes that a change has
come over him.

"Parece que a gente Aguiar me vai pegando o

gosto de filhos, ou a saudade deles, que 6 expressao mais
engragada"(Memorial, 9^).

He then relates how he observed

a group of happy children in the streets.

He was enchanted

with the children and when he took a short nap before lunch
he dreamed about them.

This dream, recounted in the chapter

on dreams and fantasies, is the only happy one involving
children in Machado's nine novels.

There is only one other

dream involving children, and that is the tortured dream of
the mother of Deolindo, who, in Mangabeira's opinion, is
afraid that Deolindo is destined to suffer for having mocked
the man who had saved his life.^"

In view of the fact that

Memorial de Aires is believed to have been written as a
tribute to Carolina, as the author allegedly confessed,
this longing for children is significant.
1.'

Mangabeira, p. 6l.

Josu£ Montello
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remarks that Machado admitted to more than one person that
2
the novel was a memorial to Carolina.
Other critics who
have commented on this autobiographical aspect, concerning
either the author or Carolina, are Matos,-' Pontes, Belo,-^
and Mangabeira.^

The thirty five years spent together did

not bring Machado and Carolina complete happiness, then, if
Memorial de Aires is truly personal reminiscences.
Viana Filho says that one of the causes of their
unhappiness was the lack of children.

"Por isso, no

Memorial de Aires. onde abriu o cora§ao ferido, ao falar
das bodas de prata de Aguiar e D. Carmo, que ele confessou
inspirada na sua Carolina, mencionou a felicidade daqueles
~

?

vinte cinco anos de paz e consolagao."1

Viana Filho then

relates the passage from the novel where Aires is discussing
the silver wedding annivez^sary of the Aguiars.

Aires notes

that one of the guests, "sempre ha indiscretos," remarked
that the Aguiars had no children because they had been
2, Josue Montello, 0 Presidente Machado de Assis
(Sao Paulo: Livraria Martins Editora, 1961), p. 59.
3.

Matos, p. 275.
Pontes, p. 279.

5. Jose-Maria Belo, Intellgencla do Brasil
(ensaios sobre Machado de Assis") (Sao Paulo: Companhia
Editora Nacional, 1938), p. 57.
6.

Mangabeira, p. ^-1.'

7.

Viana Filho, p. l*J-4.
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denied them by God in order that "eles se amassem melhor
entre si."

Aires notes that the remark caused the Aguiars

a moment of sadness.

He relates that mana Rita had told

him that the absence of children was "a tfnica ferida do
casal."(Memorial, 32).

The indication, then, is that if

Machado ever had been glad previously that he had no
children, as Bras Cubas said, he changed his mind in
Memorial de Aires, his final novel.
In order to assess the role of children in the
novels previous to Memorial de Aires there must be a simul
taneous inquiry into the author's presentation of women.
This is indicated because of the presence of Carmo in
Machado's last novel, the references by Aires to his dead
wife in both of his last two novels, and the fact that many
critics have discussed Machado's fictional women in con
nection with the theme of motherhood.
Carmo has been identified many times as Carolina,
but Wilton Cardoso believes that another woman, the dead
wife of Aires in Memorial, seems to refer to Carolina.
Cardoso recalls that Aires, in Esau e Jaco has a dead wife
also, but there is a great differnce between these two
Q
women in the recollections of Aires.
In Esau e Jaco he
expresses no love for his deceased wife, while he speaks of
her lovingly in Memorial de Aires.

Carolina had not yet

8. Wilton Cardoso, Tempo e Memorla em Machado de
Assis (Belo Horizonte, 1958), pp. 2^4-5.
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died, when Esau e Jaco was in the process of being written.
The result was that the tight connection effected between
Eras Cubas and Quincas Borba was not repeated in Machado's
last two novels.

It does serve to show, however, the

extreme force of the autobiographical urge in Machado; it
transcended his love of art, making him content to accept a
weaker story in order to reflect a personal feeling.
Regarding the remainder of the women in Machado*s
novels, there are diametrically opposed opinions as to
their various qualities.

Brandao remarks that Machado's

women are blasfemous, "vulgares adulteras como Virgjflia e ,
Capitu."

They are "uma triste colegao de adtflteras e

adventureiras, grandes burguesas e latifundarias, escravas
do sexo e da vida futil."

Machado, continues Brandao, was

an exemplary husband to Carolina, but he was a "galante"
who found pleasure in the muck of these adventuresses.
Machado "nao amava as crian§as" and his women are generally
sterile; motherhood is denied them.

Brandao pointedly

reminds the reader that Machado himself never had children.
Mario Matos says that Machado's women are not passionate.
"Nao possuem o fogo interior."10
9.

Brandao, pp. 35-37.

10.

Matos, pp. 170-171.

They are sometimes
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sterile, have no children, or place no importance on them,
"A alma domestica falta-lhes por completo."Afranio
Coutinho, taking note of Matos' statement, adds that Machado destroys "as fontes mesmas da cria§ao e da vida."

The

few times that Machado saves a woman from sterility it is
to malce her unhappy, like Natividade, "que soffreu ate
morrer do antagonismo dos dois gemeos," or it is to make
them into astute traitors like Capitu,12

Coutinho recalls

Matos* conclusion that children are reprehensible to Machado: "filho, para Machado, e sempre tormento do espfrito e
do coragao, sempre um dos fatores de tragedia na vida do
mestica, como o caso de Escobar, filho de Bentinho, em Pom
Casmurro.

Filhos sao aborrecimentos, tristeza, cansa§o,

peso, como se pode depreender do conto *Pai contra mae.
Coutinho adds to Matos* opinion that it is natural that
children do not have an outstanding place in Machado's
works,

"Ao contrario, o que se observa nela e uma ausencia

de infancia,"

Coutinho notes that there is even a lack of

"o espfrito de infancia,
Jose de Mesquita, commenting on Peregrino Junior's
statement that Machado's women are "crlaturas sem ternura,
mulheres hesitantes e perfidas," states that the opposite is
11,

Matos, p. 202,

12,

Coutinho, A fllosofla de Machado, p, 115,

13,

Ibid., pp. 115-116,

13^
true.

With one or two exceptions, as "herofnas machadeanas

sao tfmidas, discretas, sensatas e, no mais das vezes, ati
virtuosas."14 They are admirable types "de beleza moral,
de virtudes dom£sticas de nobres e altos atributos que
exorrlam a alma da mulher brasileira.

Natividade is the

most vivid example of the Machadian woman, "serena, boa,
carinhosa, amlga do lar e dos seus, pronta a todos os sac r i f f c i o s . T h e c r i t i c r e c a l l s t h a t Ltfcia M i g u e l - P e r e i r a
said that it was Carolina who inspired not only the central
female figure in Memorial de Airest "mas ainda, *veladamente embora, o grande carinho do romancista pelas mulheres
puras e boas, pela mae do Bentinho, pela Natividade de Esau
e Jac6, por todas essas maes e esposas admiraveis, que sao,
nos seus livros, a encarnagao e o penhor da dignidade
17
humana.•" '
Somewhere between these opposing views lies a more
reasonable evaluation of the women in Machado's novels.
There are women who receive special attention from a sympa
thetic author, such as Fernanda, Carmo, and Fidelia, but
only Fernanda has children.

Even Fernanda, called "a alma

14. Jose de Mesquita, "De Lfvia a Dona Carmo (as
mulheres na obra de Machado de Assis)," Machado de Assls
(estudos e ensalos) (Rio de Janeiro: F, Briguiet e Cia.,
Editores, 194-0)t pp. 14-15.
15.

Ibid., p. 25»_

16.

Ibid., p. 16.

1?.

Ibid., pp. 1617.
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boa" of the story by Wilton Cardoso

and Jos£ Barretto

F i l h o , i s seen as defective by at least one critic.
Agrippino Grieco questions her love for her husband, saying
that when Tedfilo went away on a government mission,
Fernanda could have accompanied him.

Fernanda, "doida pelo

marido e, todavia, acquiesce em separar-se dele por quatro
meses, num lance em que nao lhe seria diffcil, com um pouco
de insistencia, accompanh£-lo."

Grieco, however, admits

admiration for Fernanda because she shows compassion for
20
Rubiao's dog.
It should be recalled that Te<5filo would
be happy with no career other than politics, and although
Fernanda despises the profession, he is determined to pursue
it.

If anything, the episode indicates that Tedfilo per

haps does not love his wife enough.

In addition, her reason

for staying is logical: "nao interrumpia a educagao do
filho"(Qulncas Borba, 233).
Other women have at least one defect, Maria Benedita,
Natividade, Dona Gloria, and Virgflia are less than perfect
and each has children.

Grieco calls Maria Benedita

"desgraciosa, feia, canhestra," and adds that her bride21

groom is "jovem, rico, elegante, cheio de ambigoes."
18.

Cardoso, p. 186.

19.

Barretto Filho, p. 16k,

20.

Grieco, p. ?6.

21.

Ibid.

It
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seems that Maria Benedita's chief defect is that she is too
naive, but however unattractive her husband's personalitymay be, she is able to dominate him.

This is shown most

graphically when Carlos Maria would rather cede than
mention to her that her pregnancy should be hidden from the
public gaze.
The chief complaint regarding Natividade is probably
her displeasure when she finds that after several years of
marriage she is pregnant.

However, after the initial shock

wears off she accepts the fact that she is about to become
a mother and begins to look forward eagerly to the event,
Natividade's sufferings are caused by the twins* hatred for
each other, but she does not die for that reason.

The

significant feature of this aspect is that the twins are
scarcely seen as infants or small children, so the mutual
animosity that worries Natividade comes from young adults,
and not from children.
D. Gloria's principal defect is that she attempts to
fulfill a promise to God that she had no right to make.

To

promise God that if she gave birth to another child, and it
lived, that she would dedicate it to the ministry is
probably a natural thing among the very religious.

But

reflection should bring out that if the child were not
inclined toward such service God would probably be happy to
cancel the debt.
mother.

In all other respects D. Gloria is a good
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Of course Virgflia's Illicit relationship with Br£s
Cubas is a mark against her, and in this respect she is
unique among Machado's mothers.
a known adulteress.

She is the only one who is

Cardoso says that she committed

adultery withovit passion.

She passively accepts her first

sweetheart, marries her second, becomes an adulteress,
"entregando-se ao primeiro amado, sem qualquer drama jfntino,
provavelmente sem paixao, como simples joguete de estimulan22
tes vulgares."
The most important aspect in the study of
children and women in Machado's novels is that children do
not suffer because of their parents' transgressions. Virgf
lia's son grows up,, never to be aware of those dark chap
ters in his mother's life.
Natividade, D. Gloria, and other mothers in
Machado's novels may be said to have suffered because of
their children, but those who suffer most are the spinsters,
followed by the childless married women.

D. Tonica began

her search for a husband among the highest ranks of men,
found herself scorned even by Rubiao, and settled for a
sickly widower.

Her prospective bridegroom, described by

Matos as a man "sem expressao masculina," dies before Tonica
can don the wedding dress.

This is, says Matos, general

punishment; Machado afflicts such women as Tonica with
22.

Cardoso, pp. 139-^0.
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permanent spinsterhood. ^

However, this applies only to

the novels after Iala Garcia;

before 1881 the spinsters

and widows seeking to remarry are generally successful.
In Machado's last novel the husband-seeking widow reappears
in Fidelia, whose success is a contrast to the lot of
Lfvia, a similar type who appeared in Ressurreicao.
Among the childless married women it is guineas
Borba again that produces the significant character: the
most tortured woman, Sofia. Wracked by jealousy, conscious
of her own beauty, Sofia does not go beyond flirtation with
other men.

Pereira da Silva notes that Sofia "nao vai al£m

do que a fidelidade conjugal impoe a uma esposa usada desonestamente pelo marido para facilitar negocios lucrati?II
vos,"
Mangabeira sees justification, perhaps, in Sofia's
flirtations, saying that it is no wonder that she fell in .
love with Carlos Maria, because she confessed to Palha
about Rubiao's advances and he refused to become angry.^
As revealed in her fantasies and nightmare, in addition to
her conscious hatred for her cousin Maria Benedita and Car
los Maria, and her rejection of all the friends she had '
before she and Palha became rich, Sofia is most certainly
23.

Matos, p. 206.

2k, Pereira da Silva, nota preliminar, Qulncas
Borba, p. 10.
25.

Mangabeira, p. 33.
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Machado's most tormented woman.

It is noteworthy that she

never has children.
In the novels of Machado's first phase the most
important mother who appears as a main character is LJCvia
of Ressurreicao.

Lfvia is beyond reproach morally.

Her

influence is noted by Helen Caldwell, who remarks that
genuine love is kindled in Felix by the knowledge that she
26
has a son and by the first sight of little Lufs.
This
passage, recounted earlier here, does not occur again in a
novel by Machado.

It will be nineteen years before the

character sketch of Lfvia is broadened and deepened into
the full picture of Fernanda as a good vroman and a good
mother.
The most enigmatic mother figure in the nine novels
is Capitu.

There are many critics who believe she was

guilty of adultery, among them Alfredo Pujol,^ Octavio
Mangabeira,^® Alceu Amoroso Lima,^ jos£-Maria Belo,-^ and
31
Pereira da Silva.
There are few critics who believe she
was innocent, and there are some who cannot decide.
26.

Caldwell, Brazilian Othello, p. 27.

27.

Pujol, p. 2^7.

28.

Mangabeira, p. 20.

29.

Amoroso Lima, p. 56.

3.0.

Bel.o, p. 57.

31. Pereira da Silva, nota preliminar, Dom.
Casmurro, p. 10.

Keith
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Ellis terms the presentation of Capitu's case deliberate
ambiguity on the part of the author, that Machado created
a situation in which the reader can believe what he
wishes.^

Helen Caldwell reminds the reader to bear in

mind that Capitu's guilt or innocence "depends entirely on
the testimony of Santiago, whose jealousy alone renders
33
that testimony suspect. . .
Viana Filho confesses that
it would be difficult to bring in a verdict in Capitu's

3l

case due to the many differences of opinion.

The signifi

cant thing in the judgement of Capitu is not whether she
did or did not commit adultery, but that she never poisoned
her son's mind against Bento.

Dom Casmurro would have been

delighted if she had.
The study of the women in Machado's novels reveals
that a general statement to describe them is not possible.
There is no stereotyped woman, just as the study of the
politician will show that there is a changing pattern In the
series of pictures of the professional man of politics.
i
Most noticeable in the presentation of children In the
novels is that the less idealized picture of children
dominates Qulncas Borba.

In the first five novels there

are two extremes of atmosphere in the appearance of children.
32.

Ellis, p. 438.

33.

Caldwell, Brazilian Othello« p. 12.

34.

Viana Filho, p. 198.

1^1
With the exception of the boy playing in the mudhole in
Machado's second novel there is a blurred picture of child
hood that persists through lali. Garcia.

Bras Cubas offers

a continuation of this trend coupled with the grossly
exaggerated picture of spoiled childhood of Br£s Cubas,
Callan notes the extreme nature of Bras Cubas' childhood,
"His childish pranks were malicious and spiteful and he
had more than the natural cruelty of children.Pereira
da Silva considers Br^s's childhood as a further manifesta
tion of the literary megalomania of Machado, a childhood he
wished he could have had.-^

This refers, of course, to the

wealth and prestige of the family of young Bras Cubas, but
it also could express some of the hostility found in the
author by Peregrino Jilnior noted in a previous chapter here.
After Bras Cubas both the function of children in the novels.
and the picture they present change.
The more natural air about the children in Qulncas
Borba has been discussed here, as has the declining pattern
in the following two novels, and its abrupt reversal in
Memorial de Aires to the idealized portrayals of the first
phase of Machado's novels.

The reason for the change in the

presentation of children in Qulncas Borba may be again, as
in the case of the adult characters as stated in the
35. Richard J, Callan, "Notes on Braz Cubas,"
Hlspania, XLVII (September 1964), 530,
36,

Pereira da Silva, Lit. Meg., p. 1*1-,
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previous chapter, a change in perspective on the author's
part.

Why would children appear most naturally in the

novel where can be found Machado's most tormented spinster,
most tortured married woman, and his most perfect mother?
The reason may be found again in a look at dates and facts
in the author's life.
Machado married in 1869.

Viana Filho, speaking

about the tranquil period of his life around 187?, mentions
that the Machados were very happy.
filho.

"0 casal nao tivera

Mais, ainda 6 cedo para que sintam a falta."-^'' The

critic continues that it was at this time that Machado's
epileptic seizures began again, and of course there was a
profound effect on his life.

At the time of the publication

Bras Cubas Machado was around forty one years of age and
had been married about twelve years.

It was not yet

impossible, or improbable, that they would have children
some day, but as time went on it must have seemed inevitable
that they would remain childless.

At the final touches to

Qulncas Borba and Its publication Machado was past his
fiftieth birthday.

The probability of producing children

must have appeared remote, if not impossible, by now,.
The recurrence of his epilepsy and the intensity of
the attacks are blamed by Peregrino Jtfnior for "certas
caracteristicas psychologicas" in Machado: "o negativlsmo,
37.

Viana Filho, pp. 109-110.
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o espfrito de destrui£ao, a invariavel tristeza, aquela
melancolia sem fim e sem remedio."-^

Men in his novels

before Bras Cubas were neither good nor evil: "eram homens,
apenas."

In Bras Cubas the author changes considerably,

his serenity and impassive attitude losing ground to a
"tendencia francamente nihilista, e o masochismo e o
sadismo, notados por Augusto Meyer, se delineiam e entremostram em todos os seus romances,"^7

Much of what

Peregrino Junior says is true, as can be seen by the study
of the characters throughout the novels, paying attention to
the analysis as it forms in conjunction with such interior
probing as the revelation of dreams and fantasies.

However,

the change that took place in Bras Cubas, the deepest pessi
mism, the sadism, masochism, etc., seems to develop further,
rather than remain static, in Guineas Borba.

The human

analysis in the latter novel is more objective, not only in
regard to the adult world of Machado's fiction, but also in
relation to the children.

The idealized picture of child

ren remains in Bras Cubas in the cases of the children of
Sabina and Virgflia but goes to the opposite extreme in the
case of young Bras Cubas.

In Quincas Borba this polariza

tion breaks down and the scenes of children approximate a
more normal, and therefore natural, picture of children.
38. Peregrino Junior, Doenca e constltuloao de
Machado, p. 15^.
39.

Ibid., p. 155.
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There is still the cruelty of children, as seen when the
mob of children mock Rubiao, but there is a balance effects
ed when one considers the scenes of the children playing at
the beach and the small boy with his mother after Saude.
Children in Quincas Borba become, in addition to real
people, a more useful novelistic instrument.
The year of 1891 found Machado in the following
position: free of continued stress regarding Abolition and
the Republic; over fifty years of age; married twenty two
years and still childless; his life patterns well set; and
his literary fame secure.

Perhaps, just as in the cases of

political polemics settled in 1888 and I889, there was a
lessening of tension in general and a realization, in par
ticular, that his marriage was destined to remain childless.
It cannot be sustained that there is any hatred for children
in any of his novels; his disillusionment concerns the
adult world alone.

This is born out when one considers the

episode in which Deolindo mocks the man who had saved his
life.

The boy's mother protects him by not revealing to

her husband that Deolindo had taken part in the event, and
his father shows a lack of gratitude in not helping Rubiao.
Then the mother's nightmare must be attributed to her own
fear of insanity, or fear of punishment for their ungrateful
attitude.
The changing pattern in the presentation of the
theme of children in Quincas Borba is matched by similar

1^5
treatment of the political theme and avoidance of contro
versy of all lcinds. Several unique features of these
elements in Quincas Borba lend weight to the belief that
the novel was written during a time of the author's life
when some tensions were relaxing, some remorse was begin
ning, and possibilities about his future being weighed more
objectively.

The latter case seems to describe the reason

for the unusual treatment of the theme of children in this
novel.

CHAPTER VI
POLITICS AND CONTROVERSY
Machado*s first novel is free of the political
element and there are no great national issues with which
the characters must cope.

Starting with A raao e a luva and

continuing throughout the remainder of his novels the
themes of politics and the avoidance of controversy are
olosely related.

They have vastly different developmental

patterns, however.

The political figure appears first as a

blurred, innocuous individual whose party and program ax-e
unknown to the reader.

Slowly the politician will develop

into a fully sketched character whose good and bad points
will be revealed for the reader*s benefit, and then in the
final novel he ttfill become again the dimly outlined figure
that appeared first in 18?4.

Controversy, however, becomes

an element to be avoided at all costs, x^ith the intensity
increasing as the novelist grows older.

There are many

politicians in the novels but no central figure is both a
politician and a controversial character.
The latest date reached in any of Machado's novels
is 1891 and thus the issues of slavery and the form of
government exist in one way or the other throughout the
series.

Only EsaiS e Jac<5 and Memorial de Aires reach the

date of Emancipation and the establishment of the Republic,
1*1-6

1^7
and the war with Paraguay was over several years before
Machado ever wrote a novel.

These facts must be born in

mind in the evaluation of the novels as proof that the
author was or was not interested in the great issues and
whether he did or did not reflect his opinions and atti
tudes in his works.

After the outlining of the themes of

politics and controversy in the novels the author's
position, as far as his novels are concerned, might be pre
sumed to be established.

The term "absenteeism" will refer

to non-involvement in the political and social affairs of
importance to the nation.

As in the previous recurring

themes examined here, Qulncas Eorba will offer the signifi
cant exceptions.
The first politician to appear in Machado*s novels
is Lufs Alves, one of Guiomar*s three suitors in A mao e a
luva.

Alves is primarily a romantic figure, but his dis

tinguishing feature is political ambition.

When he wins

Guiomar he has married the person whose ambition matches
his own.

She asks him after their wedding, "Mas que me da

voce em paga?

uma pasta de minlstro?"

Alves answers, to

her complete satisfaction, "0 lustre do meu nome."(Mao e
luva.. 295).

The reader cannot ascertain Alves1 party or

program; it is as if he had none.

In this novel Machado

establishes the political arena as the best place for his
characters to make a name for themselves.

The following

work presents the first political absenteeist, and there

l'+8

are four characters who generally fit the new mold: Vale,
Dr. Matos, Estacio, and Dr. Camargo.
Helena begins with the death of Counselor Vale and
a biographical sketch which describes him as the descendent
of a wealthy family.

His father had been involved in

politics and was figure "de certa influencia na corte do
iSltimo vice-rei,"

But Vale breaks the family tradition.

Sem embargo do ardor polftico do tempo, nao estava
ligado a nenhum dos dous partidos, conservando em
ambos preciosas amizades, que all se acharam na
ocasiao de o dar a sepultura. Tinha, entretanto,
tais ou quais ideias polfticas, colhidas nas
fronteiras conservadores e liberals, justamente
no ponto em que os dous domfnios podem confundir-se.
(Helena, 15)
Vale was able to keep his friends in both parties by simply
refusing to alienate

either side; he did not engage in any

discussion that might result in disfavor or label him as an
opponent.
Old Dr. Matos is the second figure whose political
side is discussed.

He possesses much knowledge about eat

ing, "do voltarete, do gamao e da polftica." In regard to
the latter he is fearless.

However, he is not a controver

sial figure.
Alheio as paixoes da polftica, se abria a boca em
tal assunto era para criticar igualmente de liberals
e conservadores,—os quais todos lhe pareciam abaixo
do pafs. 0 jogo e a comida achavam-no menos ceptico;
e nada lhe avivava tanto a fisionomia como um bom
gamao depois de um bom jantar. Estas prendas faziam
do Dr. Matos um conviva interessante nas noites que
o nao eram.(Helena, 33)
The type of man that he is does not irritate either side

1^9
since he criticizes both sides equally, which indicates that
he has no stand of his own.

Dr. Matos is simply an inter

esting person to invite to any gathering, a lovable, harm
less, old, would-be iconoclast.
The third character whose political position will
remain unknown to the reader is Dr. Camargo,

In spite of

his impassioned pleas to Estacio to enter public life,
Camargo is not a man to risk attention due to opinions
stated openly and publicly.

His interest in a political

career for Estacio is purely selfish; if Estacio marries
his daughter, Dr. Camargo stands to gain considerably in
both fortune and reflected political prestige.

His passion

is said to consist of one thing: an ardent love for his
daughter.

But it is self-love; his moral code is bankrupt.

Mas rela§oes morals dos homens possufa somente o
troco miudo da polidez; a moeda de ouro dos grandes
afetos nunca lhe entrara nas areas do cora§ao. Um
s<5 existia all: o amor de Eugenia. Mas esse mesmo
amor, alias violento, escravo e cego, era uma
maneira que o pai tinha de amar-se a si pr<5prio.
(Helena, 86)
Camargo shows the true nature of his moral code when he
threatens Helena with blackmail unless she helps him effect
the marriage of Estacio and Eugenia.
Estacio is the fourth man whose general make-up will
be developed further in later treatments of the themes of
politics and avoidance of controversy.

Estacio is described

as a man without great talent, but whose notable figure
among his schoolmates is owed "a vontade e a palxao de
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saber."

His inclinations are stated plainly: "Entregara-se

a ciencia com ardor e afinco.

Aborrecia a polftica; era

indiferente ao rufdo exterios"(Helena, 23).

His life has

run smoothly, with no crises nor contrasts. His attitude
toward politics is revealed when Camargo attempts to per
suade him to go into public life.

Estacio explains that

some people require the vastness of space in which to live
and'work, while others, like himself, are satisfied with
their own small refuge.
Camargo's dialogue with Estacio is a significant
passage.

The former states that fixed political opinions

are not necessary, and thus it is not important that Estacio
have any.
Grande ntimero de jovens polfticos seguem, nao uma
opiniao examinada, ponderada e escolhida, mas a do
cfrculo de suas afeigoes, a que os pais ou amigos
imediatos honraram e defenderam, a que as
circunstancias lhe impoem. Daf vem algumas ..
legftimas conversoes posteriores. Tarde ou cedo o
temperamento domina as circunst&ncias da origem.
(Helena, 52-3)
The narrator compares Camargo with the serpent in the Garden
of Eden.

"Menos curioso que Eva, entrou a discutir ..V r

filosoficamente com o reptil."

Estacio declares that some

enter politics as a legitimate vocation, a noble ambition,
interest, vanity, and even for amusement.

"Kenhum desses

motivos me impele a dobrar o Cabo Tormentdrio. . ."(Helena.

53).

Estacio, in order to terminate the discussion,

promises to ask his aunt's advice, a concession that will be

I
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made again by Lufs Garcia, who finds himself pressed to act,
Estacio leavers before deciding to become a political candi
date, but even then he refuses to be drawn into expressing
an opinion with the political figures with whom he con
verses. From this rather mild but clear introduction to
the theme of the avoidance of controversy, and the extensive
picture of the politician, will come a quickening and
deepening of the themes in Machado*s fourth novel.
Ial^ Garcia represents a break from the previous
novels of Machado in that the interior probing that char
acterizes his work after 1881 begins to develop in 1878.
The avoidance of controversy will continue to mark the char
acters of Machado's last "romantic" novel.

The element of

reluctance to engage in polemics becomes a constant and
strong aspect in his writings.
The opening pages of Ial£ Garcia establish Lufs
Garcia as a man who Is indifferent to the world in which he
lives.

The year is 1866 and historically the times are

troubled.

Lufs, however, has chosen an out-of-the-way place

in which to live.

He wants "solidao e o sossego"(Iala

Garcia. 179)» and the narrator states that there is nothing
that will make him open his doors to the strife and turmoil
of the city, the nation, or the world.

Lufs Garcia is

forty one years of age, "inofenslvo por temperamento e por
calculo."

His life is like his person, "tactiturna e

retrafda"(Iala Garcia. 180), "unlforme e pl^cida. . .nenhuma
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ambigao, cobiga, ou peleja vinha toldar-lhe a serenldade da
alma"(laid! Garcia, 186).

His life seems to revolve around

this one statement: "Como um c£lebre eclesiastico, tinha
para si que uma onga de paz vale mais que uma libra de
vit<5ria "(Iala Garcia. 180).

His subsequent actions bear

close resemblance to what many critics have seen in the
author, principally a refusal to become involved in the
great issues of his times.

The most serious question In

regard to national problems in laid Garcia is the war with
Paraguay; slavery does not surface as an issue of right or
wrong.

Lufs inherits his father's estate and frees

Raimundo, but it is not clear if Raimundo is the only slave
in the inheritance.

Therefore it must be assumed that this

one slave constitutes the element of slavery.

This national

question will be discussed in the next chapter when the
novels are taken in chronological order for examination.
The war with Paraguay serves to reveal several im
portant aspects of Luis Garcia's personality.

Perhaps

rightfully he hesitates when asked by Valeria to help per
suade her son to join the military and fight against
Paraguay.

He does not want the responsibility, because

there is a chance that Jorge might be killed.

Valeria does

not fear such an event, and besides, she wants a hero in
the family, she tells Garcia.

The latter reveals a

suspicious nature when he wonders what her real motive is
for wanting her only son to go to war.

His agreement, after
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severely objecting, to talk with Jorge is not completely
out of curiosity. "A promessa era um meio, nao s<5 de por
termo a insistencia da vitfva, mas tamb£m de encaminhar-se a
saber qual era a mola secreta da a§ao daquela senhora.

A

honra nacional era certamente o colorido nobre e agusto de
algum pensamento reservado e menos colectivo"(lata Garcia,
p. 190).

This curiosity of Garcia1s will not be seen again

until twenty six years later, in Aires, in Esatl e Jac<5, and
another four years afterward in Aires again in Memorial de
Aires.
Lufs Garcia*s reasoning with Valeria is significant
if the character is really as autobiographically inspired
as critics have said,

Garcia attempts to evade taking part

in the family matter by limiting himself to dissuade her,
"dizendo que um homem de mais ou de menos nao pesaria no
balanga do destino. . ."(Iala Garcia. 187-8).

This logic

might indicate that the author felt that his 01m reluctance
to participate in the great issues was not dereliction of
civic duty, that just one more man would not win or lose the
campaign.

„

It is significant that Jorge does not agree to go to
war out of patriotism.

Knowing that his mother wants him to

become a soldier in a far-off theater of war because of her
objection to his love affair with Estela, he accedes to her
wishes and tells Lufs Garcia why.
mother will suffer remorse.

If he is killed, his

Jorge fights so valiantly that

15^
his comrades notice him, and to his superior it seems that
he is fighting like a man who wants to die.
know that it is not love of country.

They never

Iala Garcia was

written a decade after the end of the war, a war that
aroused great national fervor, but there is no patriotism
in the story.

Jorge risks his life to make his mother

suffer, not to fight for his country; Valeria is satisfied
now that he is away and an unsatisfactory romance can be
terminated; and Lufs Garcia remains as aloof In his retreat
as before.
Brc?s Cubas continues to develop the picture of the
politician, with Lobo Neves and Brds Cubas as the principal
political figures.

The former flees from controversy and

Br^s Cubas satirizes the great debates.

Bras, writing of

his last days on earth, relates how a visitor used to talk
to him about social and political events, and Bras tells the
reader that such things are of little interest to a dying
man.

If this has the effect of inferring that Bras had

been a public-minded person, the supposition is soon dis
pelled.

Bras remarks that when he was young his father

wanted him to enter political life, and that marriage to
Dutra's daughter would assure his success.

Bras, who has

already said "nao entendo de polftica"(Br^s Cubas, 72),
asks if this alone is enough for success, and the answer is
"S<5 lsto"(Brfcts Cubas, 86).

But he does not marry the woman.
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Bras's claim that he gained quite a reputation as a
polemical writer in his youth is not supported by anything
concrete.

His political actions are a satire, as shown

when he realizes that he is now fifty years of age and has
not taken part in any of the great debates.

In order to

gain a high post he wants, he enters the world of polemics
with a suggestion that the size of the caps of the National
Guard be reduced.
great issues.

This is the extent of his part in the

His plans to establish an opposition news

paper draw objections from his brother-in-law and Sabina,
who warn him against provoking the government.

Bras's

program will be Utopia sung to the tune of Anarchy, which
he does not explain to the readei-.

He publishes his first

and only edition, and Cotrim, failing to influence him
against the idea, publishes a declaration in another paper.
Cotrim proclaims for all to read that he has had nothing at
all to do with "o Dr. Br£s Cubas, cujas id£ias e
procedimento polftico" he rejects completely"(Bras Cubas,
207).

Cotrim then expresses complete confidence in the

present ministry.

In the analysis of this episode these

facts stand out: 1) Bras's paper is not partial to either
party; 2) he makes no statement on important matters; 3)
Sabina and Cotrim fear that he xvlll provoke the government;
*0 the paper's program so borders on the ridiculous as to be
considered neither threat nor promise, but rather the Inco
herent rambling of one who has no influence; and 5) there
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is nothing in the paper that would, lead one to hazard a
guess as to Bras Cubas' stand on any pertinent ideas or
issues.

Bras seeuis to be an extension of old Dr. Matos, of

Helena, in the effect of his opposition.

In reality, he

attacks nothing and he defends nothing; he lives for his
own selfish pleasure.

The episode in the novel seems to be

a satire on political publications.
The attitude of Lobo Neves toward public opinion
can be observed through his behavior in regard to his wife
and Bras Cubas.

Lobo admits that he lacks "a gloria

publica," and that he wants a political career in spite of
the fact that politics is "um tecido de invejas, despeitas,
intrigas, perffdias, interesses, vaidades"(Bras Cubas,
110-11).

His confessions to Bras assure the success of

Br^s's illicit affair with Virgflia.

Lobo discovers by way

of an anonymous letter what has been happening, but his
fear of public opinion prevents him from seeking revenge on
either of the two subjects.
Rubiao's political role has been discussed in the
first chapter of this study, as has his avoidance of contro'
versy.

There is considerably more of the elements of

political and social absenteeism in Quincas Borba in the
person of Tedfilo.

To parallel this dedicated public ser

vant is the opposite picture of the politicians the corrupt
Camacho.

The latter is the only dissident to the existing
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political structures but his efforts to effect a change are
impotent.

Te<5filo, described as "homem de talento, de
gravidade e de trabalho"(Quincas Borba, 167), reveals at
his first appearance that politics is his life.

A speech

he had given is reported in the newspapers, and a typo
graphical error puts him in a rage.

His words "Na dtfvida,

abst&n-te," are reported as "Na dfvida, abst£m-te," and
only the sympathy and consolation of his wife soothe his
injured feelings(Quincas Borba, 167-8).

D. Fernanda de

spises the political world and at times attempts to con
vince Te&filo to seek a more tranquil life, but when she
sees that it is useless, she encourages him.

Tedfilo, when

he agrees to accept a short assignment that will take him
away from his family, mourns that the first thing one loses
in political life is his freedom.
theless.

But he departs, never

"Polftica valia tudo"(Quincas Borba, 230), the

narrator remarks as Te&filo prepares to depart.

Te<5filo is

the picture of the dedicated politician, a man who accepts
any reversal without leaving the profession, and admits that
he has not been appreciated but refuses to demand what is
due him.

Most significant in the picture of Te<5filo is his

unhappiness in his chosen profession.

The other picture of the politician is rendered by
Camacho, who seems doomed to be on the losing side regard
less of who wins.

He does not have the respect of his own
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party and he refuses to accept the blame when it is clearly
his own.

His attempts to foment trouble are futile, but he

manages to spend a great deal of Rublao's money in his
wasted effort.

When Rubiao loses his fortune, Camacho

quickly casts him aside,

Camacho Is the corrupt politician

in full flower.
Controversy of a political nature is absent in Pom
Casmurro and there is only scant mention of the political
aspect of the times.

Bento's father wanted a political

career for his son, and if he had lived, perhaps there would
have been a controversy between the parents, inasmuch as D.
Gloria had promised God that she would give Him a servant.
Jos£ Dias even suggests that a combination of clergy and
politics would be possible in Bento's case.

"Nao esquegamos

que um bispo presldlu a Constituinte, e que o padre Feij<5
governou o Imp£rio. . ."(Pom Casmurro. 17).

Bento states

flatly that he does not like politics, "e ainda menos a
poljftica lnternacional," and so his political activities
never develop.

Slavery exists during Bento's lifetime, but

the question of abolition does not affect the lives of the
characters in the story,

Bento's aversion to any kind of

controversy is admitted: "Um dos costumes da mlnha vida foi
sempre concordar com a opiniao provavel do meu interlocutor,
desde que a materia nao me agrava, aborrece ou lmpoe"(Pom
Casmurro. 1*1-2).

With the exception of his few words in

anger at Capltu when his suspicions finally surface, there
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is no opportunity for Bento to engage in polemics of a
serious nature. His youthful polemics with the dying
Manduca are not an earnest expression of his beliefs about
the possibility of the Russians ever taking Constantinople.
The closest Pom Casmurro comes to offering a politician is
Padua, who is really just a petty official whose only oppor
tunity to function in a relatively important political
mission was shortlived and the source of great bitterness
later.
In Esau e Jac<5 Kachado develops the reluctant
politician to the outermost limits., as Aires will be equally
inclined to avoid controversy and stating opinions in both
this novel and Memorial de Aires.

One of the most pertinent

features of Aires is his unyielding refusal to commit him
self.

He is not as curious as Lufs Garcia, who agreed to

listen to Val£riafa pleas for assistance, and then agreed
further to speak with Jorge about the matter.
from controversy like one possessed.

Aires flees

The fact that he is a

career diplomat, and therefore a full-time public official,
makes him even more significant in the study of the poli
tician and controversy.

Diplomats have a way of compromis

ing without destroying their bridges behind them, but Aires
is not known to have either compromised or disagreed in
national or international affairs, simply because those
matters do not come to the reader*s attention.

Abolition

and the establishment of the Republic elicit small interest
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from Aires,

He continues the theme of non-involvement

throughout both BsatI e Jao<S and Memorial de Aires..
The narrator's introductory remarks about Aires set
the pattern for his subsequent behavior.

"Imagina s<5 que

trazia o calo do oficio, o sorriso aprovador, a fala branda
e cautelosa, o ar da ocasiao, a expressao adequada, tudo
tao bem distribuxdo que era tun gosto ouvi-lo e ve-lo."
Aires, the narrator says, "conserva alnda agora algumas das
virtudes daquele tempo, e quase nenhum vfcio,"

He had

loved and lost the beautiful Natividade, but the affair was
not passionate: "nao era homem disso."

He loses her be

cause he will not attack: "Nao era general para escala a
vista, nem para ass^dios demorados. , ."(Esau e Jaco, *J-6),
He marries another woman, but it is not love that takes him
to the altar, but a feeling of necessity: "cuidou que era
melhor ser diplomata casado que solteiro, e pediu a primeira
moga que lhe pareceu adequada ao seu destlno."
fails,

The marriage

"Nao se afligiu com a perda; tinha o feitio do

soltelrao"(Esau e Jac6, ^7),

He is unable to adjust to the

tides of dissent that are a part of the close contact of
married life.

He is described further at this point,

"Era

cordato, repito, embora esta palavra nao exprima exatamente
o que quero dizer,

Tinha o coragao disposto a aceltar tudo,

nao por inclinagao a harmonia, senao por t^dlo a controv^rsia,"

To demonstrate this desire to flee controversy,

the narrator^ tells of a conversation between Aires and the
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family regarding the cabocla of the Castello.
state an opinion.

He will not

"Aires nao pensava nada, mas percebeu

que os outros pensavam alguma cousa, e fez um gesto de dous
sexos."

This initial avoidance of expressing an opinion

will be characteristic of Aires throughout both Esau e Jac6
and Memorial de Aires.

The reader is not to become irked

with Aires, the narrator warns, for he is a sincere man.
"Nao cuides que nao era sincero, era-o.

Quando nao acertava

de ter a mesma opiniao, e valla a pena escrever a sua,
escrevia-a"(Esau e Jac<5, 47).

What Aires writes is his

diary, the contents of which will not be revealed by the
narrator, but by Aires himself in the last novel.
Another example of Aires' refusal to state his
opinion occurs when Santos asks what would happen if two
spirits returned to this world after having fought together
before they were born.

Aires attempts to answer, saying

that unborn children don't fight, but he tempers "o sentido
afirmativo com a entonagao dubitiva."

Santos presses for a

clear answer, and Aires' response is typical:

"Aires viu o

abismo da controv£rsia, e forrou-se a vertigem por uma
concessao. . ."and by sheer coincidence says what Santos
really wants to hear: an explanation of why the twins fought
each other in their mother's womb(Esau e Jac<5, 50).
On another occasion he is able to persuade
Natividade not to worry about Paulo's seemingly rash politi
cal statement, saying that "Tamb£m eu discursei em rapaz"
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(EsaiS e Jacd, 91).

Aires' talent for saying the right

thing is noted by the narrator many times, and his talent
for not speaking ill of anyone is stressed.

"Nao e que

falasse mal de ni:igu£m, e alias serla ma distra^.ao.

Quero

crer que nao dissesse mal por indiferenQa. ou cautela;
provisorialmente, ponhamos caridade"(Esau e Jacd, 92).
This is shown when he is able to dispose of Cust6dia's
problem about how his sign should read.

After dodging the

issue and confusing poor Cust<5dia, Aires dismisses him, and
the shopkeeper returns to his shop with all his original
despair.

On another occasion he listens to Batista's

political profession of faith and gives the pathetic politi
cian the answer he wants: change his political stripes, com
promise himself, and he will regain the power and prestige
he formerly had.

Aires' custom is to agree.

"Ora, o

costume de Aires era o oposto dessa contradi§ao benigna.
H^s de lembrar-te que ele usava sempre concordar com o
interlocutor, nao por desdem da pessoa, mas para nao
dissentir nem brlgar"(Esau e Jac<5, 183).
Aires appeal- as a man who speaks his mind.

Only once does
Conversing one

day with Natividade, he spends considerable time choosing
his words, "a fim de lhe nao safrem pedantescas nem
insignificantes; queria dizer o que pensava."

Aires does

not have "aquele triste pecado dos opini^ticos; nao lhe
lmportava ser ou nao aceito"(Essvu e Jaco, 226).

Perhaps on

this occasion he does not care what Natividade thinks, but
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his overall record is the opposite.

In all his previous

disagreements, Aires says, he disagreed so peacefully that
the one or two friends that he lost never failed to tip
their hats to them.

"Urn deles pediu-me perdao no

testaaento"(Esati e Jac<$, 220).
Batista continues in the tradition of Lobo Neves and
p£dua as the fearful politician.

Batista is a conservative

because, as the narrator says, his parents, his uncle, his
friends, and the parish vicar all were conservatives.

When

Batista loses his position due to the liberals' surge into
prominence he debates changing his political affiliation.
He will claim, and rightfully so, according to his wife,
that he has always been a liberal.

His conflict causes him

some difficulties during the fantasies described in the
discussion of dreams and fantasies earlier.

He hears the

roar of acclaim of the crowd: "A linguagern dessas profecias
era liberal, sem sombra de solecismo.

Verdade, 6 que ele

se arrependia de as escutar, e force Java por traduzi-las no
velho idioma conservador, mas ;Ja lhe iam faltando
dlclon^rlos"(Esau e Jac<3, 112),

He never regains his

former position of prestige, however.
In Memorial de Aires the picture of the politician
as seen in such men as Lobo Neves, Bras Cubas, Camacho,
Padua, and Batista changes into the type represented by
Lufs Alves and Estacio,

Tristao is the final appearance of

the young politician, but it is significant that his
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interest is in Portugal, and not in Brazil, his homeland.
Tristao tells Aires how he has published some political
writings, "e dizem que nao inteiramente mal,
em comfcios."

Tambem falei

Aires is told that Aguiar does not like

politics, "menos ainda de polftica mllltante"(Memorial de
Aires, 80).
Aires himself carries the theme of non-involvement
in controversy to the same limits established in Esail e
Jac<$.

He never discusses the desirability of freeing the

slaves, and his reaction to the fall of the Monarchy is not
one of demonstrable emotion.

The aspect of slavery will be

examined in the next chapter where it will be seen that
Aires does have an opinion, but he never reveals it to
anyone.
To observe how Aires avoids even the smallest con
troversy, his trolley ride with Campos should be recalled.
Campos remarks on the old and the new methods of trans
portation, and Aires, who prefers the old, finds that he is
being drawn into, a discussion.

"Eu, se retorquisse

dizendo-lhe bem do tempo que se perde, iniciarfa uma esp£cie
de debate que faria a vlagem ainda mals sufocado e curta.
Preferi trocar de assunto e agarrei-me aos derradelros
minutos, falei do progresso, ele tambem, e chegamos
satisfeitos a cldade da serra" (Memorial de Aires, 35).

On

another occasion he almost disagrees with his hosts, but he
manages to hold his tongue.

The Aguiars and some friends •
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of the family are discussing vihether the widow Koronha will '
remarry, and Aires' reaction is pure reflex.

"Eu, para ser

agradavel aos donos da casa, quiz dizer que me parecia que
nao, mas este bom costume de calar me fez engolir a emenda,
e agora me confesso arrependido"(Memorial de Aires, 64). He
is careful not to reveal

what he really believes, and

sometimes he goes to extremes to avoid doing so.

This

happens when D. Carmo shows him a letter she has received
from Fidelia.

"Coino eles tiveram a bondade de mostrar-ma,

dispus-me a acha-la interresante, antes mesmo de a ler. . ."
and then he adds that the letter was indeed interesting
(Memorial de Aires, 69).

The evolution of the politician

has, in reality, two figures as the final point.

Aires

represents the old, tired, peace-seeking veteran of the
political wars and Tristao is the young man just appearing
on the political scene.

Neither of the two, however, is

controversial in any way and neither shows any of the
agressiveness of Camacho, in Qulncas Borba.

Aires is simply
U
another version of Lufs Garcia, of Iaja Garcia, and Tristao
is another Lufs Alves, of A mao e a luva, and Estacio, of
Ressurrelpao.

The evolution of the politician goes from the

innocuous Alves and Estacio to the cynical and satirical
Br£s Cubas, and then to the ambitious but weak Lobo Neves,
reaching its most corrupt point in the floudering and
scheming Camacho.

The politician regains some lost

respectibillty in the efficient but unhappy Te<5filo, loses
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some ground with the pitiful minor ex-officials, Padua and
Batista, and

abruptly

returns in Tristao to the original

colorless type of Lufs Alves and Estacio.
Because the avoidance of controversy is so heavily
Stressed in-its Initial appearance, Iala Garcia, and does
not reappear in the same force for about twenty six years,
the pertinent controversial issues should be examined in
conjunction with the critical comment they have inspired.
The evolution of the politician and the author's reputed
role, according to different critics with varying opinions,
will be analyzed afterward.
The first clear and indisputable picture of the
political and social non-participant in Machado's novels is
Lufs Garcia, although there were some characters previous
to him who were not inclined to become involved in serious
matters.

Garcia's successor as the retired politician who

rejects any responsibility and ignores the problems of the
world around him is Aires in the last two novels.

One of

the important aspects of the study of the politician is the
treatment of the great issues, such as the war with
Paraguay, the struggle to abolish slavery and the campaign
to establish a republic.

Significantly, there are wide

differences of opinion as to the author's stand on these
matters and even on the force of the issues in his novels.
In my first chapter Machado's stand, according to critics,
is discussed as it pertains to the analysis of Rubiao as a
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vehicle for confession.

At this point the author's position

will be further studied to include all his novels.
Massaud Moises believes that Machado was politically
motivated and that he showed this motivation in his works.
Moists states as a specific piece of evidence that one of
the points of interest in Esau e Jac6 is the establishment
of the Republic.

This proves, says Moists, "mals uma vez,

que Machado de Assis nao era tao infenso ao que ia la fora
como se tem propalado. . .

It should be born in mind

that Esau e Jac<S was published some sixteen years after the
establishment of the Republic, and Memorial de Aires about
twenty years after that date, and therefore cannot be con
sidered as proof of the author's interest in the campaign;
at most it would indicate an interest in the history of the
event.

Even Pom Casmurro, published in 1901, does not dis

cuss the issue of form of government.

The author does not

clearly reveal his position regarding the Monarchy or the
Republic in the final three novels, and thus the reader is
left to seek such a position among the characters, the
action, and the dialogues.

Pereira da Silva has noted that

in Esau e Jac<5 the author is indecisive to an excessive de
gree,

In chapter II

a part of this indecisiveness has

been discussed, as it refers to the use of the twins as a
vehicle to convey two opposing views concerning the change
1.

Moises, nota preliminar, Esau e Jacc5, p. 16.
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in government.

The device prevents the author from having

to make a personal declaration.

The "Custodia affair" re-r

veals Machado's position before 1888, states Pereira da
Silva, as it ends with no decision.

"Parece que a mesma

coisa pensava Machado de Assis da Proclama§ao da Repub2

lica."

Aires' non-involvement is not due to indifference,

says Pereira da Silva, but to the author's own inability to
make a. decision.3
Many critics have noted that the arrival of the new
form of government is given little space or importance in
Esau e Jac6.

Graqa Aranha says that "a queda da Konarquia

e a instala§ao da Reptfblica sao incidentes apenas referih
das."
Barretto Filho comments that the advent of the
Republic "nao lhe mereceu mais do que um registro mal£volo
no romance Esau e Jac6, que descrobre o seu pensamento a
respeito do epis<5dio, dado como uma revolta de quarteis sem
finalidades conhecidas, desenrolada perante a indiferen§a
do povo,"

Barretto Filho detects in Machado a great ob

jection to the new government.

The fall of the Monarchy was

a tragedy in the writer's eyes, continues Barretto Filho,
because he did not like to see Brazil cast in the same mold
2.

Pereira da Silva, Romances de Machado, pp.

3.

Ibid., p. 9^.

4.

Gra$a Aranha, p. *J4.

97-98.
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as the remainder of Latin America.-' "A pouca simpatia de
Machado de Assis pelo ideal republicano se condensa no
comentario seguinte: *H^ frases assim felizes.

Nascem

modestamente, como a gente pobre; quando menos pensam estao
governando o mundo, a semelhanga das ideias.*"^

Magalhaes

Jilnior states that Machado reacted to the Republic in the
same way as did the great mass of officialdom of Brazil:
"Curvou-se aos fatos consumados.1"

Machado, continues the

critic, had never considered himself a republican, but, on
the contrary, had always prided himself on appearing to be
a monarchist.®
Astrojildo Pereira notes a profound consonance
between Machado's literary works and the sense of the po
litical and social evolution of Brazil.

By the time of the

founding of the Republic Machado's literary maturity had
been reached, and its evolution had been under the Segundo
Reinado.

"Esta coincidencia de tempo possui naturalmente

muita importancia para a caracterizagao e compreensao da
obra de Machado de Assis."7

Barretto Filho says that it

5.

Barretto Filho, p. 157.

6.

Ibid., p. 211.

7. R. Magalhaes Junior, Machado de Assis, Funcion&rlo Publico, Ministerio da Via§ao e Obras Pifblicas, Rio
de.Janeiro, 1958, p. 71.

8.

Ibid., p. 91.

9.

Astrojildo Pereira, p. 15.
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was not by chance that EsaiS e Jac<S begins with the fall of
the Monarchy and ends in the first years of the Republic.
"Com este romance o escritor faz a liquidagao dos saldos do
Segundo Reinado e establece o divisor das £guas entre o
tipo patriarcal e o tipo burgues de civiliza§ao, representados no terreno da organlzagao polftica respectivamente pela
Monarquia e pela Republlca.

The most noteworthy aspect

of the change of government is that the life of none of the
characters in the novel is changed radically due to the
formation of the new government.
the same for all.

Life goes on more or less

The absence of mention of the establish

ment of the Republic in Memorial de Aires is important in
that it could be an indication that Machado had never
accepted the change of government fully.

In his last novel,

therefore, he ignored both the campaign to establish the
Republic and the success of the movement.
Oct^vio Brandao states that Machado was a political
and social absenteeist who supported the Monarchy, but with
out enthusiasm.

"Assistiu passiva e tranquilamente a

decadencia e morte desse regime.

Apoiou, depois, a

Reptfblica semi-feudal e burguesa, mas sem entusiasmo."

11

From the scant references to either the Monarchy or the
Republic in all of Machado*s novels it would appear that
10.

Astrojildo Eereira, p. 24.

11.

Brandao, p. 2k,
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Brandao is more nearly correct than most critics.

It is

possible that there are two reasons for the sparse treat
ment of the campaign to establish the Republic: either the
author was not really very interested, or he preferred to
avoid the attendant controversy.

The latter reason seems

more plausible.
The war with Paraguay, waged in the l860's, receives
little mention in Machado's novels, all of which were
written well after the end of that conflict.

Only three of

his novels, however, deal with the war in any way: Iafa
Garcia, Bras Cubas, and Quincas Borba.

Only the first

employs the war in plot development, but the justice of the
war or its importance to the lives of the individuals in
the story is not discussed.

Patriotism, as has been pointed

out earlier here, is not an issue; Jorge is a patriot by
accident, and Lufs Garcia is no patriot at all.

Candido

Mota Filho effectively classifies the role of the war in the
novel when he remarks on the peaceful life of Lufs Garcia,
Nao tinha lutas, nem ambi§oes. No entanto, em torno
d£le desenrola-se um drama de afetos que germina,
sem dtfvida, da forma§ao brasileira, num momento de
guerra e afligoes politicas. Nao se encontra nessa
obra nenhuma ostentagao de patriotismo, nenhuina
atitude nesse sentido.12
The war fares poorly as material in Quincas Borba, as
12. Candido Mota Filho, "Machado de Assis,
escritor braslleiro," Machado de Assis na palavra de
Peregrlno Junior, et.al^ (Bahia: Livraria Progresso
Editora, 1958), p. 45.
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Astrojildo Pereira notes.

Few references,

todas incidentals, sao feitas ao conflicto com o
Paraguai: como assunto passageiro de conversa entre
Rubiao e o indiscreto maior Siquelra: como assunto
de dlscussao polftlca entre Rubiao e o periodista
Camacho; como elemento para caracterizar a natureza
de certos lucros fabulosos ganhos pelo negocista
Palha em dois fornecimentos feitos ao governo; e
finalmente como assunto noutra conversa do mesmo
Siquelra como Rubiao jd de miolo mole."13
Nevertheless, of all of Machado's novels, Qulncas Borba
contains the most references to the war with Paraguay.

In

laid Garcia, where Jorge is personally involved in the

battles, and Lufs Garcia is receiving letters from him the
war is very close, but the view is obscured by the greater
interest the writer confers on the love affairs of Jorge,
Lufs Garcia, and Estela.

The war, then, is a distant back

drop for the frontstage activities of the characters.

In

Bras Cubas the war is only very faintly recalled, and then
by inference; it has no part in the life of Bras Cubas.
The other point of greatest controversy deals with
the question of slavery.

Due to the complexity of the issue

and the varied treatment of the Negro theme in Machado*s
novels, a separate chapter will be utilized.
Quincas Borba merits special attention again, this
time in relation to the picture of the politician and again
the date of the writing of the novel is a factor in the
treatment of the theme of politics as a recurring theme.
13.

Astrojildo Pereira, p. 33.
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Magalhaes Junior, noting that the advent of the Republic
had apparently traumatized Machado, comments of a strange
Journalistic silence during 1890, a silence that is "muito
significativo."

In I889 Machado had been very productive

in his Journalistic endeavors,
"colaboragoes na imprensa.

publishing twenty two

Em 1890, nao passa de quatro:

um breve conto, um soneto em franees, em artigo sem
*
iZt
assinatura sobre Charles Ribeyolles e um 'pedido!. . . .,n
In the chapter following these remarks Magalhaes Junior
recounts how the author found himself involved in charges
of political favoritism, malfeasance of office, and of
accepting a bribe.

The matter which began in 1888, during

the last months of the Empire, involved the rights to some
copper mines.

The matter was to be settled by the depart

ment in which Machado was a high official, and by mid-1890
the newspapers had become the battleground where Machado*s
honor and integrity were assaulted.Perhaps this
experience, a change in the form of government coupled with
these bitter charges that overlapped both regimes, was
responsible for a different picture of the politician in
Quincas Borba.

There are two contrasting pictures of the

politician in this novel; Teofilo, the dedicated and honest
14. Magalhaes JiSnior, Machado, funclonario
publico, p. 75.
15.

Ibid., pp. 77-89.
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public servant, and. Camacho, whom Astrojildo Pereira calls
"o tipo de politicastro prof issional."

Te<5filo, who is

discussed earlier in this chapter, might evoke sympathy
from the reader, but it would be difficult to isolate any
redeeming qualities in the figure of Camacho.

Matos says

of the latter: "Nao tem id£ias, nao tem cultura, nao tem
patriotismo, mas para veneer, apresenta o aspecto exterior
de tudo isso."*'' Lufs Garcia, another notable public
official, although retired, has no matching figure in
Quincas Borba, thus the professional evader of civic
responsibility must wait in the wings until Esau e Jaco.
Rubiao is the only one of all of Machado's political and
social absenteelsts who makes an effort to enter politics
and fails.

Unlike Lobo Neves, Bras Cubus, Padua, and

Batista, he never tastes success even fleetingly.

Unlike

Lufs Garcia and Aires, he does not spend a lifetime in
politics and then retire to the tranquility of the sidelines
to observe the next generation cope with its problems.

His

unique quality is recalled when Tristao, speaking to Aires,
says that Aguiar does not like politics, "menos ainda de
polftica militante." (Memorial, 80).

Matos has noted that

Machado is more like poor Aguiar, who he did not want to be,
16.

Astrojildo Pereira, p. 37.

17.

Matos, p. 225.
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than like Aires, who he claims to be.
To draw the simi
larity between Aguiar, Rubiao, and Machado into fine focus,
a comment by Astrojildo Pereira should be noted,

Machado,

says this critic, was not adverse to politics, but "a
polftica vulgar, a politicagem, as manobras e maladragens
do jogo partidario, as intrigas e mistifica§oes da polftica
reinante.

Aguiar does not like this sort of politics

either, and when Rubiao finds himself being drawn into the
swirl of militant politics, he finds that he does not like
it.

His reason for withdrawing is as has been stated be

fore, his illness.

His escape is insanity and death.

Historically politics has become "militante" and "mal" when
attempts are made to uproot traditions, and such politics"
are extremely disagreeable to some, entirely inacceptable
to others, and of little or no importance to yet others.
Machado stated what might have been his position in an
article published in 1895: "um homem pega em si, e elimina
o resto.

Nao 4 egosimo, nem indiferen§a; muitos sabem em

segredo o que lhe d<5i do mal politico; mas enfim, nao e seu
#

20

offcio cura-lo."

Rubiao might have had some secret ideas

about improving the nation but he did not let himself be
come obsessed with them; he could not have done so if for
18.

Matos, p. 275.

19.

Astrojildo Pereira, p. 92.

20.
article.

Astrojildo Pereira, p. 92, quoting from the

1?6
no other reason than his illness.

Aires, however, has no

such clearly defined reasons for abstaining.

There is a

little hypocrisy in Aires, however, for he refuses to state
his own position while at the same time he encourages Paulo
to stand by his principles, regardless of the possible
reaction of the public.

"Nao vale a pena, mo§o; o que

importa 4 que cada um tenha as suas id£ias e se bata por
elas, at£ que elas ven§am.

Agora que outros interpretam

mal £ cousa que nao deve afllgir o autor."(Esau e Jaco,,

100).
Some authorities maintain that Machado's political
role was not always as passive as it seemed.

Brito Broca

states that the author always kept abreast of political
events, "formulando sobre eles jufzos definidos."

His early

activities with the liberal group ended and he became
absorbed in his art.

Gradually his youthful ardor cooled:

"na mocidade, combatia; na maturidade passou a sorrir com
21
descren^a."
The latter stage is the most easily identifi
able in his works, where it appears in Helena for the first
time.

Counselor Vale's behavior, his non-involvement, is

vigorously underscored by the narrator, as it is later in
Lufs Garcia.

Br£s Cubas, however, departs from this pattern

and the great debates are satirized, rather than ignored.
Br£s realizes that he is past fifty years of age and has
21.

Broca, p. 15.
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not taken part In the great issues, so he suggests the size
of the caps of the National Guard be reduced.

His father,

Br^s tells the reader, had wanted him to enter politics,
but there was also some counsel.

Coutinho calls attention

to this advice, noting that in "Teoria do Medalhao" a
father gives similar advice to his son.
dade, Br^s, foge do que 4 infimo.

"Teme a obscuri-

Olha que os homens valem

por diferentes modos, e que 6 mais seguro de todos e valer
22
23
pela opiniao dos outros homens."
Viana Filho and Luiz
2h
Paula-Freitas
comment on an article by Machado that
appeared in the newspaper "0 Futuro".

The article was a

warning against becoming involved in disputes.

"Nao te

envoivas em pol£micas de nenhum genero, nem polfticas, nem
literarias, nem quais quer outras. ... 0 Pugilato das
id£ias 4 muito pior que o das ruas. ..." This article,
appearing in 1862, indicates that Machado*s personal opinion
regarding polemics was of long standing, even though the
theme of avoidance of controversy did not become the stated
behavioriail patterns of his characters until his third
novel, Helena (1876).
The one polemic engaged in by a principal character
is a safe subject.

Bento and the dying Manduca wage a

22.

Coutinho, A fllosofia de Machado, p. 122

23.

Viana Filho, p. 42.

24. Luiz Paula-Freitas, A perfil de Machado de
Assls (Rio de Janeiro: Editora Ancora, 3a ed., 19^7), p. 25.
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rather long battle by correspondence over whether the
Russians will take Constantinople.

Manduca's dying pre

diction is "Os russos nao hao de entrar em Constantinopla!"
Bento admits that thus far it is true; the Russians did not
enter then, have not yet, but will they succeed some day?
The fear of death that pervades so much of Machado's works
is present here,

Bento remarks that Manduca spent three

years preparing to enter the grave, although he was re
sisting death the way the Turks resisted the Russians.
Manduca's allies, medicine and the pharmacy, could not save
him.

"Morreu afinal, como os Estados morrem; no nosso caso

particular, a questao 4 saber, nao se a Turquia morrera,
porque a morte nao poupa a ninguem, mas se os russos
entrarao algum dia em Constantinopla; issa era a questao
para o meu vizinho leproso, debaixo da triste, rota e infecta colcha de retalhos" (£om Casmurro. 14-7-150).

This is

the Machado that Octavio Mangabeira sees, a great researcher
bent over his microscope, oblivious to the world about him,
and, in effect, living in a world of his own. "S6 observando e abstrafndo podia ter imaginado e criado o que imaginou
e criou."^-'
Machado's apparent love of art above all, his
seemingly cold indifference to questions pertaining to his
society, draw the fire of some critics, such as Jose-Maria
25.

Mangabeira, p. 25.
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Belo.

Belo, remarking that no one knows what Machado

thought of the great issues of his time,

finds it diffi

cult to understand how such a man as Machado could have
existed, because even the most peaceful and abstract man
has some ideas of a political nature, a program of reforms,
a revolt against the errors and contingent wrongs, and a
vague desire to repair the situation.

Machado had no such

ideas, Belo claims, and he lived through the most troubled
periods of Brazilian history without uttering a word of
27

applause or condemnation. ' This description seems to fit
Lufs Garcia, Aguiar, and Aires very well.

Coutinho has

stated that Machado around 1878 resembled Lufs Garcia and
during the last years of his life bore a strong resemblance
PR
to Aires.
The distinguishing mark of Garcia, Aires, and
Aguiar is a refusal to become disturbed by national or local
events of any kind, and their strong desire to avoid offend
ing anyone is carried to extremes at times.
calls Aires a man devoid of emotion.

Barretto Filho

"0 Conselheiro Aires

olha as coisas com uma perfeita isen§ao, que nao 4 de modo
»

29
7

algum indlferen§a, mas ausencia de emogao."

Matos calls

26.

Belo, p. 33.

27.

Ibid., p. 3k,

28.

Coutinho, A fllosofia de Machado, p. 40.

29.

Barretto Filho, p. 207.
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Aires a man of "pensamento e raciocfnlo consumado, cheio de
experiencia filos<5fica, nao assume outra atitude, e nao se
30
deixa levar pelo tumulto geral."^
He is like Pontius
Pilate, washing his hands of all responsibility, and if
Machado is studied as a critic or as a man of society, or
when his letters are read, "se compreende como Aires reve
a sua forma de lutar, fugindo da luta."-^1

Aires' polished

manner, his cautious way of speaking, and his approving
32
smile are noted by Wilton Cardoso.
Aires, then, is con
sidered by many critics to represent Machado.

Lufs Garcia

shares this role of reflecting the author's image, but to a
lesser degree.
Between Lufs Garcia and the first appearance of •.
Aires there is a period of twenty six years, and between
the novels in which they appear there occurred the events
that sparked the bitterest criticism of Machado.

In the

three novels between Ial£ Garcia and Esail e Jaco there does
not appear a single character who resembles either Lufs
Garcia or Aires,

The most significant character of the

three works between 1878 and 190^ might be the one most
unlikely to be considered.

It might not be coincidence that

of all of Machado's characters who aspire to a political
30.

Matos, p. 265.

31.

Ibid., p. 258.

32.

Cardoso, p. 275.
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career only Rubiao fails to achieve his goal.

Magalhaes

JiSnior recalls how in Machado's times many young men went
into politics through their personal triumphs.

"Quem

alcan§asse, nas letras, ou no jornalismo, posigao de
evidencia, como a de Machado, seria sem dtfvida aproveitado
pelo seu partido se este dispusesse de prestfgio para
eleva-lo ao Parlamento,

A oportunidade de Machado de Assis

passara: fora a da mocidade."

He had lost his opportunity

and he turned away from politics. "A polftica seria para
33 The flame disappeared but the
ele agora um fogo morto."-^
live coals remained, and political success became a recurr*
3
4
ing theme, "uma das obsessoes literarias,"^ in his works.
He transferred his ambitions to his characters, who either
entered Parliament, "ou, na plor das hipoteses, sao
3*5
Inculcados como candidatos a cadeiras do Parlamento."-^
Magalhaes Jilnior notes that only one character in all of
Machado's works, a figure in a short story, turns his back
on a political career.Thus the unique position of Rubiao
as the only character in the novels to desire a political
post and fail to obtain it is evidence that Machado was
creating a special figure in Qulncas Borba.

This could

33.

Magalhaes Jilnior, Machado desconhecido, p. 80.

3^.

Ibid., p. 89.

35.

Ibid., p. 80.

36.

Ibid., p. 88.
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indicate a mirroring of personal disappointment and frus
tration.

Magalhaes Junior explains how Machado's disap

pointment affected his portrayal of the political theme.
Se as condigoes ambientes nao lhe ensejaram a
ascensao, como a tantos outros e achou mais prudente retrair-se, isolar-se, obedecendo ao
instinto de defesa e ao desejo de seguranga,
sua obra no-lo apresenta nao como alguem que
detestasse ou desprezasse a polftica, como
atividade menos digna ou malsa, mas como um
aspirante frustrado a vida pubjica. A deputagao
4 um sfmbolo de vit<5ria social em quase todos os
seus livros.37
Machado reveals his frustration when he permits Lobo Neves
to marry Bras's sweetheart and then secure a deputyship,
but Machado relents later.

Bras regains Virgflia as a

lover, and Machado, "como se nao lhe bastasse a reabilitaOO

gao amorosa, faz tambem dele um deputado."^

Thus the

symbol of social victory overcomes the sense of frustration
on the part of the author.

In the case of Rubiao, however,

frustration conquers novelistic habit.

While the author

visited on his characters his own preoccupation with poli
tics in various ways, he gave them all some measure of
success except Rubiao.

On Rubiao he visited his own fail

ure to achieve political recognition.
Rubiao, in the space of a few short years, goes
through much the same experience as Machado did in many
years, Rubiao is very poor, gains a fortune, is dazzled by
37.

Magalhaes Junior, Machado desconhecldo« p. 89.

38.

Ibid., pp. 80-81.
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politics and promised a deputyship, fails to obtain it, and
his interest wanes by necessity due to his Increasingly
severe illness and his growing Insanity.

It has been

sufficiently documented that all but the last of these
points follow the life pattern of Machado.

What it may

mean is, just as in the case of his other characters'
delineation, Machado was able to depict himself more
objectively at the time of the writing of Qulncas Borba.
The added points of similarity between Machado and Rubiao,
especially the new aspect of Rubiao*s being the only char
acter who failed to enjoy even the slightest political
success, make the case for Qulncas Borba as confession much
stronger.

Before the events of 1888 and 1889 Machado did

not admit in any of his novels that illness might be the
reason for his non-participation in those and other issues.
After Qulncas Borba he again refused to offer this very
valid reason.

He made no excuses until it appeared that

the issues were dead.

Then in Pom Casmurro he beg&n to

revert to previous patterns, returning in Esati e Jaco to
the same type of attitude expressed twenty six years before
in Lufs Garcia.

Rubiao*s life and experiences have too

many points in common with the author to be ignored.

Lufs

Garcia and Aires appear to be Machado*salter-ego, Agular
seems to be representative of the author in his married

18^
life, but Ribiao seems to be Machado's only clear confession
regarding his true role in the political activities of his
times.

CHAPTER VII
THE NEGRO
The Negro has a small role in the novels of Machado ibut just his mere presence or the mention of slavery is im
portant in the analysis of his works.

In this chapter the

Negro will be isolated and studied as he appears in each
novel. The comments of critics who have speculated on the
author's attitude toward the Negro race will be examined and
an attempt made to determine whether Machado was indifferent
to his fellow mulattoes and Negros, and whether this in
difference, if it existed, is reflected in his novels.
The Negro does not reach a point in these novels
comparable to that attained by such elements as insanity,
dreams and fantasy, politics and the avoidance of contro
versy, The Negro theme does form a pattern, however,
beginning almost imperceptibly in Machado's first novel,
gaining strength in the third, and rising to its apogee in
the fifth.

After Br^s Cubas the Negro suddenly assumes a

role of vastly lessened importance, becoming a nameless and
fleeting shadow until Memorial de Aires.
There is only one passage by the narrator in the
nine novels that can be labeled a protest against the evils
of slavery. There is also only one example of a character
in the novels speaking forthrightly against slavery.
185

After
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these two references the question of slavery will come to
the reader's attention, but the issue will not preoccupy
either the narrator or the fictional characters.

The

Negro*s place will be, in the great majority of cases, in
the background as a completion of the picture of society
and people of the times reflected in the stories. Such is
the case in Machado's first t;?o novels, where nameless
Negroes appear simply as servants.

There is no accompany

ing commentary from the narrator.
Only three Negroes in the nine stories are known to
the reader by name and at the same time are lightly sketched
in character. The first of these appears in Helena, in
Vicente, the page who will be assigned to Helena, The other
slaves in the Vale family refuse to accept Helena at first
sight: "viam com desafeto e citfrne a parenta nova, ali
trazida por um ato de generosidade."

The only slave

attracted to Helena is Vicente, whose appearance is told in
a sympathetic passage:
era um rapaz de 16 anos, chamado Vicente, cria da
casa e particularmente estimado do conselheiro.
Talvez esta tfltima circunstancia o ligou desde logo
a filha do seu senhor, Despida de interesse, porque
a esperan§a da libertade, se a podia haver, era
precaria e remota, a afei§ao de Vicente nao era
menos viva e sincera; faltando-lhe os gozos pr<5prios
de afeto,—a familiaridade e o contacto,—condenado
a viver da contempla$ao e da memcSria, a nao bei jar
sequer a mao que o abengoava, limitado e distanciado
pelos costumes, pelo respeito e pelos instintos,
Vicente foi, nao obstante, um fiel servidor de
Helena, seu advogado convicto nos julgamentos da
senzala.(Hfclena, 32)
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This passage is noteworthy in that it is the only such
commentary in the novels that seems to be the author's
opposition to slavery,

Vicente plays a small role in

Helena's life, but considering that the Negro's role will
seldom be more than tertiary, he assumes more importance
than would be the case otherwise.
In Helena is the sole clear comment of a character
opposed to slavery.

Helena and Estacio see a Negro one day

as they ride along on their horses.

Estacio remarks on the

sloimess with which the Negro would cover the same ground
as his white masters.

"0 preto de quem Estacio falara,

estava sentado no capim, descascando uma laranja, enquanto
a primeira das duas mulas que conduzia, olhava filosoficamente para ele."

He ignores the couple as they approach.

He is about fifty years of age, "ao parecer, escravo. As
roupas eram rafadas; o chapeu que lhe cobria a cabe§a,
tinha

um cor inverossfmil.

No entanto, o rosto exprimia

a plenitude da satisfajao; em todo o caso, a serenidade do
espfrito11(Helena, 45).
Helena agrees that the slave would probably move
slower than they, but, she adds, time spent well or badly
depends on the point of view.

"0 essencial nao 4 fazer

muita cousa no menor prazo; e fazer muita cousa, aprazfvel
ou util. Para aquele preto o mais aprazfvel £, talvez,
esse mesmo caminhar a pe, que lhe alongar^ a Jornada, e lhe
far£ esquecer o cativeiro, se 6 cativo. IS uma hora de pura
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llberdade"(Helena, *f6).

The episode closes with some good-

natured bantering between Estacio and Helena.

Important

here, in addition to a denouncement of slavery, is a picture
of a serene slave.
it.

If he is suffering, he does not reveal

The question of slavery never surfaces again in Helena,

and the Negro becomes simply part of the picture of life of
the area and times,
Raimundo is the second Negro who has both a name
and a small part in a novel of Machado.

Iala Garcia differs

from the pre6eding work in relation to the Negro theme in
that there is no concern expressed about slavery.

Instead,

Raimundo is presented as being happy both as a slave and as
a free man who continues in the role as a servant.
is pictured sympathetically.

Raimundo

"Raimundo, nove anos mais

velho que o senhor, carregara-o ao colo e amava-o como se
fora seu filho." Lufs frees Raimundo, whose reaction at
liberty is suspicion.

"Vendo-se livre, pareceu-lhe que era

um modo de o expelir de casa, e sentiu urn impulso atrevldo
e generoso.

Fez um gesto para rasgar a carta de alforria,

mas arrependeu-se a tempo."

Raimundo stays in the house as

a servant: "Entre um e outro houve um pacto que para sempre
os uniu."

Lufs says to him, "£s livre, . ,viver£s comigo

at4 quando qulseres"(Ial£ Garcia, 181), Raimundo remains
with the family until the death of Lufs, and then he con
tinues to render his service to Iaia.

A strange aspect of

the story is that after Raimundo's release from slavery the
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narrator continues to refer to him as "escravo."

This

occurs on pages 182, 183, and. 2^7.
Another notable feature of the theme of slavery in
Iai£ Garcia is that there is a reversal of form apparent
when the previous novel is considered.

Raimundo is a slave,

but he is a contented slave.

When he is freed, he prefers

to remain in a servile role.

He continues to speak with

his masters in the polite and they address him in the
familiar form. That he is happy is borne out by the passage
detailing how he plays the marimba and sings.
not sad or melancholy.

His songs are

"Alegres eram, guerreiras,

entusiastas; por fim calava-se.

0 pensamento, em vez de

volver ao ber§o africano, galgava a janela da sala em que
Lufs Garcia trabalhava e pousava sobre ele como um feiti§o
protector.

Quaisquer que fossem as diferengas civis e

naturals entre os dous, as rela§oes donuSsticas os tinham
feito amlgos"(Ial£ Garcia* 181). There will be no more
examples of such friendship between slave, (or ex-slave),
and master, (or former master).
The last Negro to be named and given a small part in
the stories is Prudencio, whose troubles probably begin the
day Br^s Cubas is born.

Br^s tells how in his youth he

used to beat Prudencio, and he admits, with pride, it seems,
that he possessed the sobriquet of "menino diabo"(Bras
Cubas. 39).

It should be noted that Bras is not only cruel
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to the servants but to the guests as well, and his feelings
of superiority are not confined at all to his relationship
with the slaves.

This is recalled years later when he tells

of people who attempt to associate with people of high
standing in an effort to conceal their inferiority(Br^s
Cubas t 123).
When Br&s is grown up he happens across Prudencio
again, when the latter, now a free man, is beating a slave
of his own.

In the previously mentioned article I noted

that this episode could be either an adroitly disguised
denunciation of slavery or a reflection of the author's ovm
sadistic tendencies,'*' The episode has a distinct novelistic
purpose, that of serving as a unifying element to recall
Br£s Cubas* childhood cruelties.

Prudencio serves the same

purpose again later, in addition to revealing some of the
character traits in Bras and Cotrim,

As Br^s, Sabina, and

Cotrim discuss the inheritance they are to divide, the
question of the slaves comes up.

Cotrim and Sabina do not

want the "pretos," only "o boleeiro de papal e o Paulo."
Br&s disputes this claim, and his sister and Cotrim say they
will take either Paulo or Prudencio.

When Bras tells them

that Prudencio has been freed, Cotrim becomes very angry,
asking if the silverware has also been liberated.
1,. Param, p. 83.

No Negro
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after Prudencio will reveal so much about the other char
acters in the novels, nor have such a diverse role.
The institution of slavery has an effect on the
kind of person Cotrlm becomes.

Years after the incident

just related Cotrim is accused of being a barbarian who
sends slaves to Jail where they suffer a great deal.

Br£s

explains that Cotrim only sent the "perversos e os fujoes,"
that long years of slave-trafficking had ingrained in
Cotrim the habit of dealing a little more severly than was
customary in the trade,
ever, Br^s points out.

Cotrim had, his good points, how
"A prova de que o Cotrim tinha

sentimentos pios encontrava-se no seu amor aos filhos, e na
dor que padeceu quando lhe morreu Sara, dali a alguns meses;
prova irrefut^vel, acho eu e nao unica"(Bras Cubas, 187).
To interpret Br^s's comments as a denunciation of slavery
would require an answer to this question: why did the
author present it in this way?

Why not more direct, and why

not from someone from whom the reader could accept social
criticism without recoiling at the hypocrisy?
There is very little mention of other Negroes or of
slavery in Br£s Cubas.

The Negro fades into the background

and becomes merely props in the presentation of the princi
pal characters and their society. Typical of the role of
the other Negroes is the scene in which Br£s goes to visit
D. Eusebia.

"Achei-a a repreender um preto jardineiro, mas

deixou tudo para falar-me. . ."(Bras Cubas, 77).
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The role of the Negro reaches Its high point in the
fifth novel and then begins to decline sharply.

In the

opening chapter of this study the Negro, as he applies to
Rublao, was examined, and there was found an apparent in
difference to slavery on the part of Rublao.

This holds

true for all the other characters in Qulncas Borba.

Palha,

that day on the train with Rublao, is not really interested
in the question of slavery; his only interest is money, and
its source is not important.

Palha is not a reformist.

The only Negroes who appear in Qulncas Borba are
seen but briefly and then they disappear forever. There are
the two Negroes on the way to their execution; there is the
Negro boy who brings Rubiao a letter from Sofia; there is
the crowd of "crian§as e moleques" who are present when
Rubiao saves Deolindo from possible harm under the horses*
hooves; and there is the "turba de moleques" that follows
Rubiao and mocks him as he wanders along insane.

In each

case the presence of Negroes in noted by the narrator, but
the impact on the story would have been the same if the
people involved had all been white.

In short, the Negro's

presence does not affect Rublao's life in any way.

He lives

oblivious to the mulatto and the black, to the ex-slave.
His only attention to Negroes comes when arguing with Palha
about the selection.of servants, but he agrees to the choice
of the Spaniard and demotes the Negro boy to gardener.
Qulncas Borba it can be said that the Negro's role is

In
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dispensable; all the characters could be white and the
story would not be affected.

There has been, then, a one

hundred and eighty degree change in the direction of the
theme as it appears in Helena, Iai£ Garcia, and Brds Cubas.
In Pom Casmurro the Negro's role continues to be
minimal and very similar to the new pattern set in Quincas
Borba.

There are some slight variations, of course.

Slavery is taken for granted, as usual, and the Negro is a
part of the overall picture.

Negroes are used as errand

boys by the two principal families, carrying messages back
and forth between them.

The use of a Negro messenger does

not necessarily indicate the high standing of the families
involved, for while Bento's family is well-off, the father
of Capitu has fallen on hard days, but he uses the Negro
boys as errand boys.

What It does indicate is the low

standing of the Negro.

It should be noted that the use of

a Negro messenger boy in Quincas Borba is involved in an
explosion of temper by Siqueira.

The major has noticed

that the Palhas have been neglecting them, now that the
fortunes of all concerned are reversing their trend.

Tonica

reminds her father that Sofia has really been good to them,
that last month when she was sick Sofia "mandou saber pelo
moleque, duas vezes. .

Siqueira's reaction is violent.

'"Pelo moleque!' bradou o pai.
favor.

'Pelo moleque!

Grande

Moleque, vai ali a casa daquSle reformado e

pergunta-lhe se a filha tem passado melhor; nao vou, porque
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estou lustrando as unhasl•
180).

Grande favorI *"(Quincas Borba,

Siqueira's rage is no greater because a Negro

messenger came; any messenger at all would have evoked the
same response,,

He is enraged because he realizes that the

Palhas have chosen to terminate their friendship now that
they are in vastly different strata of society.
Slavery in Pom Casmurro has more novelistic pur
poses than in Quincas Borba, but considerably less than in
Br£s Cubas.

The epidemic during Bento's childhood brings

Jos£ Dias into the family, as he appears one day posing as
a doctor.

Jos£ Dias treats and cures some of the servants

and becomes a part of the household until his death many
years later. The fact that'D. Gloria, when she inherits her
husband's estate, sells the land and the slaves does not
isolate the family from slavery.

D. Gloria buys some other

slaves and puts them to work to help her earn a living.
These slaves, however, are never identified by name and have
no role in the story.

Her actions were common in that era

in Brazil, although the practice was, in the words of Helen
Caldwell, "reprehensible. . .as [werCl Simon Legree*s
operations in the United States."

D. Gloria, however, is

not a cruel woman, and her ownership of slaves does not
affect her in any way.

The slaves are simply a part of the

complete picture of the family and its times.
2.

This is true

Caldwell, Brazilian Othello, p. 11^.
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in the case of the Negro peddler who sells the sweets to
Bento and years later his song is recalled.

In addition to

being part of the local color, the latter episode is another
of the unifying elements provided by the appearance of
Negroes.

It would have served as well if the peddler had

not been identified as Negro.
Esati e Jaco represents a lessening of the Negro's
already small role.

Santos has a direct interest in slavery

because of the connection between banking and the financial
interests of the large land-owners.

The twins are born and

reared in a slave state, but they are never as cruel to the
slaves as was Br£s Cubas.

The only outstanding reference

to a character as a slave is the recounting of hovr the twins
would get help in getting fruit from the trees.

With one

twin promising a reward and the other threatening a clout
on the head, they prevail upon a slave boy to get the fruit
for them.

"A promessa nao se cumpria nunca; o cascudo, por

ser antecipado, cumpria-se sempre, e as vezes com repetigao
depois do servico"(Esail e Jaco, 56).
Abolition brings an explanation from the author as
to the twins1 stand on the issue.

Long at each other's

throats, Emancipation brings them together: "a opiniao
uniu-os.

A diferenga unica entre eles dizia a significagao

da reforma, que para Pedro era um ato de justi§a, e para
Paulo era o infcio da revolugao."

Paulo expresses his

sentiments in a speech on May 20, 1888: "A aboligao 4 a
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aurora da libertade; esperemos o sol; emancipado o preto,
resta emancipar o branoo"(Esau e Jac<3, 88).

Their agree

ment on the Justice of the law is perhaps the only point of
agreement the twins will ever enjoy, excluding their
interest in Flora.

That they should agree on Emancipation

is not strange; Emancipation came in 1888, and Esau e Jac<5
was written in 190^.

Disagreement by either of the twins

would mark him in the eyes of the opposite side as danger^
ous, and their role as co-protagonists would be destroyed.
It is less perilous to have them disagree on the form of
government, although it too changed about fifteen years be
fore the novel was written.

By their agreement that Abo

lition was just, they maintain the tradition of there never
having been a protagonist in Machado's novels who is proslavery by declaration.

Previously those who are in favor

of slavery simply do not say anything at all; they ride
with the times, and the twins are in the era in which
slavery is taken for granted.

The Negro's role in Esati e

Jac<5 can be said to be limited to background functions, but
in Machado's last novel considerable space will be devoted
to the question of slavery.
Memorial de Aires presents a radical change in re
gard to the narrator's opinions about slavery and Abolition.
Aires speaks more freely on these subjects in his diary than
he did as a character in Esau e Jaco.

Slavery and Abolition

are discussed as they apply to the lives and activities of
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several people, and. most significant is the impression Aires
gives that he does not believe the Negro is either ready
for, or capable of capitalizing on, his freedom from
slavery.
The people who are concerned with slavery in this
last work are numerous.

There are the Baron of Santa-Pia,

Fidelia, Campos, and Aires.

Agular is notable In that he

has nothing to say at all on the subject.

Tristao should

be recalled as another person whose interest in slavery is
incidental, in that Fidelia's estate includes many ex-slaves
who are a temporary problem.

Tristao never says a word re

garding the injustice of the institution of slavery, nor a
word of approval that it has been abolished.
The principal problem faced by Aires all those years
" he was in the diplomatic service was the barbed commentary
of foreign journalists.

The foreign newspapers made

comments many times that the United States had abolished
slavery, and suggested that it was now Brazil's turn.

Aires

notes in his diary, now that Abolition is a certainty,
"Espero que hoje nos louvem.

Ainda que tardiamente, e a

liberdade, como queriam a sua os conjurados de Tiradentes"
(Memorial de Aires, 51).

The law is passed on the thir

teenth of May, and Aires notes, "Enfim, lei."

But he does

not join in the street celebrations, stating that if he did
he would be misunderstood(Memorial de Aires, 51).

Even be

fore the law is proclaimed, Aires shows a decided lack of
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Interest, and afterward he states that "Nao hi. alegria
publica que valha uma boa alegria particular," and he goes
visiting at the Aguiars(Memorial de Aires, 52).
The romance between Fidelia and Noronha is recalled
by Aires, and through this affair the reader sees a hereto
fore unrevealed side of the question of slavery.

The

parents of the two sweethearts are bitter enemies and re
present the effects of local politics and hatreds.
Santa-Pia is consumed by "esses <5dios polfticos locals" and
he never forgives an enemy.

Abolition makes him disgusted

with political life and he notifies the local conservative
leaders that they not count on him any longer(Memorial de
Aires, 62).

Before Abolition, Santa-Pia makes plans to

free his slaves as a protest against what he calls govern
mental exploitation of individual rights and property.
Aires comments in his diary that Santa-Pia is the kind of
man who is capable of proposing to the slave-owners that
they free their slaves and the next day propose the fall of
the government that will try to abolish slavery by law.
Santa-Pia, told by his brother that his freeing the slaves
will diminish the inheritance of Fidelia, remarks that while
he is still alive, what is his is fetill his.

Fidelia, al

though estranged from her father, inherits the entire estate
at his death, and then the problem arises as to what to do
with the Negroes still at the planation.

Santa-Pia was

never afraid that they would leave after being freed,
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stating that they would stay where they were born and would
accept whatever pay he chose to give them, if any.

This is

the problem that Fidelia faces.
Aires' comments about Fidelia and her multitude of
newly freed slaves are noteworthy.

He writes that the ex-

slaves are going to be unhappy when they learn that she is
about to get rid of them.

The slaves have perpetual ties

with her, he says, and this kind of captivity is eternal.
Here he pictures Fidelia coming to the Court with her exslaves following.
Tinha gra§a ve-la chegar a Corte com os libertos
atr£s de si, e para que, e como sustenta-los?
Custou-lhe muito fazer entender aos pobres sujeitos
que eles precisam trabalhar, e aqui nao teria onde
os empregar logo. Prometeu-lhes, sim, nao os
esquecer, e, caso nao torne a roga, recomenda-los
ao novo dono da proprledade.(Memorial de Aires, 81)
The impression that Aires gives here, that the Negro is a
childlike creature, is borne out in the remainder of the
novel.

His lack of faith in the ability of the newly freed

people to shift for themselves is evident in the commentary
about the possibility of Fidelia's giving the plantation to
the ex-slaves.

They could work the place for themselves.

Aires agrees with Tristao that the plan is good, that if
Tristao and Fidelia do not want to live on the plantation
and do not need the money its sale would bring, it would be
better to give the place to the Negroes,

But in his diary

he records a passage that shows lack of faith.

"Poderao

estes fazer a obra comum e corresponder a boa vontade da
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sinh£-moga?

12 outra questao, mas nao se me da de a ver ou

nao resolvida; hS. muita cousa neste mundo mais interessante"
(Memorial de Aires« 156).

This lack of faith, plus a lack

of interest in the matter, is followed nine days later by
another significant entry.

The estate is signed over to the

ex-slaves, "que a receberao provavelmente com dan$as e com
l^grimas; mas tamb£m pode ser que esta responsibilidade nova
ou primeira. ..." and the entry is left unfinished
(Memorial de Aires. 157).
Several of the characters in Memorial de Aires are
involved in the aspect of slavery without revealing their
personal thoughts about the institution.

Campos, the

brother of the Baron of Santa-Pia, knows of the latter*s
plans to free his slaves prematurely, knows that it is not
through altruistic motives that he intends to take this
action, but does not appear to be either for or against
abolition.

Fidelia's personal opinions about slavery must

be ascertained by inference also.

Just as Campos seems to

be opposed to his brother's freeing of the slaves, because
it will diminish Fidelia's eventual inheritance, Fidelia
seems to have avoided the issue all her life.
concerns freed men, not slaves.

Her problem

She signs the estate over

to the ex-slaves, not because she feels they are owed a
great deal in return for centuries of slavery, but because
she and Tristao decide to live in Portugal.
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The most logical interpretation of the theme of the
Negro and slavery in Machado's last novel is that Aires, or
Machado, does not believe the Negro is ready for freedom.
The doubts expressed by Aires to this effect seem to be the
character's foresight, but since slavery was abolished
twenty years before the novel was written, it might be the
author's hindsight.

One might ask if the belief that the

Negro would not be able to shift for himself as a free man
was present in Machado's thinking long before Abolition.
The picture of the childlike slave first appeared clearly
in Helena coupled with a denunciation of slavery by both the
narrator and Helena, and then again it appeared in Iaia
Garcia with no accompanying commentary regarding the evils
of slavery.

Thus, the same attitude is expressed ten years

before and twenty years after Abolition.
The most graphically portrayed character in regard
to slavery in Machado's novels is the Baron of Santa-Pia.
Brito Broca calls the latter the composite picture of the
Brazilian slave-owner/ and Astrojildo Pereira sees him as
the personification of the institution of slavery. When
L
slavery dies, Santa-Pia also dies.
It is unfortunate that
Machado waited until twenty years after Emancipation to
create this character.

Had he done so during the actual

3.

Broca, pp. 59-64.

k,

Astrojildo Pereira, p. 28.
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struggle for abolition he would have gained considerable
stature as an abolitionist. From what can be seen in the
treatment of the Negro and slavery themes in his novels, he
cannot be considered as a man dedicated to the freedom of
the Negro, nor even concerned with the problem.
In relation to the range of types in Machado*s
novels it would appear that the Negro is well represented.
There are not many individually identified slaves or former
slaves, but neither are there many bankers or journalists.
However, the comparison of the black race with the white as
a group shows that the Negro has a very minor role.

Raymond

Sayers maintains that Machado "has more Negro characters
than any other writer of the urban school,"-' but this rela
tive point does not tell enough about the question.

Machado

has a multitude of other types in his novels, and they in
clude both urban and rural people and occupations.

There

are
baroes e coroneis, citadinos e provincianos, nhonhos
e sinh^s,^escravos e mucamas, diputados e magistrados, medicos e advogados, rendeiros e comerciantes, padres e sacristaes, empregados e funcion^rios,
professores e estudantes, agregados e parasitas,
atrizes e costureiras, e as donas de casa, e as
mogas namoradeiras, e as viiavas querendo casar de
novo. . .6
This list by Astrojildo Pereira is much longer than the one
5. Raymond S. Sayers, The Negro in Brazilian
Literature (New York: The Hispanic Institute in the United
States, 1956)» p. 20^.
6.

AstroJildo Pereira, p. 17.
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provided by Octavio Brandao, who, in the ideological vein,
calls Machado's principal types "elementos integrantes da
burguesia comercial negreira, que enriquecia com o comercio
e o contrabando de negros escravos.

Banqueiros, negocistas

e especuladores. . .Altos burocratas."'

The Negro would be

conspicuous by his absence from any novel of the times,
either rural or urban. Sayers says that there are several
possible reasons for the small number of Negroes in
Machado's novels: 1) his marriage to the aristocratic
Carolina; 2) his rise in the bureaucracy; 3) his growing
literary fame; and 4) his epilepsy, "which caused him to
shrink from conflict and, for that matter, from any activity
O
that would attract the attention of others to his person."
Sayers' personal opinion involves none of these reasons.

It

was because, he says, the Negro did not fit into the type of
novel that Machado wished to write, novels concerning the
upper middle class, " a very small segment of the Brazilian
human comedy."

This type of novel was the vehicle Machado
q
used to portray his pessministlc view of life.
The Negro
would not be able "to move unhampered through life as
Machado de Assis wanted his characters to do."'1'®
?.

Brandao, p. 32.

8.

Sayers, pp. 202-3.

9.

Ibid., p. 203.

10.

Ibid., p. 204.
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Gregory Rabassa, in his study of Negroes in Brazil
ian literature after 1888, comments on Machado,

"Strangely

enough, Brazil's greatest literary genius, the novelist
Machado de Assis, although a mulatto himself, did not in
terest himself greatly in the Negro question to the extent
of other writers,"

Rabassa adds that the author's "ancestry

upset him to such a degree that he did not even lilce to dis11
cuss the problems of race in Brazil."

The reading of

Machado's nine novels, covering a period of about thirty six
years, bears out the apparent lack of interest in the prob
lem of race, but there has been shown to exist a shifting
position regarding the Negroes in the novels.

Rabassa

states that the reason for the lack of Negroes in the works
of Machado can be in his choice of subject matter more than
a patent oversight.

Machado "was artist enough to realize

that any type of picture of life in Rio de Janeiro must
12
include various Negro characters.

Again attention must be

called to the fact that very few Negroes in Machado's novels
are identified by name, or have any sort of continuing role.
Critics cannot agree on the intended function of the
Negro in Machado's works.

Is the function a reflection of

reformist intent, or is the Negro's appearance merely
11. Gregory Rabassa, "The Negro in Brazilian
Literature after 1888," an unpublished dissertation at
Columbia University, 195^, p. 14,
12.

Ibid., p. 15.
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decorative? Furthermore, is the Negro presented realisti
cally, or is he an artistic expression of the author's ovm
race in Brazil?

Some authorities find the reformist intent

while others deny it, identifying the Negro as having a
decorative function.
Callan states that Machado wished to jolt the upper
class into consciousness of their faults and for this reason
he purposely restricted his characters to the "ruling
classes, government officials, cabinet ministers, and the
like."

He wished to focus the attention of these people "on

the mirror he was teasing them with and jolt them into selfperception."

Gallan continues that Machado's intention

appears to have been "modest and specific,"

Mentioned

specifically by Callan is the episode where Prudencio is
beating a slave of his ovm.

The cruelty of slavery is per

petuated, Callan says, because there was no use talking to
Br£s Cubas about slavery since he is a product of a slave
society himself and takes for granted cruelty to slaves.
The Prudencio episode represents, in Callan*s opinion,
Machado's awareness of the force that the example set by the
upper class on the rest of society.13

If it is true that

Br&s Cubas, as a product of a slave society, represents

futility in regard to the social message on slavery, then it
is a wonder that Brazil had any abolitionists at all.
13.

Callan, pp. 532-3.

Bras
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Cubas, as an individual, was not concerned with the evils of
slavery, but he does not represent the inevitability of con
tinued slavery in Brazil.
Lilcia Miguel-Pereira states that Machado showed the
effects of slavery on both black and white,

but the cur

ious lack of involvement and the lack of sympathy in all but
Helena should be recalled.

Some of the characters own

slaves and some do not, but there is no pattern of ill
effects more visible in either the slave-owners or those who
have nothing to do with the institutions.

Only Helena

clearly presents the case as cruelty to the Negro slaves,
and the presence of only these two references in all of
Machado1s novels does not constitute a case of opposition to
slavery.

The weight of the other eight works is too exces

sive to be ignored.

Rabassa comments that whenever Machado

"condemned the sufferings of the slaves it was not because
they were his people, but sufferers, and Machado was a great
champion of justice."1^

This would be a difficult point to

establish in Machado's novels, as the following discussion,
starting with PrudSncio, will show.
Bettencourt Machado, in addition to the critics pre
viously cited, calls the Prudencio affair a condemnation of
l4r

Miguel-Pereira, p. 222.

15.

Rabassa, p. 15.
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1
slavery.

The event, however, is another manifestation of

one of Machado's "motivos mais insistentes na crftica
moral,"*'' which Barretto Filho calls the "lei de restitui$ao
ou da compensa§ao em serie."
Os seres estao de tal modo encadeados no universo
que uns utilizam segundo as suas necessidades ou
seu.capricho aqueles que estao colocados no elo
imediatamente inferior, enquanto que estes ultimos,
sem que possam alcan§ar ou compreender sequer os
mdveis da agao que padecem, exercem a mesma pressao
arbitr^ria sobre os outros, ainda menos classificados, que se acham sob o seu domfnio.18
In discussing this law of restitution or compensation,
Barretto Filho mentions the chapter in which Bras Cubas

kills the black butterfly.

Bras deals viith the insect in an

arbitrary and superior way, Just as he is dealt with by
forces above him.

He kills the butterfly and says, "Vejam

como e bom ser superior £s borboletas!"

Barretto Filho

states that the same thing happens in relations between
humans:

"Dominados e oprimidos pelos que estao em cima, os

homens se compensam oprimindo e dominando os que estao em
situa§ao inferior.""^ The Prudencio episode seems to be one
of those that can be interpreted very broadly, but it is
undeniable that it fits within the framework of the "pecking

order" describes by Barretto Filho.

Quincas Borba has an

16.

Bettencourt Machado, pp. 158-64.

17.

Barretto Filho, pp. 139-140.

18.

Ibid., p. 1^0.

19.

Ibid., p. 140.
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episode that parallels the Prudencio affair in the same way.
Rubiao bumps into a bank director one day, but the latter
does not notice.

He is absorbed in his thoughts.

Having

just come from a meeting with a superior, he is remembering
how he bowed and scraped many times, and how it humiliated
him.

He arrives at Pallia1 s house and the scene is reversed.

Whereas before, the bank director bowed and scraped, it is
now Palha who humbles himself because he is inferior to the
bank official.

The latter enjoys the scene; he becomes

severe, cold, aloof, of few words, curls his left nostril,
and tells Palha how absurd one of his ideas is. The banker
copies the actions and demeanor of the man who had just
humiliated him, and when he leaves, it is Palha who bows,
A further manifestation of the pecking order in
Machado's novels occurs in Quincas Borba.

Not a word is

said but the inferiority of the one is obvious to himself.
Rubiao, just leaving Camacho's office after being flattered
and praised by the old parasite, meets a certain baroness
who is just entering.

Rubiao has Just had the impression

that he is of very special material, but when he sees the
baroness, he is impressed with her appearance and bearing.
Rubiao, "apesar do seu particular luxo, sentia-se o mesmo
professor de Barbacena"(Quincas Borba, 89-90). In view of
the butterfly episode in Br^s Cubas and the two events noted
from Quincas Borba, it would be difficult to isolate the
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episode of the beating of the slave by Prudencio and call it
a condemnation of slavery.
There are critics who see no reformist intent in
Machado's novels.

Astrojildo Pereira believes that Machado

was a "partidario da Aboli§ao,"

and although there are

slaves in his works they are largely domestic help, but "nao
na sua orba nenhuma intengao reformista imediata a favor
de emancipaQao dos escravos."

This does not imply, he con

tinues, that the writer did not condemn and combat slavery.
The slaves in his works are good and bad, and thus, they
20

are human beings.

Dale S. Bailey, in a study of slavery

in the novels of Brazil and the United States, examines
fiction covering the period from considerably before Aboli
tion to well into the twentieth century, but apparently does
not consider Machado de Assis as having contributed enough
21
to be included.
Previously cited as noting in Machado an
absence of reformist, or abolitionist, sentiment are glrico
Verfssimo and Jos^-Maria Belo,

Rabassa, who has said that

Machado did not interest himself in the problems of race,
believes that he was concerned with suffering of all kinds.
It would be difficult to document from the material in his
novels, however, that the writer was a champion of justice,
20.

Astrojildo Pereira, p. 25.

21. Dale S. Bailey, "Slavery in the novels of
Brazil and the United States: a comparison," an unpublished
dissertation, Indiana University, June, 1961.
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as Rabassa says.

The oppressors of their fellow-man in

Machado*s novels do not generally suffer or gain any more
than those characters who oppress no one; happiness seems to
elude most of his characters after Iala Garcia.
Some authorities have noted that the Negro in
Machado*s works has a decorative function, or is the artis
tic expression of the race as Machado wished to record it.
Astrojildo Pereira calls attention to the fact that the
slaves in Pom Casmurro appear as "simples figurantes, sem
nenhum relevo especial, mas aparecem naturalmente, como fato
ordin^rio, aceito sem repugnancia pelo consenso geral da
22
gente que povoa o romance."
Belo states that in Machado's
book there are "reminiscencias da escravidao, mas reminiscencias tranquilas de artlsta, que apenas contempla os
23
fenomenos sociais e nao aplaude nem os condena."

The abolition of slavery in Brazil was of
undeniable importance to almost every aspect of life in the
country.

Gra§a Aranha remarks on the social and political

significance of the emancipation of the slaves, calling it
"o fato social mais preponderante para a transformagao do
oL
Brasil."
The fact that Machado was part Negro would make

22.

Astrojildo Pereira, p. 28.

23.

Belo, p. 33.

24.

Gra§a Aranha, p. 42.
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his position throughout the campaign and. afterward a subject
of curiosity, inasmuch as the Negro has such a small role in
his works.

Sayers says it is a paradox that the author, a

mulatto, "wrote very little about his fellow Negroes and
their lives but drew instead most of his material for his
novels from the lives of the upper classes of Carioca
society, which were predominately white,"

Machado might

have been expected to come to the aid of the Negroes, lend
ing them his talents just as had other gifted mulattoes,
continues Sayers.

After, all, he "owed almost all the af

fection he received, almost all the opportunities he was
2<
given, to people of his race, to other mulattoes," J Sayers
believes that Machado was not indifferent to the plight of
the Negroes, and "there is enough in his writings to show
that he sympathized with the Negroes and hated all injus
tice.

However, his sympathy for the Negroes did not cause
him to take any part in the struggle against slavery."26
Brito Broca will not say that Machado's personal

contribution to the achievement of Abolition was "inteiramente nula."

It is unfair to attack Machado for any alleged

lack of participation, says Broca, because there were mes
tizo writers who were not in favor of abolition and some who
25.

Sayers, p. 201.

26.

Ibid., p. 202.
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felt more strongly about It, being opposed to It,27

Broca

notes, however, that participation in the struggle was
politically perilous.

Nabuco, he says, entered the struggle

in spite of the politicians' belief that such action wa's "
pQ
political suicide.
Political disfavor was not the reason
Machado abstained, in Broca's opinion.

The critic defends

Machado's lack of action in a unique form of reasoning, not
connected with any disdain for the Negro race of the part
of the author.

The campaign to abolish slavery, says Broca,

began to take shape around 1875» assuming definite propor
tions and importance.

The vast majority of men who manned

the figurative barricades were young men, between twenty
and thirty years of age.

Men such as Bilac, Coelho Neto,

Arturo Azevedo, and Raul Pomplia, were a new generation, and
even Nabuco and Patrocfnio were younger than Machado.

The

campaign was conducted by youth, then, and Machado was no
longer young.

The issue would have required oratory, and

the idea of Machado speaking.in public was inconceivable,
continues Broca.

The only way that the writer could fight

was through his art,

"Mas lhe restava o artlsta, no conto

e no romance, em condigoes de atuar dentro da esfera que lhe
era propria,"

Broca concedes that Machado's part in the

literary aspect was small, however he states that there was
27.

Broca, p, 5^.

28.

Ibid., pp. 55-56.
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a scarcity of abolitionist literature in Brazil, and nothing
similar to Uncle Tom's Cabin.^

Eloy Pontes1 attitude is

somewhat similar to that of Broca.

Machado, says Pontes,

was an abolitionist and he condemned slavery vigorously, but
he did not have "a coragem arrogante, espectaculosa,
30
energica e justa de outros propagandistas.
Critical comments regarding Machado's opinion of his
own race are largely in agreement.

There is the charge by

Patrocfnio, previously quoted as recalled by Lufs Murat,
that Machado hated his people; Rabassa has said that
Machado's Negro blood had-such a disturbing effect on him
that he disliked discussing Brazil's race problems; Afranio
Coutinho's belief is that Machado was overly sensitive about
his color, but that such an attitude is common among mulattoes.

Magalhaes Junior disputes such charges, naming sev

eral Negro and mulatto friends of Machado.

The critic lists

the following: Paulo Brlto, Antonio Gon§alves Texeira e
Sousa, Laurindo Rabelo, D. Manuel de Assis Mascarenhas,
Francisco Gomes BrandSo (Francisco Ge de Acaiba Montezuma),
Gonjalves Crespo, Ferreira de Meneses, and Francisco
Otaviano de Almeida.

Some of these, states Magalhaes

JiSnior, were mulattoes, and others, like Gonialves Crespo,
29.

Broca, p. 57.

30.

Pontes, p. 146.
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were "negros retintos."

31

What these friendships would

seem to prove would not relate to race, but to class.

All

of these mulattoes and Negroes were high-ranking politicians
or well-known writers.

It is not strange that Machado would

be friends with senators, deputies, and diplomats.

Rather

than make the point that Machado did not dislike his own
race, Magalhaes Junior establishes that Machado was at least
class conscious.

This would be consistent with the many

critical statements regarding the author's desire to reach
a high place in Brazilian society, a theme that is present
in all his novels.
Critical comments regarding the Negro and slavery
in Machado*s novels are vastly more varied.

There are those

authorities cited here who call the author an ardent aboli
tionist, a man who opposed slavery in his writings, a man
opposed to injustice of all kinds.

There are other critics

who do not find anything of a reformist nature in his works,
but believe that Machado did have definite opposition to
slavery.

And finally, there are the few who believe that

Machado was a pure man of letters, a man in an ivory tower
for whom art was all there was in life.

In order to ascer

tain just how the element of slavery, that is, the Negro,
fares in Machado's novels, one must evaluate the entire
31. Ralmundo Magalhaes j;tfnior, Ao redor de Machado
de Assls (Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Bahia: Editora
Civiliza§ao Brasileira S/A, 1958) pp. 108-9.
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series of nine works and make definite statements regarding
the treatment of the theme.

General statements cannot be

made in relation to this aspect any more than they can in
the political, for there is a changing picture throughout
the novels.

There is the possibility that Machado was very

concerned with the question of slavery, but it would be
difficult to prove that he spoke out firmly and openly on
the subject.

In his novels he did not express himself

overtly as opposed to slavery.

His use of Negro characters

serves a rather complex role, nevertheless, as the follow
ing paragraphs will show.
The evolution of the theme of the Negro and slavery
is easily followed in Machado's novels.

Slavery is an

institution in his first novel, sixteen years before Aboli
tion, and it is an element in every novel Machado wrote.
There were five written before Abolition and four afterward,
but only the last two reach the date of Emancipation.

Thus,

for the most part, the Negroes in Machado*s novels are
slaves, or freed men living in a slave state.

No Negro

after Prudenclo has more than a very minor role, a fact that
would bring up the question of the function of the Negro in
all the novels.
The presence of Negroes In all of Machado*s long
prose works indicates that the author felt the need of pre
senting them, but for what purpose? For protest, once:
Helena; to indicate that the Negro was incapable of shifting
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for himself, at least temporily, after being freed, twice:
Ial£ Garcia and Memorial de Aires; to aid in character
delineation primarily, once: Bras Cubas; for the "near back
ground," twice: Ressurrelcao and A mao e a luva; for pre
senting the historic truth that human beings were bought,
sold, and inherited: all nine novels; as a unifying element:
all except Ressurreicao, A map e a luva, and Qulncas Borba;
and for general aid in character development: all except the
last three named.

In which of the nine novels could the

author have omitted the Negro entirely without radically
changing his stories or the portrayal of the people in them?
Again, probably only the last three named.

In all the re

maining novels the Negro is an integral part of the stories,
such as in the family life of the Vale household, of Lufs
Garcia, Br£s Cubas, Bento, the twins, and finally Fi^dlia
and the Baron of Santa-Pia.

The Negro is an aid in char

acter development, such as the above named persons and/or
their families, in addition to in-laws such as Cotrim.
Except for that brief moment on the train where
Palha and Rubiao converse, the Negro could have been com
pletely absent from guineas Borba, even as background, and
the novel would not have been very different from its pre
sent form.

Why was slavery mentioned by Palha, and why did

Rubiao show no interest in the subject?

It is partly on

this episode that is based my claim regarding the autobio
graphical character of the novel.

Rubiao has already shovm
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signs of illness; great emotional stress affects him
strongly, and he will not permit himself to become greatly
annoyed regarding something he can avoid.

So Palha cannot

agitate him with discussions of slavery or anything else of
a polemical nature.

In Rubiao's political discussions with

Camacho the question of slavery never arises; Rubiao is able
to disassociate himself from the problem completely.

In the

novels in which slavery is specifically mentioned as an
institution and discussed even lightly, that is, all but
Machado's first two novels, Rubiao is the only principal
character whose life is not intimately involved with
slavery.

He inherits some slaves and immediately gets rid

of them, except for the page boy.

The latter, however, is

quickly demoted to gardener when the Spaniard is employed as
servant, and the Negro boy is largely out of the sight and
mind of Rubiao and the reader.

It is not Rubiao's choice,

but the author*s, that the Negro will play what amounts to
a superfluous role in Qulncas Borba.

Rubiao*s horror at

witnessing the hanging would not have been any greater or
any less had the victim been white instead of black.

The

crowd of children,Hcrian§as e moleques," could have been all
white or all black, and the effect of the scenes each time
would have been the same.

The boy who brought Rubiao the

letter from Sofia could have been described as white, or not
described at all, and there would have been no change in the
episode.

In matters that Rubiao could control, he chose to
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move In white society; In other matters, where the author
dictated, the Negro appears, but Rublao^ life Is unchanged
by his appearance.

Before his Inheritance Rubiao was very

poor, but it cannot be ascertained whether he ever had any
dealings with Negroes in any way, except for Quincas Borba*s
slaves.

After his inheritance he is able to choose his way

of life, and he chooses to pass his time among white people.
There should be a reason for the unique role of the
Negro in Quincas Borba.

As Sayers said, one might expect a

mulatto writer, living and working during those troubled
times, to deal directly with the problem of slavery and make
his own feelings known,

Quincas Borba appeared nineteen

years after Ressurrelpao and seventeen years before Memorial
de Aires. yet it is in Quincas Borba where the Negro has his
weakest role, his weakest link with the protagonist.

It may

be that the achievement of Abolition had, in Machado's mind,
closed the subject.

The problems connected with the cam

paign, the vilification of his contemporaries, the emotional
aspects of the issue, had ceased to exist, and now Machado
could either write openly about the matter or he could avoid
it completely with the hope that there would be no further
abuse by such ardent campaigners as Jos4 do Patrocfnio.

Or

he could explain his position by including it in a novel.
Any of these three possibilities could have been Machado*s
course, and to accept any of them would be a hypothesis due
to the absence of a direct explanation from the author.
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However, the great number of similarities outlined in the
first chapter here and expanded throughout this study have
the weight of documentation in favor of the element of con
fession.
In summation, it appears that for Rubiao there is no
Negro problem in Brazil and there probably never has been.
He is able to move about without preoccupying himself about
the issue at all.

The reason for his lack of interest in

controversial affairs such as slavery can be found, as has
been said, in his epilepsy.

His final refuge, when the

story finally reaches its climax, is in insanity.

Due to

the lack of definite novelistic functions of the Negro in
some of Machado's novels, the protest located twice in only
one, and the lack of faith in the ability of the newly freed
slaves in the final work, it must be concluded that Qulncas
Borba represents the significant exception to the treatment
of the Negro theme, just as it is in other themes such as
insanity, dreams and fantasy, avoidance of controversy, and
children.
It would appear then that Machado, finishing the
novel after 1888, refuses to accept post-abolition Brazil,
and continues to do so for another thirteen years, when he
places Esau e Jao<S in the era of both Abolition and the
establishment of the Republic,

But there apparently was

not, as he may have thought, a cessation of the charges of
non-participation against him.

As the accusations continued
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to reverberate after the publication of Quinoas Borba he
resumes previous treatment of the Negro theme and slavery.
Ten years after Rubiao, and thirteen years after Abolition,
Bento is born in a slave-state and lives under the condi
tions of a slave-state until he dies.

Then, in 190*1, Aboli

tion is finally achieved in one of Machado*s novels, but the
issue is not debated by the narrator.

Finally, in 1908, in

Memorial de Aires. he says what he may have been thinking
about the issue all along: that the Negro's future would be.
cloudy due to his sudden freedom after centuries of slavery
and to the necessity of shifting for himself.

The illness

Machado visited on Rubiao, his own epilepsy, does not appear
in clearly difined symptoms, but it is important to note
that Aires complains of recurring, but temporary, aches and
pains.

Previously cited here is the commentary by Lindolfo

Gomes referring to the manner in which Machado disguised
his epilepsy when inflicting it upon some character in his
novels.

Gomes mentions specifically the aches of D. Carmo,

which is "puro e confessado reumatismo," and those pains of
Aires, which the narrator calls "nevralgia."

Also iden

tified as an allusion to epilepsy is Aires' "joelho
32
doente."^
The elements of confession are verified in
Memorial de Aires as it relates to illness.

Where the con

fession relates to the Negro and slavery, Machado waited
32.

Lindolfo Gomes, pp. 129-30.
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until 1908 to admit that he still had an opinion on the
subject, and it is quite different from the protest voiced
weakly in Helena.

It would seem, then, that at the time of

the writing and finishing of Quincas Borba the author might
have felt that the issue was forever dead, and thus he
leaves Bublao untouched by the controversy, but with valid
reason for avoiding involvement in the polemics.

CHAPTER VIII
INHERITANCE
Inheritance as a recurring theme in the novels of
Machado de Assis is another of the significant exceptions
that mark Qulncas Borba.

Sayers and Rabassa, in explaining

why the Negro has such a small role in Machado's works,
state that the author chose the upper middle class of Rio
as his material.

Brandao, complaining that Machado was not

inspired by the land or by work, indicts his characters as
people who do not work.
alguraa.

"Nao tinham offcio de especie

Nao gostam de trabalhar.

trabalho.

Tinham raesmo horror ao

Eram parasitas inveterados.

mesmo cfrculo vlcioso.

Metiam-se dentro do

Viviam de lucros e alugueis,

rendimentos e especula$oes.

Adoravam um tinico e verdadeiro

Deus—o dinheiro, o Azinhavre."*

The question arises, then,

where do these fictional people secure the financial means
with which to sustain such a life if they do not work?

It

is true that very few of Machado's characters in the series
of novels earn their way by means of their own merit;

the

general method of providing his people with financial inde
pendence is by way of bestowing an inheritance upon them.
Mi£cio T^ti divides inherited wealth in Machado's
works into two classifications: "dinheiro cafdo do ceu,"
1.

Brandao, p. 32.
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and "heran§as legftimas."

Under the former heading Tati

lists F&Llx (Ressurreic-ao)» Procopio Dias (Iai£ Garcia).
Quincas Borba, and Rublao.

The latter classification refers

to wealth inherited from parents.

"0 normal, todavia, era

a heranga dos pais, muitas vezes seguida da desuniao dos
filhos, como no caso de Br£s Cubas e Sabina. . ."

Tati

lists under legitimate Inheritance Jorge (A mao e a luva),
who inherits from his parents and hopes to inherit more
from his aunt.

There are others: Carlos Maria, who inherits
2
his mother's estate, then Bento, and Pedro and Paulo.
In

addition, there are Lufs Alves (A. mo e.a luva)t

Estacio

(Helena), Lufs and Iai£ Garcia (Iala Garcia), and Fidelia
(Memorial de Aires).

Deliberately omitted here is Helena,

whose inheritance is a fraud that does not succeed.

Inher

iting somo degree of wealth from others than parents in
cludes, in addition to those named, a host of parasites.
Other authorities, such as Magalhaes Junior-^ and
Mangabeira, have noted that inheritance is a recurring theme
in Machado's works.

Mangabeira speaks of money "sob a forma

de epls<5dlos pecuni^rias, senten§as em que entra a pectfnia
por diferentes motivos, legados, heran§as, ap6lices, achados
de dinheiro ou o pr<5prlo dinhelro em esp^cie. . .

Against

2. Mi^cio T^ti, 0 mundo de Machado de Assls (Rio de
Janeiro: Llvraria Sao Jos?, 1961), pp. 206-7.
3.

Magalhaes Jilnlor, Machado descondecldo. p. 318.
Mangabeira, p. 4l.
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this backdrop of references to money the stories unfold, and
it becomes clear that Machado's characters indeed do not
like to work.

Wherever there is money there appears a para

site, hoping for a few crumbs to fall his way until the day
that wealthy person dies, and then perhaps there will be a
small legacy for the dark days ahead.

The most notable of

these poor people is probably Jos<£ Dias, of Pom Casmurro«
and perhaps the most overlooked is Rubiao.

The road to

riches for Rubiao is the significant exception to the pat
tern of inheritance in the nine novels.
Of all the apparently hopelessly poor people in
Machado's novels only two become incredibly rich through an
unexpected inheritance.

Quincas Borba suddenly becomes a

wealthy man when an uncle, of whom even Br£s Cubas was un
aware, dies and leaves him a great estate.

Rubiao is the

other figure who becomes rich overnight, and it is this same
estate inherited by Quincas Borba that passes to him.

The

difference is that Rubiao is not a relative of Quincas, and
furthermore did not expect anything in his friend's will.
At the most he expected to be remembered modestly.

No other

case in all of Machado's novels is similar to Rubiao's
escape from poverty.

Other "dependents" and hopeful rela

tives receive small legacies, and some get nothing, such as
in the case of Virgflia and Viegas.
The will and testament is not in broad view in the
majority of the cases of inheritance. That there is a will
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is understood for the most part, but there are three cases
in which the existence of a will is stressed.

One of these

is in Ial£ Garcia, where the accountant to Jorge's father
hopes that by ingratiating himself with his employer he may
achieve some measure of economic security.

The death of

Jorge's father affects Sr. Antunes in two ways: "0 Sr.
Antunes recebeu dous golpes em vez de tun: o de o ver morrer,
e o de o nao ver testar"(Iaist Garcia, 198). The old para
site then turns his attention to the widow, hoping to recoup
lost ground in the battle for security, but he fails.
The second of the three references to a will occurs
in an earlier novel, but due to its similarity to Rubiao's
case it is discussed out of chronological order.

When

Counselor Vale dies, his will is read and the family is
surprised to learn that he had an illegitimate daughter.
his will he recognizes Helena as his natural daughter.

In

"Era

declarada herdeira da parte que lhe tocasse de seus bens, e
devia ir viver com a famflia, a quem o conselheiro
instantemente pedia que a tratasse com desvelo e carinho,
como se de seu matrimonio fosse"(Helena. 20).

The family

accepts Helena, but not without opposition on the part of
everyone except Est^cio and the slave Vicente.

When it is

learned that Helena is an imposter she of course loses her
legal rights to the inheritance, but death prevents any
scandal or personal embarrassment beyond the revelation of
the fraud.
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The last case of an important will and. testament is
in Quincas Borba, where Rubiao Inherits Quincas* estate.
The principal differences between Quincas1 will and all the
others in Machado's novels are that there is a condition
expressed, and that it is the only one in which the inherit
ance is accompanied by an unrelenting burden of conscience.
In the Vale will where Helena is legitimized the family has
no legal recourse. The surviving members have no way of
preventing her sharing in the dead man*s wealth; they can
only refuse to be courteous to her, even though Vale ex
pressly enjoins them to treat her with respect and kindness.
In the will left by Quincas, however, Rubiao has a choice;
he may accept the terms of the will and inherit the entire
estate, or he may refuse and lose everything.

If he refuses

he has no legal recourse because he is not related to
Quincas by blood or by marriage.

Rubiao remarks to himself

that if his sister had married Quincas, she would have in
herited everything, but her death prevented their marriage,
and Rubiao gets "as batatas."

Rubiao never forgets, how

ever, that if he had not accepted a condition, one involving
considerable deceit, he would still be in deep poverty.
That he viastes the fortune adds to his burden of conscience.
The singular aspect of Rubiao*s case merits special atten
tion, but first the background of his case and that of
Helena should be noted.
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Magalhaes Junior examines Helena's Inheritance and.
calls attention to the fact that at first she does not want
to accept the false conditions under which she can become
rich, but that her father prevails upon her to pose as
Vale's natural daughter.

Helena visits Salvador secretly

many times before her true identity is discovered, and the
revelation to the reader that she is an imposter is in the
romantic manner, states Magalhaes Jtinior.

The Vale will ne

causa remota da morte de Helena, virgem, bela, mo§a e
amada. .

However, as her father tells the story of the

entire affair, Helena cannot be held responsible in any way
except the final step, that of accepting the false identity.
For years, while Helena was in the boarding school, posing
as an orphan daughter of a friend of Counselor Vale, and as
the neice of her own mother who was Vale's mistress,
Salvador was visiting her secretly, but her relationship
with the latter could not have been genuine and honest.
There was too much fraud and subterfuge already, falseness
that had been a part of her life ever since her mother took
her and slipped away from Salvador to become Vale's lover.
It could not have been difficult for Helena to accept one
more lie and pose as the daughter of Vale while visiting
clandestinely with her father at times.

Rubiao, on the

other hand, is completely responsible for the entire episode
5.

Magalhaes JiSnlor, Machado desconhecldo. p. 319.
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involving the compromise he makes.

He eagerly accepts the

condition, forgetting that he has already given the dog
away, thinking that he no longer owed Quincas Borba anything
inasmuch as the latter was dead.

The net result of his

actions, both before and after inheriting, is to force him
to suffer constant assaults of conscience.

The question re

garding Rubiao, then, is why was his case developed in a
way so different from all the other inheritances.
The interpretation of the acceptance of the clause
in the will has been discussed in the first chapter here,
where it is stated that the compromise resembles what seems
to have been the author's own feelings about his personal
situation in his youth.

Rubiao knew he would have to com

promise a little, lie a little, and suffer some discomforts,
but the rewards would be worth it, in his opinion.

Machado,

however, could not have been certain that rejecting and
concealing his past would help him rise out of poverty,.
There was no proof that Maria Ines would have been a handi
cap to his career. It might be argued that Helena was re
morseful regarding her actions, but she does not show any
•

great love for her real father who lives just a short dis
tance away.

She keeps him concealed from public knowledge

until he himself tells the truth.

Helena's conscience does

not bother her as much as the fact that Estacio is beginning
to fall in love with her, and worse yet, she with him.
the other hand, Rubiao's conscience torments him almost

On
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daily until he loses his sanity, and then he is safe.
In order to create a situation in which conscience
would be an authentic element, readily believable, and im
portant in the development of the character, Machado intro
duces the reader to a new type of protagonist.

Helen

Caldwell says of Rubiao that he was a good man, "so good,
so innocent; he had so much faith in the human heart that
this very goodness and innocence, this trusting simplicity
amounted to a tragic flaw which destroyed its master and
corrupted all about him."*' The beginning of the destruction
of Rubiao can be identified as the instant he decided to
conceal a defect in Quincas Borba.

The receipt of Quincas*

letter reveals to Rubiao that his friend is insane, and it
immediately occurs to him that if it is learned that Quincas
is insane, "nulo ficaria o testamento, e perdidas as
delxas?"(Quincas Borba, 25). He does not even know yet if
he will inherit anything at all, but his thoughts are clear
ly on that possibility.

There is started at this point a

series of moves that results in Rubiao*s coming into pos
session of the estate, and therefore, freedom from his
humble situation.
It will probably never be known when it first occured to Machado that he himself might escape the poverty of
6. Helen Caldwell, "Our American Cousin, Machado
de Assis," Modern Language Forum« XXXVII, numbers 3-^#
Sept. - Dec., 1952, 124.
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his youth, but it must have been the moment that he identi
fied the sources of his shame: his poverty, his race, his
epilepsy, and surely the status of his stepmother.

Some of

these elements he could overcome simply by abandoning the
neighborhood and by disappearing forever from the lives of
his parent and step-parent.

Possibly at the time he decided

on this course of action the decision was an easy one.

Some

critics have found that later Machado began to suffer some
regret, but the belief that such harsh treatment of
Francisco Jos£ and Maria Ines was not ever really necessary
may never have entered the author's mind.

These two possi

bilities are found to be expressed in Qulncas Borba, as has
been stated previously.

Just as it was clear to Rubiao what

he must do to escape his poor circumstances, it seems that
• Machado was equally convinced that rejection and concealment
of his background, including his mulatta stepmother Maria
Ines, was required.
The true story of Machado*s departure from
Livramento and his disappearance from the lives of his par
ents may never be known, but critics, who generally agree
that he did take this action willfully, disagree on other
points regarding what is generally called his abandonment of
Maria Ines,

This aspect of the dispute should be examined

briefly here,
A few days after the death of Machado, a professor
Hemetdrio Jos<? dos Santos published an attack on the author,
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indicting him for abandoning Maria In£s, whom dos Santos
called "tima boa mulata."

Magalhaes Junior takes vigorous

exception to the findings of the professor, stating that
Machado never really abandoned his stepmother at all,
Magalhaes Junior notes that Machado, when he went to view
the body of Maria Ines, remarked, "Era minha mae," and al
though she was not his real mother that he treated her as
such.

The fact that Machado went to her funeral indicates,

in the view of Magalhaes J&iior, that all the bonds between
them had not been broken.

He adds that "nenhum enteado tem

obrigagao legal para com as madrastas.Moys^s Vellinho,
also commenting on the article by dos Santos, suggests that
it is possible that Machado did abandon Maria Ines, but
that perhaps she was not worthy of him.

As to her being "a

boa mulata," Vellinho will not argue, but he adds that
"Sabemos como 4 comum entre as mulheres da condigao de Maria
Ines o costume de lamuriar-se."

By posing a series of ques

tions, Vellinho insinuates that Machado never had a really
good relationship with his stepmother, partly because the
"intrusa" was a mulatta taking the place of his real mother,
7.
PP. 105-7.

Magalhaes Jilnlor, Ao redor de Machado de Assis,
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8

who was white.

9

Both Magalhaes Junior' and Vellinho remark

on the fact that Hemet&rio Jos£ dos Santos was "urn negro
retinto," v;hile the man he attacked was a mulatto.

Vellinho

believes that race had a great deal to do with the assault
by dos Santos on Machado: "talvez

dos Santos

nao perdo-

nasse a Machado de Assis o ser mulato claro e de boas
feigoes, sendo ele negro mesmo e de tra§os tipicamente
10
grosseiros. . .
This type of reasoning, and the fact
that both Magalhaes J&iior and Vellinho identify dos Santos
as a full-blooded Negro, lend credence to the previously
mentioned study by Afranlo Coutinho on the complexes of the
mulattoes in Brazil.

The fact that no one knows more than

the outline of the abandonment of Maria Ines, and the addi
tional fact that critics such as Vellinho and Magalhaes
Jilnior at times become almost hostile and defiant in their
defense of Machado, suggest that at least Machado had mixed
feelings about his stepmother, as has been said previously.
Vellinho even wonders if there is any truth in the story
about Machado*s comment "Era minha mae!" when he left the
house containing Maria Ines' body.

Vellinho states that

Coelho Neto, who related the incident, was prone to
8. Moys^s Vellinho, Machado de Assis, hlst&rlas mal
contadas e outros assuntos (Rio de Janeiro: Livraria Sao
Jos<§, I960), pp. 100-103.
9.

Magalhaes Jtfnior, Ao redor de Machado de Assis,

P. 105.
10.

Vellinho, p. 105.
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exaggerate and liked to shock his listeners.

The expression

"Era minha maet" vras too melodramatic for Machado to have
said, argues Vellinho.

11

Magalhaes Ji5nior may be correct in stating that a
stepson has. no legal obligation to a stepmother, but there
is the element of gratitude to consider, a quality that many
critics find lacking in Machado1s moral armament.

The

attendence of the author at Maria Ines' funeral would not
indicate gratitude, or that he had not abandoned her com
pletely,

It might prove, on the other hand, that he re

gretted his treatment of her, whether she deserved it, as
Vellinho suggests, or not, as Hemet&rio dos Santos main- .
tains.

It is also possible that Machado's presence at Maria

Ines* funeral indicates that for a time he had been aware
that she was ill, and he might even have gone secretly to
see her before her death.

Most of all, it could be evidence

that during the years spent in the writing of Qulncas Borba,
Maria Ines had occupied the author's thoughts to a greater
degree than before.

In Qulncas Borba there are many remi

niscences of the author's youth and expressions of nostalgia
for former times, and thus the interpretation of Rubiao's
compromise as a reflection of the author's conscience should
be able to stand.

Otherwise, these questions will remain

unsatisfactorily answered: why did Rubiao get rid of the dog
11.

Vellinho, p. 105.
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as soon as he thought his obligation was ended; why was
Rubiao forced to accept the animal as a condition to in
heritance; and why did his merely looking at the dog, or
thinking about it, cause Rubiao such pangs of conscience?
Magalhaes Junior calls the clause in the will "uma nota de
12
fino humor, de penetrante lronia,
but the animal's role is
too complex to be merely humor or irony.

This will of

Quincas Borba's is the significant exception to the passing
of wealth from one person to another in Machado's novels.
The important aspect of the total picture is that a burden
of conscience was involved, and the blame for its presence
falls squarely on Rubiao.

This weight of conscience is

obvious in the author at the death of Maria Ines, as noted
previously by Pereira da Silva and Magalhaes Junior.

That

Machado was very conscious of the particular aspect of the
times and of his personal position in 1891 is clear in the
great number of autobiographical episodes and people in
Quincas Borba, as the following chapter will show.
12.

MagalhSes JiSnior, Machado descondecido. p. 330.

CHAPTER IX
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL IMPULSE
That Machado depended, heavily upon personal experi
ences for material for his works is substantiated by numer
ous studies.

In order to strengthen the case for Quincas

Borba as confession the outstanding episodes of autobio
graphical origin throughout Machado1s novels should be
listed.
There are two important aspects to note in the study
of scenes and persons of possible autobiographical inspira
tion in Quincas Borba.

One is the number of such references

and the other is that the pertinent episodes and people tend
to fall into the categories that suggest strong feelings on
the part of the author.

That most of the episodes of known

or suspected personal sources are found in the novels of the
second phase of Machado's works in due perhaps to the fact
that the novels of his first period have not been as care
fully studied.
Josu£ Montello has stated that Machado had a strong
aversion to talkative people.

The critic recalls that one

day Machado was "assaltado na rua pelos elogios de um
oofrade," and when he was free of the attack, Machado turned
to M^rio de Alencar and said,
Faz-me mal aos nervos."

um sujeito derramado,

Montello considers Siqueira, of
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Qulncas Borba, as possibly being modeled after this type
of person.*

Siqueira, however, is not the first appearance

of the man who overwhelms his listeners with words.

A

letter is brought to Br£s Cubas one day: "0 portador era
casado com uma irma do Cotrim, chegara poucos dias antes do
norte, chamava-se Damasceno, e fizera a revolugao de 1831.
Foi ele mesmo que me disse isto, no espa§o de cinco
minutos,"

Bras relates how the man smothers him with a tor

rent of words, discussing his own life and practically every
field of man's knowledge.

He finally leaves, and Bras says,

perhaps with relief, "Saiu; fechei-lhe a porta"(Bras Cubas,
155).

There are other characters who talk too much, like

Dr. Matos in Helena, but Damesceno and Siqueira are the best
examples of this type referred to by Montello.
Qulncas Borba has several other notable examples of
the author's habit of reflecting his personal experiences
in his works.

D. Fernanda has been Identified as the pro

duct of a real-life acquaintanceship.

M^rlo Matos comments
that Fernanda was based on a person Machado had known,2 and
Agrippino Grieco notes that "uma tal mulher existiu e tocou,
na realidade terrestre do Rio de 1880, o cora§ao de
Machado,The sympathetic presentation of Fernanda bears
1.

Montello, p. 81.

2.

Matos, p. 210.

3.

Grieco, p. ?6.
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out the author's deep feeling for his model, and her appear
ance marks the return to his novels of what might be called
"good people," as opposed to the types that mark the period
from I878 through 1881,
Eloy Pontes recalls that one of Machado's childhood
memories was that of watching condemned men walk down the
streets on their way to execution.

It should be remembered

that Rubiao, as he sat in the coach that day in Botafogo,
let his mind wander back to the event of the procession of
victims and spectors as they walked toward the execution
place.

It is important to bear in mind that it is Rubiao

who observes this hanging, and it is not stated explicitly
that children also watched the execution.

Mach&do spared

his fictional children the horrors he had observed as a
child.
Rubiao*s nostalgia for his former life is evident
that day he wandered into Satfde.

This event seems to be

another personal revelation of the author, inasmuch as a
very similar occurrence has been pointed out in Machado's
life.

Previously discussed here is an observation by Viana

Fllho, who called attention to the death of Maria Ines in
July of. I891.

Machado may have been thinking about the

latter when he went to the scene of his childhood and took
away a stone as a remembrance.
Pontes, p. 131,

Velllnho suggests that
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Machado was not thinking about his stepmother that day, but
of his real mother,but nevertheless the incident does re
veal that the author was thinking about his boyhood years.
In Qulncas Borba there are strong feelings of nostalgia for
home expressed in another character, when Maria Benedita,
visiting with her relatives in the city, daydreams of her
own home, a simple life in comparison with life at the
Palhas* home,

Matos has noted that the characters in

Qulncas Borba have a quality of realism about them; it is as
if they were based on real people.^

With this point in

mind, Machado*s return to the scene of his childhood upon
hearing that the house would be razed, and Rubiao's experi
ence as he viewed the humble houses in Saude, Maria
Benedita's memories of home acquire more of an autobiograph
ical flavor than could be claimed If the case were the only
such example in the novel, and not paralleled by an event in
the author's life.
Pom Casmurro has one episode that has its origin in
the author's youth and two additional events that have been
suggested as of autobiographical inspiration. Lindolfo
n
O
Gomes' and Barretto Fllho have pointed out that one of
5.

Vellinho, p. 10*+.

6.

Matos, p. 201.

7.

Lindolfo Gomes, p. l6l.

8.

Barretto Filho, p. 13.

/
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Machado's boyhood tasks, that of peddling sweets, is re
flected in Pom Casmurro in the episode involving the Negro
peddler.

There is too much emphasis on the event in the

novel to call it simply local color.

Bento's "polemic" with

the dying Manduca draws the attention of Astrojildo Pereira,
who says that this fictional argument could have been in
spired by the memory of a "b£lica disputa com algum como
panheiro da mesma idade,"' Discussed in chapter V is a
possible novelistic function of this argument, an exp.:?':Sion
of fear of death on the part of the author.
The third episode that suggests autobiographical
sources involves the Santiago family's "agregado," Jose
Dias.

Astrojildo Pereira suggests that Jos£ Dias* pose as

a homeopathic doctor in order to gain a foothold in the
Santiago family's affections is based on a real incident.
The date of the arrival of Josd Dias at the estate coincides
with the date of the arrival in Brazil of a Fi'ench doctor,
a disciple of Hanhenemann, and a homeopathic doctor.

The

arguments these foreign doctors caused were so vigorous that
Machado could have heard echoes of them years later.

"0

fato 4 que, ao narrar, no romance, como e em que circunst&nias Jos4 Dias surgira na vlda de Bentinho, nao esquece o
romancista de harmonizar a data do episddio com a data do
9.

Astrojildo Pereira, p. 237.

2*4-0

establecimento do Dr. Mure no Rio de Janeiro,""1'®

The evi

dence indicates that Kachado did in fact recall this real
life episode in Pom Casmurro.
In Esau e Jac<5 there are three passages that indi
cate autobiographical origin.

One is a minor point, but in

conjunction with the many others in Machado's novels, it
assumes Importance.

This refers to the author's insomnia,

which Eloy Pontes says is present in Machado's penultimate
novel.

References to insomnia in Esau e Jac6 "tern ares de

confissao.
The second possible reference to personal experi
ences is more complex.

The funeral of Machado's father in

186^ comes to mind when one reads the account of the funeral
of Santos' poor relative in Esaia e Jac6.

When Santos became

wealthy he feared that he would be saddled with the presence
of a poor relative from another city, so he arranged for the
man a position in a far-off place and thus got rid of him.
When the relative dies, Santos makes the arrangements for
the funeral, but the services take place in a decrepit
church in a shabby part of tov/n.

The announcement of the

mass does not carry the name of the sponsor, and no one but
the immediate family knows the relationship between the poor
dead man and the wealthy banking official.

Vlana Filho,

10.

Astrojildo Pereira, pp. 237-^1.

11.

Pontes, p. 275.
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commenting on the death and burial of Machado's father,
Francisco Jose de Assis, notes that the writer did not
attend.

The newspaper "0 Comercio" published an acknow

ledgement of gratitude to those who bore the expenses of the
services, but Machado's name did not appear among the sur
vivors of the deceased.

Several days later a short, almost

curt, announcement appeared in the newspapers, calling
attention to a mass for Francisco Jos£ de Assis, and identi
fying the deceased as the father of the sponsor of the mass,
Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis.

Viana Filho suggests that

Machado was grievously offended by the public acknowledge
ment of charity regarding the funeral expenses of his
father, and the critic maintains that the author, if he did
not have funds at the moment, could have secured an advance
from his employer.

There is the possibility, notes Viana

Filho, that inasmuch as the notice of the death of Machado's
father appeared only in the general obituary column, the
author may not have known that Francisco had died.

There
12
was no comment on the death of Francisco "na prensa."
It
is possible that Machado's estrangement from his parents was

so complete that he was not informed pf his father's death.
Regardless of how the episode is interpreted, it is highly
reminiscent of the burial of Santos* poor relative in Esau
e Jac<S.
12.

Viana Filho, pp. 5^-55.
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One additional passage in Esatl e Jac<5 is noteworthy
in the search for personal experiences as material.

Flora's

death scene, called a "lindfssimo capitulo" by Pujol,^
could have been inspired by the situation in Machado*s own
home, while, as he was writing the novel, Carolina was grow
ing weaker.

Pontes talks about the final months in

Carolina's life.

"De onde em donde o quadro parece tirado

as paginas do Esau e Jac6t romance que Carolina mal pudera
14
folhear, lendo-o por milagres da vontade."
Carolina died

in October of 1904, and by the admission of the author him
self, Memorial de Aires is a tribute to her.
One of the most noteworthy episodes of autobiograph
ical origin in Machado's last novel concerns the Aguiar's
pet dog.

Before Aires returns to Rio in retirement, the dog

dies and is buried in the Aguiars' garden.

Viana Fllho

notes that Machado and Carolina also once had a small pet
dog, Graziela, that died and was buried in the author's
garden.

Machado even wrote a short poem about it.^
There is little question that D. Carmo was created

as a reflection of Carolina.

Josu6 Montello states that

Machado admitted to more than one person that his last novel
was written because of the inspiration of his deceased wife,
13.

Pujol, p. 257.

14.

Pontes, pp. 273-^.

15.

Viana Filho, pp. 144-5.
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the memories of their life together, and his loneliness
without her.

Montello calls this confession a rare indis

cretion in such a quiet and withdrawn man.1^

Other critics

who have accepted the belief that the author intended to
' 17

portray Carolina in the figure of Carmo, are Matos ' and
*i Q •
Jos4 de Mesquita.
There is an exception to this general
belief, however, in Wilton Cardoso, who believes Aires' dead
wife in Memorial de Aires represents Carolina,

Cardoso

calls attention to the difference in Aires* feelings about
19

his deceased wife in his last two novels.' It should be
remembered that Aires, in Esau e Jac<5, admits that he did
not marry out of love for the woman, but because he felt
that a diplomat needed a wife.
she died he was not upset.

Aires confesses that when

In Memorial de Aires, however,

he refers to his late wife in very different terras, refusing
to have her body brought to Rio for burial, because, "Quando
eu morrer, irei para onde ela estiver, no outro mundo, e
ela vir£ ao meu encontro, disse eu"(Memorial de Aires, 27).
The presence of these and other episodes of proven
or likely autobiographical origin demonstrate very clearly
that Machado depended on personal experiences for much of
16.

Montello, p. 59.

17.

Matos, p. 279.

18.

Jos4 de Mesquita, p. 16.

19.

Cardoso, pp. 24^-5.
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his material.

It is possible that some of the references

reminiscent of his own life crept into the novels subcon
sciously.

Whether Qulncas Borba was consciously permeated

with personal memories cannot be proven but the presence of
Fernanda, who is known to have been modeled after a real
person, the hanging witnessed by Rubiao, and the nostalgia
of the latter as he remembered his former life that day in
Sailde, suggest that there was a great deal of conscious
personal revelations in the novel.

Whether Machado reflect

ed his own compromisie when he placed Rubiao in the position
of wrestling with his conscience cannot be proved either,
but the burden of remorse and the pangs of conscience suf
fered by the latter are strikingly similar to what many
critics believe to have been Machado's personal experiences
as he remembered his abandonment of Livramento and his
parents.

Qulncas Borba seems to have been written during a

time of relaxed tensions of one kind, the political and
sociological, and perhaps mixed emotions In relation to his
own past.

As he viewed the approaching moment when the

final link with his past would be destroyed, Machado must
have meditated a great deal on his life. His emotions as he
left the body of Maria Ines Indicate that there was indeed a
considerable amount of regret along with a feeling of relief
that the story had finally ended.

Certainly no other novel
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by Machado possesses the elements that can be interpreted
as indicating these identical impressions of decreasing
tension and remorse.

CHAPTER X
CONCLUSION
The intent of this study has been to establish that
the autobiographical impulse is present in Qulncas Eorba in
the form of confession and that the time in history was
propitious for such personal revelations. The final settle
ment of the issues of slavery and of the form of government
appears to have had an effect on the author of Quincas
Borba, as the treatment of the pertinent themes indicates.
Involved in what can be interpreted as the author's con
fession regarding his real role in these issues is the ele
ment of controversy, another of Machado's recurring themes.
There is the additional element of reflections on his
actions regarding the rejection and concealment of certain
aspects of his personal history many years previously.

All

these points have been discussed here, and it has been
shown that in Qulncas Borba many of the important recurring
themes appear in a way significantly different from what
occurs in the other eight novels.
What the acceptance of the belief that Quincas Borba
is confession would mean is that there must have been a
change in the author between Br^s Cubas (1881) and Quincas
Borba (1891),

In his final novel, Memorial de Aires (1908),

Machado was undeniably influenced by the death of his wife
246
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as well as by the ravages of old age.

From what is known

about his desire to cloak his feelings and about his pes
simism of long duration it would seem unlikely that Machado could have expressed such faith in people or could have
become reconciled with life in his earlier novels even if
he had tried to do so. That is to say, it required the
ultimate grief, the death of Carolina, to inspire such a
novel as Memorial de Aires, and nothing previous to that
event was of sufficient magnitude to inspire such a dra
matic change as is seen between his last two novels.
This chapter will be composed of two closely re
lated parts.

One part is a summation of the reasons why

Qulncas Borba should be considered as important in the
study of Machado's novels as any of the other eight works.
The other part of this chapter will show how the period
from 1888 to 1891 is quite different from Machado's for
mative years, the beginning of his second phase, and the
years spent in the writing of his last novel. Works pro
duced throughout his career are said to reflect much of
the author; thus a tranquil period of his life would pre
suppose a like mood in works of that time, while deep de
pression, pessimism, or cynicism would be found in works
produced in a dark period.

These impressions of tranquili

ty or rejection of humanity would emerge despite conscious
efforts to suppress them, as the study of Machado reveals.
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The autobiographical impulse has been.shorn to be
very strong in the works after Br^s Cubas.

Whether such

inspiration is present in the works before 1881 has not been
indicated by critical studies, perhaps because the period
has not been examined with as much care.

The division of

Machado*s works into two distinct periods makes the study
of his novels a superficially easier task, but there are
differences within each period that seem to defy the class
ifications at times.

The identification of Machado with a

particular school or movement is difficult to achieve, and
the point should be discussed briefly in order to locate the
proper place for Guineas Borba in relation to Its importance.
Machado has been described as belonging to the
"urban" school as opposed to the "rural" school of litera
ture.

Dorothy Scott Loos notes that between the years 18?0

to 1880, the period of transition between Romanticism and
Naturalism, the novels of the sertao were predominant, and
that the only major novels of the city were written by
Machado.*

Some critics have classified Machado as a Natu

ralist, but Loos, who does not, includes Machado*s name on
her list of the seven Brazilian novelists most frequently
identified as such.

She adds that recent critics have ex

cluded both Raul PompcSia and Machado from the list of
1. Dorothy Scott Loos, The Naturalistic Novel of
Brazil (New York: Hispanic Institute in the United States,
1963), P. 26.
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Naturalists, classifying both of them as psychological
2
novelists.

Helen Caldwell comments on the placing of Machado's
works into two periods, which was first done by Jos£
Verfssimo and then accepted by almost all critics.

The

first four novels are classified as being of his "romantic
period" and the remainder fall in the "second," or "mature
period."

Caldwell notes that Machado smiled when he heard
\

of this division of his works and "protested that all his
novels, along with his other books, were each a milestone
in his life of the spirit." Caldwell says that from one
point of view his bewilderment was justified, and from another, the division as stated by the critic- was justified.^
Manuel Bandeira avoids having to classify Machado
by stating that he is so singular that he deserves a chap
ter apart. He was a contemporary of the second generation
of Romantics who influenced him in his early years, but he
developed along highly personal lines during the succeeding
h
generations of schools and movements. Bandeira states that
Machado's first novels were more a clash of wills and the
2.

Loos, pp. 38-9.

3.

Caldwell, Brazilian Othello, p. 161.

k, Manuel Bandeira, Brief History of Brazilian
Literaturet Intro., trans., and notes by Ralph Edward
Dimmick (Washington D.C.: Pan American Union, 1958),
P. 101.
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analysis of a moral situation than the observation of man
ners, in spite of the fact that these works are marked by
the spirit and devices of Romanticism,

Br^s Cubas breaks

completely from this early style, initiating Machado's new
technique of "short chapters and short sentences, of a
fanciful and humoristic tone, and of an intentionally dis
connected narrative, in which psychological analysis is
effected through omissions, and alternate assertions and
reservations.'•-*

The unity of the second phase is broken in

its spirit, but not in its manner, and Bandeira pinpoints
the death of Carolina as the cause of this spiritual
change.^
It is generally accepted that Bras Cubas marks the
beginning of the second phase of Machado's writings,
Peregrino Jtfnlor singles out as the reason for such a diff
7
ference in the author his worsening epileptic condition,'
Tendencies such as sadism and masochism begin to appear in
abundance in the works after Ial£ Garcia, but this novel of
18?8 should be considered as an indication that a change in
the author was in progress.

Moists states that Iai£ Garcia

does not betray the fact that in three years a different
type of novel would appear, but he admits that it contains

15^-5.

5.

Bandeira, p, 103.

6.

Ibid., p. 104.

7.

Peregrino Jtfnlor, Doenoa e constituicao. pp.
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"alguns pormenores que irao ser desenvolvldos na fase
O
segulnte."
Already commented on here are some of the signs
that Machado•s view of humanity was changing around the time
Ial£ Garcia, and the most obvious Indications can be
found in the portrayals of three characters: the scheming
Valeria and Iai£, and the corrupt Procdpio Dias.

Ial^

Garcia is a radical departure from the mood of Ressurrelcao,
but it is not clearly classifiable as a psychological novel.
It embodies some of both types, quite a bit of the Roman
ticism of Machado and some of the psychological that dis
tinguishes Bras Cubas.
The statement by Moists that Ial£ Garcia presents
some points that will be developed further in Bras Cubas,
in other tfords, that the former novel is an indication of
things to come, will be recalled as Qulncas Borba is placed
according to its own importance.

Machado did not leap from

a romantic novel in 1878 to a psychological one in 1881,
thus making a clean break from previous methods.

As has

been shown in the study of the recurring themes, there is a
definite progression toward a high point, or a point of
significantly different development, in Qulncas Borba.

The

psychological probing in Machado*s novels begins in Ial£
Garcia.

Thus the last novel of the first period is a work

of transition to the second phase.
8'.

What this means, then,

Moists, nota preliminar, laid Garcia, p. 175.
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is that the depths of pessimism in Br^s Cubas began to
evolve before I878.

Perhaps Machado himself was aware of

this, as it seems by his answer to K&rio de Alencar's ques
tion as to how he could have written Br^s Cubas after writ
ing Helena.

Augusto Meyer states that Machado answered that

he had lost all his illusions "sobre os

homens.

Quincas Borba. because of its differences in the
analysis of man, is on the other side of Br^s Cubas, and is
the beginning of a recovery from the cynicism and pessimism
that marks the beginning of the second phase.

This is true

in spite of the fact that the characters seem to achieve
their maximum development in Quincas Borba.

Machado*s most

cynical protagonist is Br^s Cubas, and the latter is also
the narrator of the story.

Every character Br£s discusses

has some defect or other, just as happens in the first per
son narration of Pom Casmurro.

This means that Bras and

Bento are limited in what they can reveal about the other
people in the stories.

Thus there is the impossibility of

presenting a full picture of the remaining characters as is
done in the third person narration of Quincas Borba.

That

the characters reach their maximum exposure in Quincas Borba
Is evident In the great number of people who can best be
described with a superlative adjective. There is Fernanda,
the antithesis of Virgflia and Sofia, and she Is the most
9.

Meyer, Machado de Assis, 1935-1958, p. 213.
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sympathetic and compassionate woman in Machado•s novels, and
better portrayed than even Carmo,

There follow these others:

Tonica, the most pathetic spinster; Palha, the most scheming
and dishonest businessman, and unique among Machado*s novelistic male creations in that he permits his wife to accept
the attentions of another man in order to gain financially;
Maria Benedita, one of the most virtuous women, who has only
one equal in regard to a naive nature: Flora; there is
Te6filo, the most dedicated politician; Carlos Maria, the
most self-centered man; Camacho, the most abject and corrupt
politician; Sofia, the most jealous woman; and there are a
great many parasites, introduced by Carlos Maria and
Freitas.
Barretto Filho calls Qulncas Borba the only genuine
10
tragedy that Machado ever wrote,
and in this tragedy there
is the significant exception to the usual characters.

The

road to riches for Rubiao takes him away from Barbacena and
leads him into a life in which he must deal with the Palhas,
the Sofias, the Camachos, the Carlos Marias, the army of
parasites, and such people as the parents of Deolindo, and
they bleed him financially and emotionally, then deny him in
his hour of need.

Only Fernanda is there to help the poor

insane man and his bewildered dog.

It is in this clash of

the humane with the human, generosity with greed, and
10,

Barretto Filho, p. 165.
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compassion with contempt that Quincas Borba, while tragic,
marks the beginning of the trend away from Bras Cubas t Just
as

Garcia signals the approach of Br£s Cubas.

The pro

cess away from the pessimism and cynicism of the latter
novel is slow through Pom Casmurro and Esail e Jac<3, but the
positive trend continues toward its maximum development in
Memorial de Aires.

How Machado's personal life figured in

the fixing of the atmosphere of the novels will be discussed
after attention has been paid to an external development in
the works.
Previously noted are Manuel Bandeira*s comments con
cerning the new technique in Bras Cubas, the short chapters
and sentences and the dialogue that is purposefully discon
nected.

Because of this new structure, Bandeira says, the

psychological analysis is achieved in a different way, by
"omissions, and alternate assertions and reservations."

The

novels of the first phase are very different from those of
the second in regard to chapter and sentence structure, as
well as in the passing of time.

Eug£nio Gomes, commenting

on Machado*s changing style, notes that there are seventeen
chapters in laid Garcia, one hundred and sixty in Bras
Cubas, and two hundred and one in Qulncas Borba.

Before

Bras Cubas. Gomes notes, none of Machado's novels had more
than "vinte e poucos capftulos," and afterward, every one
had more than a hundred.

This permitted the author to mix
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in several genres, "cronioa, ensaio, conto, e romance. . ,
The chapter technique in Qulncas Borba impresses Gomes as
being strange and not at all satisfactory because of "as
pausas de descanso, pelas freqiientes subdivisoes dos
capftulos," and this results in discomfort for the reader,
12

"por serein excessivas e, portanto, forgadas."

What

Machado was able to do with this "chapter subdivision" is
seen in the character delineation, as each person is invol
ved in the different recurring themes.

In particular, there

are the simultaneous reactions of Tonica and Rubiao as they
think about the episode of the latter in the garden with
Sofia, and later the waking thoughts of Sofia and Carlos
Maria as they recall the party the night before.

By use of

the short chapter, or as Gomes calls them, chapter sub
divisions, the author was able to shift about in time and
place, showing different emotions and reactions concerning
the same event in a compact way.

The recurring themes of

Jealousy, narcissism, ambition, and others appear in frag
ments but are easily assembled into a whole picture by care
ful reading.

Most of all, this type of chapter structure

indicates a great deal of care in regard to chronology,
11. Eugenio Gomes, Espelho contra Espelho. estudos
e ensalos (Sao Paulo: Instituto Progresso Editorial S.A.,
W), P. ^2.
12.

Ibid., p. 39.
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character development, and purpose, and a story thus con
structed would seem to be more difficult to write than one
of long chapters.

That Quincas Borba is faultlessly con

structed in regard to time and space is evidence that the
author was paying a great deal of attention to his task,
being certain that there was order where there easily could
have been disorder in the narration.
In order to see how Machado reflected his life at
certain stages in his works, and thus to ascertain what
validity there is in the theory that Quincas Borba mirrors
some aspects of his life around the late 1880's, attention
should be directed at other periods of his life as seen by
the critics.

The years that have attracted the most criti

cal attention are not those of the first four novels, but of
Machado's fifth and final works.

However, by examining

critical comments.concerning Machado's life as it appears to
be reflected in the novels of the 1870*s, of 1881, and of
1908, and then by applying the same methods to Quincas
Borba, it should be acceptable that the novel of 1891 also
reflects the life and attitudes of the author in certain
areas.

It should also be accepted as a possibility that

Quincas Borba, in regard to more personal points, is
Machado*s most honest expression of self-revelation until
his final novel.
Some critics have commented on Machado as he appear
ed to be around 1872, when his first novel was published.
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Gustavo Corgao calls him a tranquil man and a "bem sucedido
escritor.Barretto Filho notes that Machado*s life was
calm and without incidents and that he was secure economi
cally, having obtained a position in the Ministry of Agri
culture.

There was a steady routine, freedom from worries,
1/1

and time to socialize with his friends.

The novel that

appeared during this time, states Barretto Filho, was weak,
but different from other novels of the times, in that it was
an attempt at the psychological novel, and many features of
it
the Machadian novel of the future can be found, -* The next
five years brought three more novels that are, in Barretto
l6
Filho*s opinion, a return to old molds of Romanticism
and
they are progressively better in technique, "mas 4 como se
fossem altos exercfcios de composigao,The apparent
tranquility of Machado's life did not last long, in the
opinion of critics.

Viana Filho comments that around 1877 a change began
to develop in Machado.

The author's situation at the time

was that of a section chief in the Ministry of Agriculture,
a well-known writer surrounded by admiring friends, free of
13. Gustavo Cor§ao, Machado de Assls (Rio de
Janeiro: Livraria Agir Editora, 1959), p. 7.
1^.

Barretto Filho, p. 110.

15.

Ibid., pp. 110-111.

16.

Ibid., p. 112.

17.

Ibid., p. 115.
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financial difficulties, "e, como s<5lido pedestal de tudo
iss<j>, o amor de Carolina.

0 casal nao tivera filho, mais,

ainda 6 cedo para que sintam a falta.

E tudo lembra a

placidez das £guas matutinas de um lago.
enganosa, no entanto."

Aparencia

It was around this time, states

Viana Filho, that epilepsy struck the author and that there
-i O
was an adverse effect on his life.
Other critics have
seen in this same period of time a change in Machado's lit
erature, which was evolving away from earlier Romantic and
exterior orientations.

0, Martins Gomes notes that around

the age of forty, that is, around l879t Machado was prepar
ing himself for greater "empreendimentos do seu g£nio."

He

was becoming a better writer, more cultured, and he revealed
a better style in his writings.
E mais do que isso, olhando para dentro de si,
discutia atraves delas [jfche characters^ os problemas pessoals do seu proprio ser fntimo. As
interrogagoes que lhe atormentavam o espfrito, o
espetro da diSvida, o fastio da existencia, o
niilismo, a descrenga rellgiosa, tudo constituia
temas para desdobramento da obra, caracterizagao
de tipos, fixagao de teses.19
Machado was already putting his ideas and opinions in the
mouths of his characters, "nao importa se masculinas ou
femininas."
18.

Gomes detects a lot of the author in both
Viana Filho, pp. 109-110

19. 0. Martins Gomes, "Machado de Assis (apreclaqao resumida de sua vida e de sua obra)," Machado de
Assis (estudos e ensalos) (Rio de Janeiro: F. Brigulet e
Cia,, Editores,~~1940), pp. 45-46.
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20

Guiomar (A mao e a luva) and Lufs Garcia, for example.

While writing these first novels Machado was suf
fering from a resurgence of his epilepsy.

Viana Filho has

placed the date of the reappearance of the disease at about
1877, but Coutinho states that through the word of Carolina
it is known that around 1871 to 1872 the attacks began again
21
after many years during which the disease lay dormant.
It was during the period after Ial^ Garcia that the attacks
became more intense and more frequent, and the severity of
the illness made a profound impression on Machado, bringing
on the abrupt change noted by Peregrino Junior.

The seren

ity vanishes from Machado*s works and there appears nihil
ism, sadism, skepticism, and other negative elements.

These

are the characteristics of Machado*s works starting with
2p
Br£s Cubas, states Peregrino Jilnior.
The author's ill
ness, then, was not of sufficient intensity before Br^s
Cubas to cause any sudden and profound change in the au
thor's outlook on life.

However, says Peregrino Jilnior, the

novels of the second phase are related to those of the
first: "nestes livros

palpitavam os germens daqueles."

The reason Machado did not write the analytical novel before
Br£s Cubas was because he was not yet in his literary
20.

0. Martins Gomes, p. 46.

21.

Coutinho, A fllosofla de Machado. p. 37.

22.

Peregrino Jilnior, Doen<?a e constltulQao,. p.155.
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maturity.

"Contudo, em pleno i860, ele

ra do romance psicol^gico.

tentava a aventu-

E em Ressurreipao, estuda o

problema do ciiime; em A Mao e a Luva, o da ambigao; em Ial^
Garcia e em Casa Velha, o do orgulho. . ."

With Br£s Cubas

the action of tb2 novels moves to the interior, where the
23
plot is less important.
Barretto Filho comments on the period around 1879t
when a change in Machado v;as evident. The direct moralization of earlier novels began to assume a different aspect.
"Ao aproximar-se dos quarenta anos, manifestam-se sinais de
erosao na sua geologia moral. 0 moralista inato perde o
gosto pela moralizagao direta. . ."

Machado does not aban

don the direct moralization, but for the greater part sub
stitutes for it a cold jand implacable analysis of human
2/J.
errors.
It is this indirect moralization that leads some

critics to find support for their beliefs regarding
Machado*s position on the great questions of his time, on
all kinds of social criticism, and on life in general.

It

seems indisputable, however, that the renewed onslaught of
his epilepsy is the principal reason for the new direction
of the author's view of life.

Just hovr much this change In

his condition affected his works cannot be ascertained, but
critics agree that a different type of man appears as the
23. Peregrino Jilnior, "Vida, Ascensao e Gloria de
Machado de Assis," Machado de Assis na palavra. p. 15.
24.

Barretto Filho, p. 120.
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protagonist, beginning with laid Garcia.

Three men, Lufs

Garcia, Br^s Cubas, and Aires, are commonly indentified as
representing the author, or incorporating many of his traits
of character or ideas, and it is significant that Lufs
Garcia is of the romantic period, and that there is a period
of twenty three years separating Br£s Cubas from Aires.
The identification of the three characters named above will
be discussed first, and then an examination will be made of
the twenty three year absence of a comparable figure.
Afranlo Coutinho states that Lufs Garcia is the por
trait of Machado entering the second phase of his writings,
an admirable mirror of the "estado de alma" of the author
from the age of thirty five onward.

He would be the same

until Memorial de Aires "em que se sentem novas modificagoes
adquiridas na serenidade, na resigna§ao da velhice e na

tristeza da viuvez."^

Matos calls Lufs Garcia and Aires a
26
spiritual autobiography of Machado.
Thus there is a con

firmation in Coutlnho's evaluation of these two characters
whose appearances are separated by twenty five years, or
thirty years if Memorial de Aires is included.

There are

critics who see a close relationship between Br£s Cubas and
Machado.

LtScla Kiguel-Pereira recalls that Oliveira Lima,

who knew the author well, said that Br^s Cubas is a portrait
25.

Coutinho, A fllosofla de Machado, p. 40.

26.

Matos, p. 199.
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of Machado*s soul.

Miguel-Pereira adds "Talvez fosse mais

preciso dizer espelho da sua visao do mundo.''27
'

Brito Broca

says basically the same, that some people who knew Machado
well affirmed that Br£s was the perfect psychological picpO
ture of the author.
There is considerable difference between Lufs Garcia
and Br£s Cubas, as a casual reading of the two novels will
show.

V/hat is noteworthy in the case of these men being

identified as portraits of the author is that they are so
different from each other, but less than three years sepa
rate the novels in which they appear.

Thus, in this short

period of time there was enough of a change in the author
that he could be identified as two distinctly different
characters.

There is less difference between Lufs Garcia

and Aires, who are separated by over twenty years of the
author's life, which indicates that whatever it was that
projected itself into Br^s Cubas, making him resemble a
spiritual picture of the author, had disappeared somewhere
along the way.

It would appear that this lost element was

the pervading gloom and hatred for humanity that character
izes Br£s Cubas.

Viana Pilho quotes an aricle by J. dos

Santos (Medeiros Albuquerque) who sees basically the same
Machado de Assis in the novels of 1881, 1891, and 190^.
27.

Miguel-Pereira, p. 217.

28.

Broca, p. 30.
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Machado, in all these three novels, is "Leve, irdnico,
sutil, disfargando observagoes mais profundas sob frases
leves e despretenclosas. . .

Machado is still ironic in

Esati e Jacd, but he is considerably less cruel.

In addi

tion, he has met his enemy, time, face to face.
Agrippino Grieco notes that Machado always seems old
in his novels, but that his last work, written when he was
indeed old, contains a feeling of singular rejuvenation.
The story begins slowly, but picks up the pace very quickly
and carries the reader along without weariness, and at times
with "vivaz interesse.It would be difficult to agree
that Memorial de Aires is interesting.

Matos, for instance,

calls it the monologue of an old man, concerning a city and
customs out of touch with the generation in which the novel
appearedit is a dialogue between his heart and his
spirit.

Thus the passing of time and the death of

Carolina cause a very different Aires to emerge in Memorial
de Aires.
A petulancia do espfrito foi convertida em mansidao,
a ironia em piedade, a desconfianga em abandono, a
dtivida em esperan$a de outra vida. 0 sofrimento
fez-se arte no Memorial. 0 romance de saudade 4
tamb£m o livro da velhice, da tristeza confessada e
da melancolla compassiva dos homens.
29.

Viana Filho, p. 235.

30.

Grieco, pf 126.

31.

Matos, p. 2?7.

32.

Ibid., p. 275.
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It is another Machado, no longer disdainful, abusive, or dar
ing who formerly fragmented the moral universe and analyzed
33
it cruelly,^ The Aires of Memorial was created by a man
suffering from a growing loneliness, who, Coutinho says, was
increasingly sensitive and demonstrated a tendency to seek
refuge and comfort among friends in an attempt to alleviate
34
his melancholy.

Aires notes in both novels in which he appears that
he is aware that his time is running out rapidly.

In Esari

e Jac<S he talks to the twins about the old Rio de Janeiro,

the city he knows, and he realizes that- while they are
polite, they are bored. Cardoso notes an acknowledgement
3*5
that time is the enemy*^ but it is also an awareness on the
part of the author that he has lost touch with the new
generation.

Pontes notes that Machado was writing of the

city and the people he had known, and that while the city
grew and evolved, the author refused to accept the changes,
speaking of the past with melancholy.

Both the melancholy

for the old ways and the awareness of the passing of time
are expressed in Memorial de Aires.

On May 24, 1888, Aires

writes that today is the twentieth anniversary of the battle
33. Coutinho, A fllosofla de Machado, p. 138,
quoting M&rio de Alencar.
34.

Ibid., pp. 226-7.

35.

Cardoso, pp. 234-5.

36.

Pontes, p. 140.
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of Tuiuti, and he states that in another twenty years he
will not be here, another twenty year period will see the
absence of survivors of those people involved in the battle,
„"ainda vinte, e ninguem"(Memorial de Aires, 57).

Aires

shows a reluctance to accept the change of place names,
telling Tristao that a young man can accept a new name for
an old place while an old man cannot.
The Aires of Esati e Jac<5 is noticeably different
from the Aires in Machado's final novel, although the txfo
stories are separated by only four years. The novels them
selves are also a contrast to each other. In Memorial de
Aires there is a melancholic atmosphere, but it is also a
"depoimento em favor da vida."-^

Viana Filho quotes Sousa

Bandeira as saying that Machado opened the secret places of
his heart in his last novel.

"Tudo o que havia de bom e

afetuoso nos arcanos secretos do seu cora§ao objetivou ele
no seu Ultimo livro, Memorial de Aires. . .talvez uma
QO
retrata§ao de tantas ironias espalhadas mas anteriores."J

Both life and humanity are regarded with a different view,
as noted, by Mates.

"A humanid'ade do livro 4 antagonica a

demais gente anterior de Machado de Assis.

Gente toda muito

boa, discreta, elegante, cuidosa da unidade moral da
37.

Barretto Filho, p. 226.

, 38.

Viana Filho, pp. 272-3.
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39
vida. , , .Nao h& c£ticos, fora o conselheiro Aires, , ,"
Grieco does not see in the previous novel any hint of a
change in the author: "Ainda nao denuncia nenhuma transforma$ao sentimental em Machado,"

Grieco labels Esau e Jac6

"um livro plilmbeo" and finds in the novel both sadism and
masochism. "Persistia no autor o prazer da flagela^ao
*
40
aplicada as personagens e, , ,a si mesmo,"
Belo comments
on the difference between the people of Memorial de Aires
and those of preceding works.

There is a definite change in

the author's pattern of concealing his sympathies.

The

pessimism of Br^s Cubas is gone, notes Belo, and there is in
its place "o gosto de viver."

Machado with a sincere ten

derness, now writes of good people who trust each other.
The noyel has "certos toques de emoQao pessoal que Machado
in
evitara sempre,"
Another critic notes that in Machado's
last books his sense of sympathy for humanity grows instead
of lessening: "Sofia vem depois de Virgflia, Natividade
depois de Sofia,

ho

D, Carmo depois de Natividade,"

Thus

some critics have seen a slow evolution in Machado's novels
after Bras Cubas. characterized in part by an Increasing

39.

Matos, p, 2?8,

40.

Grieco, p, 104,

Jfl,

Belo, pp. 57-8,

42, Alceu Amorose Lima (Tristao de Atafde), Tres
ensalos sobre Machado de Assls (Belo Horizonte: Livraria
edltora Paulo Bluhm, 19?1), p, 56.
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sympathy for humanity, as stated by Amoroso Lima, and others
find in his final novel a sudden change in the author's view
of life.

The point at which the author began to turn away

from his deepest pessimism, Br^s Cubas, is in the portrayal
of Fernanda, in Qulncas Borba.

That critics cannot agree on

the general location of a change in the direction of such a
pattern is more evidence of the complexity of the author.
Machado*s reputedly withdrawn and secretive nature now- be
comes a factor in the evaluation of Rubiao and Quincas
Borba.
Peregrino Junior comments on the puzzle that con
fronts critics.

"Homem contradict<5rio e singular, esse

Machado de Assis que a todos que o estudam causa espanto e
perplexidade!"

Peregrino Junior notes that although Machado

was "tfmido, pessimista, c£tico, introvertido, solit^rio,"
he frequented bookstores and literary circles, "jantares de
grupos e sociedades de letras, o Gremio de Letras e Artes,
a Petal<5gica, o Club Liter^rio Fluminense, os jantares da
Panelinha e do Club Rabelais. .

He made friends and was

awarded decorations and positions, starting in I867 as
"Cavaleiro" and then as official in the Ordem ;da Rosa in
1888, onward through a long list of honors until his
death. ^ This would tend to dispute the claim by many
critics that Machado did not mix freely with others, but an
**3.

Peregrino J&iior, Machado na palavra. pp. 9-10.

"©
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observation by Josu£ Montello tends to limit the extent of
what might be assumed as an unsuspected gregarious nature.
Montello relates that M^rio de Alencar noted in a page of
reminiscences that Machado, upon speaking with his friends
at Garnier's, would first look around and be certain that no
one was listening who should not be.

"Assim, o mestre

perfeito, que tendia a alargar seu publico a cada novo livro
que escrevia, tinha o receio desse mesmo publico, sempre que
estava em Jogo uma ponta qualquer de sua intimidade
LL
pessoal. . ."
Montello states that even in his correspon
dence Machado was on guard against revealing his thoughts on
many subjects.
A reserva de Machado de Assls em sua correspondencia
6 outra forma de autenticidade machadiana. file af
faz sentir, mais uma vez, a desconfianga instintiva
de seu temperamento, perenemente em guarda, invari^velmente alerta, e para quem a maxima pol£tica de
Floriano—"confiar, desconfiando"—(a revelagao 6
de Jos6 Verfssimo) era um s£bio conselho, que tomara
por lema de conduta.^5
Ciro Vieira da Cunha comments that many times a man will say
in a personal letter something he would not say in public if
he believed that his confidence would be betrayed.

This is

not true of Machado, says this authority, for even when
writing his most intimate friends, Nabuco, Gra§a Aranha,
M^rio de Alencar, he was on guard,

"Nao pedla conselhos.

44.

Josu£ Montello, p. 243.

^5.

Ibid., p. 16.
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Quando muito, aceitava-os.

Fugia de formular opinioes

sobre coisas."^
In the marking of Lufs Garcia, Bras Cubas, and
Aires as "spiritual biographies" of Machado, the critics
have drawn on several sources, mainly people who were
close enough to the author to see in him those certain
traits that are found in the three fictional men listed
above.

It is obvious that the differences between the

characters must have been judged as parallel to Identical
changes in Machado himself in the years around 1878, 1881,
1904, and 1908.

The question arises, then, concerning

the twenty three year period between 1881 and 1904; did
Machado change at all, or was he able to completely avoid
self-portrayal in Quincas Borba and Pom Casmurro? If the
renewed onslaught of his epilepsy could plunge him into
such deep negativism that he could write Bras Cubas and be
identified as its protagonist, and if the death of Caro
lina could cause him such grief that he would open his
heart to humanity in Memorial de Aires, why does the Aires
of 1904 resemble the Garcia of I878 more than the Aires of
1908?

Pontes notes that Machado's people are shaped by
h.n
his own reminiscences, ' and Pereira da Silva claims that
Machado de Ass is v/as still the same person

even in a

46. Vieira da Cunha, Machado de Assls (estudos e
ensaios), pp. 169-170.
4-7.

Pontes, p. 131.
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48
dead man's skin, as in Bras Cubas,

In the six novels

written after Helena, the author is said to be portrayed in
the male protagonists of four of them.

Pereira da Silva

sees the author's alter ego in Br£s Cubas and Bento in re
lation to this one aspect, megalomania, which adds one more
novel to those that have a protagonist identified as the
author,

Pereira da Silva does mention Rubiao, however, and

it is here that the case for confession in Quincas Borba
seems to acquire a great deal of support.
Para quem nasceu pobre e pobre morreu, convenhamos
haver nos trechos escritos, qualquer coisa de uma
imaginagao graduada em exageradas compensa$oes.
Rubiao comporta tanto assim de Machado de Assis, que
se lhe passa medir as aspira§oes de um pelas que o
outro ocultou na.existencia real?A Esta indaga§ao
supomo-la na cabe^a de quem nos 16. Procuraremos
responde-la. Como o crlador das coisas, o criador
menor, isto £, o romancista esta implicito em
todas as criaturas impressas por ele imaginadas,
Rubiao—mesmo salpicado de ditos ironicos ou
caricatos—traz na sua contestura literarla multo
do que Machado de Assis escondeu do bergo ao tumulo.
Escondeu, dlga-se a tempo antes que tal observagao
parega uma patente contradigao, conscientemente,
tanto quanto inconscientemente, descobriu-se a
an£lise ps£qulca.^9
As has been stated in the first chapter of this study, the
megalomania expressed in Qulncas Borba,is principally in the
characterization of Carlos Maria.

It is difficult to

ascribe Rubiao's dreams of grandeur to Machado's megalomania
and call that element the extent of the author's desire to
48.

Pereira da Silva, Romances de Machado, p. 59

^9.

Ibid., pp. 74-5.

2?1

be someone he was not.

There are the additional aspects of

Rubiao's life and behavior, much of which is paralleled in
the life and actions of the author, as has been pointed out
all through this analysis of the novel. The author's inten
tions in creating such a pathetic figure as Rubiao and then
projecting so much of himself into his puppet cannot be as
certained with certainty, but the same method of authorcharacter identification used in the other novels should be
employed.
One of the most different aspects of Qulncas.Borba
in relation to the other eight novels is its male protago
nist.

Rubiao has very little, if any, of the suave manner

of Felix (Ressurreleap), or of Lufs Alves (A mao e a luva),
or of Estdcio (Helena), or of Jorge (IaltC Garcia).

He is

dissimular in almost every way to the cold-hearted and
cynical Br£s Cubas.

He does not even vaguely resemble the

heirs to the Santiago and Santos estates, whose life of ease
is guaranteed by accident of birth.

And finally, he is the

opposite of the cold, aloof, disdainful and Inaccessible
figures of Lufs Garcia and Aires.
ification of his own.

Rubiao is in a class

He takes his place alone in Machado's

gallery of types, entering as a poor man who inherits a for
tune.

His fears, remorse, attacks of conscience, paranoia,

and his slovrly developing insanity are pictured almost comi
cally, However, before he has settled into his place in
Machado's gallery the tone has changed and the reader can
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feel a genuine sympathy for Rubiao, a compassion engendered
by Rubiao's own inability to comprehend the nature of people
in general and by the actions of Fernanda.

Because of

Fernanda's presence his last days are made easier, and he
returns to where it all started, in a poor section of
Barbacena, where another good woman, the mysterious Angelica,
takes him into her house in spite of his insanity, and he
dies with dignity.
Among the critics who believe that Machado, what he
was and what he thought about life, could best be studied
through his literature are Eloy Pontes, Pereira da Silva,
Peregrino Junior, and Leo Barrow, whose comments are found
throughout this study.

The study of Machado*s novels pro

duces approximately the same general comments regarding the
author's life.

The tranquility of the first three novels is

apparently one of'their common traits, and the period repre
sented by them corresponds to a time of general tranquility
in the author's life,

laid Garcia becomes more intense and

many of the characteristics of later novels appear.

Note

has been made of a period of increasing anxiety in the
author's life around this time, triggered by a violent re
surgence of his epilepsy, and there is reflected in Bras
Cubas a terrible negativism heretofore not present in
Machado's novels.

There is next a long wait until 190^, and

especially 1908, for a work to be closely identified with a
probable reflection of the author's view of life.

The two
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most obvious factors in the change in the atmosphere of the
novels of 19014- and. 1908 are an awareness that time was
rapidly passing, and the death of Carolina,
The absence of considerable comment concerning the
years represented by Quincas Borba and Pom Casmurro« except
for the element of literary megalomania, should not be taken
as evidence that Machado for about twenty years was able to
avoid reflecting himself in his works.

The historic events

of 1888 and 1889, plus the disappearance of the last link
with Machado's past in 1891, with the death of Maria Ines,
could be expected to have had an effect on the author.
Since these events occurred during the writing of Quincas
Borba it is reasonable to believe that such events had an
effect on the author if pertinent recurring themes in the
novel reflect c. significant deviation from the patterns both
before and after Quincas Borba. and thus before and after
the events themselves.

It has been pointed out in this

study that there is such deviation from the usual pattern of
the most important themes dealing with both the socio-political and personal aspects of Machado's life.
Matos sums up the personality of the author and the
meaning of his works with this short commentary: "Nao ha
certeza ou oplniao tranquila nem a respeito do homem, nem do
escritor.

Campo aberto a controv&rsla.
t

*

;

Um adjetivo o

2?^

qualifica bem: enigxnatico. M^° The truth of this statement
is born out in the many diverse analyses of Machado's
writings and in the diametrically opposed opinions as to his
life.

Another commentary by Matos is particularly relevant

in the analysis of Qulncas Borba: "Nenhum homem de sua
gera§ao, nenhum de seus companheiros teve vida mais aflita,
mais cheia de lutas consigo mesmo, mais cheia de dificultades

invisfveis do que a dele. Esta 6 a verdade."^'1' This

description fits Rubiao better than any other male char
acter, principal or secondary, in Machado's novels,

Rubiao's

personal characteristics, including his inferiority complex
and his epilepsy, are rendered more important in the
analysis of Quincas Borba when they are considered along
with his beriavior regarding the socio-political questions
and then compared with the same elements in the author's
life.

Of equal importance are the remorse, pangs of con

science, and fleeting nostalgia experienced by Rubiao when
he recalls his life after deciding to make his compromise
that day in Barbacena.

These feelings have been shown to

have been present in the author in regard to the manner in
which he left Livramento and all it represented.

Machado's

reputed rejection of the Negro and mulatto as inferior can
be interpreted as surfacing when Rubiao looks at the
50.

Matos, p. 57.

51.

Matos, p. 50.
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baroness and realizes the difference between them; despite
their wealth, Rubiao still feels as if he is the same
schoolteacher of Barbacena.

Mentioned previously is the

belief that in Rubiao's epilepsy can be found Machado's
answer to his critics as to his alleged non-participation in
the great issues of his time.

No other male character in

Machado's novels was thrust into a position in which he had
a valid reason, such as the author's own disease, for not
taking part in the important and controversial issues.
It might be coincidence that a great deal of Rubiao
resembles the author, and it could be coincidence that
Rubiao is the only character to embody so many of Machado's
known or reputed qualities.

The date of the writing of the

novel, from 1886 to 1891, falls in that period that would
tend to make possible, and even probable, that sort of con
fession I have identified in Qulncas Borba.

Such an inter

pretation seems especially attractive if we can accept the
following points established by many authorities of
Machado's literature: 1) Machado's early tranquility is re
flected in his writings of the 1870's; 2) the cruelty and
pessimism of Bras Cubas was brought on by the renewed and
more relentless attacks of epilepsy; and 3) old age and the
death of Carolina caused the author to reconcile himself
v'th life and to openly reveal his personal grief in
Memorial de Aires.

If these points are true, it is reason

able to accept Qulncas Borba as also reflecting a

??6
significant period in Machado's life.

Because the con

fession in Quincas Borba involves the most controversial
features in the study of the author's life and works, the
novel must be considered an indispensable point of orienta
tion in such studies.
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